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Experimental pressure data and surface oil flow
photographs of a candidate self-trimming cambered
and twisted thick delta wing obtained at the design
Mach number (0.80) and lift coefficient (0.25) and
associated angle of attack (6.08 ° ) indicate that the
desired attached flow was achieved over the model
upper surface. In particular, the thin outboard sec-
tions showed typical leading-edge suction peaks and
trailing-edge pressure recovery. Below this angle of
attack, attached flow is also present over the wing.
At higher angles of attack, a leading-edge vortex is
formed outboard due to the 58 ° wing sweep and thin
wing sections. Similar results were observed at the
off-design Mach number for the range of test Mach
number. The addition of vertical tails to the wing
results in a recirculatory flow on the inboard side of
the wing/vertical tail attachment region. Outboard,
more positive pressure was measured than for the ba-
sic wing. The integration of the inboard section pres-
sures shows essentially linear normal-force-coefficient
variation with angle of attack, whereas pressure in-
tegrations over the outboard sections show nonlinear
development due to the leading-edge vortex forma-
tion and tip stall. The sectional characteristics of
the integrated pressure data for the tail-on configu-
ration show similar trends to those of the wing alone
at low to moderate angles of attack. Elliptical span-
load distributions were not evident for any angle of
attack and Mach number combination.
Inviscid theoretical predictions of the lower sur-
face and most of the upper surface pressures for the
design conditions agree well with experimental data;
however, the upper surface pressure level peaks were
generally underpredicted. At off-design conditions,
the theory and experiment correlation is weaker with
increasing angle of attack and is confined to the in-
board lower surface region.
Comparison of the normal-force and pitching-
moment results from the Vortex Lattice Method-
Suction Analogy (VLM-SA), PAN AIR, and FLO-57
codes with experimental data show good agreement
at the inboard stations for most of the available
angle-of-attack range. FLO-28 estimates for pitching
moments were more positive than measured data.
The comparisons of the VLM-SA and FLO-57 low
angle-of-attack, normal-force-coefficient slopes with
experiment indicate good overall agreement. FLO-28
predictions yield slopes similar to the experimental
ones, although they are offset by a decrement of
approximately 0.01. Finally, the VLM-SA estimates
were shown to have the best overall correlation with
experimental pitching-moment-coefficient slopes.
Numerous aerodynamic studies have been re-
ported for delta-like wings (refs. 1 to 7). The re-
sulting data included forces and moments, surface
pressures, and flow visualizations. The configura-
tions examined develop vortex flows which have their
separation line fixed along the leading edge. These
wings are either of the simple planar type (refs. 1
and 2) or the geometrically complex type employing
geometric variations such as thickness, camber and
twist, or both (refs. 3 to 7). However, experimental
surface pressure data for delta-wing configurations
having thickness, leading-edge roundness, and cam-
ber and twist are scarce as are comparisons with val-
idated theoretical solutions.
The study of thick delta-like wings has recently
gained renewed interest among researchers because
of current and future military applications. A re-
cently documented force and moment study (ref. 8)
was conducted for a series of six thick delta wings
with the purpose of determining which configuration
best met the design goal of being self-trimming at
the best lift-to-drag ratio, about the model reference
center, at a cruise lift coefficient of 0.25, and at a
Mach number of 0.80. The present report documents
the pressure measurements and surface oil flow vi-
sualizations for the selected configuration W6 from
the force and moment study (portions of the present
study and ref. 8 were summarized and documented
in ref. 9). For this configuration, referred to herein
as the "wing alone," the effects of vertical tails on
the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics are also
assessed. Experimental results are compared and an-
alyzed for the tail-off configuration with numerical
estimates obtained from two panel codes, VLM-SA
(ref. 10) and PAN AIR (ref. 11); a three-dimensional
full potential code FLO-28 (ref. 12); and an Euler







theoretical aspect ratio, 2.5
theoretical span, 33.542 in. (B in
tables I and II and appendixes A
through I)
total lift coefficient, Lift
pressure coefficient, p-pooqc¢
pressure coefficient on wing lower sur-
face, Pl.... -poo (CPL inqoo

















pressure coefficient on wing up-
per surface, pupper--poo (CPU in
qoo
appendixes A through I)
incremental pressure coefficient,
- Cp,u
sonic pressure coefficient based on one-
dimensional flow
local chord, in. (C in tables I and II
and appendixes A through I)
mean aerodynamic chord of theoretical
wing (fig. 1), 17.89 in.
section pitching-moment coefficient
about local leading edge,
(x)
section pitching-moment-coefficient-




slope, -_, per degree
free-stream Mach number
design Mach number
static pressure, lbf/ft 2
dynamic pressure, lbf/ft 2
reference area (based on theoretical
wing, fig. 1), 3.125 ft 2
local thickness
vertical tail sets; large when m = 1,
small when m = 2, (V1 or V2 in
appendixes D through I)
wing configuration number 6 com-
posed of centerbody with NACA-type
airfoil sections and large tip twist (see
ref. 8)
coordinate axes centered at leading-
edge apex, X positive downstream, Y
positive toward right wing, Z positive
upward
streamwise distance from local lead-
ing edge, in. (X in table I and appen-
dixes A through I); streamwise dis-








local span distance measured from
coordinate axes, in. (Y in tables I and
II and appendixes A through I)









FLO-28 three-dimensional, full-potential code
(ref. 12)
FLO-57 Euler code (ref. 13)
NACA National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics
PAN AIR Panel Aerodynamics code (ref. 11)
VLM-SA Vortex Lattice Method-Suction Anal-
ogy (ref. 10)
Wind Tunnel
This investigation was conducted in the Langley
7- by 10-Foot High-Speed Tunnel. The wind tunnel
is a continuous-flow, subsonic-transonic wind tunnel
that operates at ambient temperature and pressure
and continuously exchanges air with the surrounding
atmosphere. Depending on the test model size, the
test section velocity can range from very low speed
to approximately M -- 0.94. Additional information
regarding the capability of this wind tunnel is given
in reference 14.
Model Description
The model is a cambered and twisted thick delta
wing with a leading-edge sweep of 58 ° and was "de-
signed" (see ref. 8) without considering the verti-
cal tails. A three-view drawing showing major di-
mensions of the model, as well as tail location and
tail cant (15°), is presented in figure 1. The sting
shroud, also shown in this figure, extends approxi-
mately 10 inches forward of the model trailing edge
before blending with the wing. Photographs of the
model with and without vertical tails are shown in
figure 2. Detailed drawings of the two vertical tail
configurationstestedareshownin their true projec-
tionsin figure3.
Sincethe modelhas thicknessand twist, fig-
ures4(a) and 4(b) showthe spanwisevariationof
(t/C)maxand twist, respectively. It is seenfrom
figure 4(a) that the modelhasa thick sectionat
the root, (t/C)max= 0.148, and the section thick-
ness across the span decreases to a minimum of
(tic)max = 0.081 inboard of the tip. The large value
of (tic)max near the tip is associated with the chord
decreasing faster than the thickness. The sectional
characteristics were documented in reference 8. Fig-
ure 4(b) shows the model to have washout, that is,
twist increasing with _7.
The model was pressure instrumented via 138
orifices located on the upper and lower surfaces of the
model. The orifices are only on the left side of the
wing and are located in terms of fractional theoretical
semispan values, nominally at the magnitudes of
0.00, 0.04, 0.10, 0.30, 0.60, and 0.80. The actual
nondimensional and dimensional x and y values are
given in tables I and II, respectively, as determined
by surface measurements.
Test Conditions and Procedures
The experiment was conducted at Mach numbers
of 0.75, 0.80, and 0.83 for which the Reynolds num-
bers based on _ were 3.5 × 106 , 3.75 × 106 , and
3.85 × 106, respectively. These Mach numbers are
below, equal to, and above, respectively, the design
value and were selected to study the sensitivity of the
pressure data due to small changes in Mach number
near M d.
During the test, the wing pressures were measured
by three 1-psi differential pressure transducers each
being connected to a 48-port pressure-scanning mod-
ule. For each module, the first 46 ports and the 48th
one (home port for reference value) were used. The
remaining pressure port from each module was nei-
ther used nor stepped through during a data sam-
pling cycle.
The upper surface oil flow study was conducted
by coating the right wing panel with a mixture of
fluorescent powder and multigrade, 50-weight motor
oil. The resulting flow patterns were recorded by a
still camera using ultraviolet strobe lights at the wing
design Mach number (0.80) and at various model
angles of attack. Photographs were taken for no
more than 2 values of a on a given oil flow run.
The configurations studied were the wing with and
without the large vertical tails.
Each model configuration had a 0.063-inch-wide
boundary-layer transition strip placed 0.50-inch aft
of and parallel to the leading edge. The strip extends
from root to tip on both the upper and lower surfaces
and similarly for the vertical tails. The grain size
selected for this test was No. 120 Carborundum I grit.
The technique used in grit size determination and
location was that described in reference 15.
Presentation of Pressure Data
Basic pressure data measured on the thick delta
wing are presented in tabular and graphical form in
appendixes A through I for tail-off and tail-on config-
urations for the three test Mach numbers. The order
in which the various configurations are presented in





D Wing + small vertical tail
E Wing + small vertical tail
F Wing + small vertical tail
G Wing + large vertical tail
H Wing + large vertical tail












Each appendix is arranged so that the tabular data
and its graphical presentation are on facing pages
with two sequential angles of attack per page. Since
the pressure orifices for r/ -- 0.00 and _/ -- 0.05 (the
sting shroud region) were of limited number and do
not provide a full chordwise pressure distribution
their measurements are only presented as tabulated
data; whereas, those at _/ -- 0.10, 0.30, 0.60, and
0.80 are of full chord and are graphically displayed.
Though the tabulations are given to five decimal




The basic wing-pressure characteristics for vari-
ous design and off-design conditions are discussed in
the four subsections which follow. The first shows the
effect of angle of attack M d. The effects on Cp,u of
Mach number, vertical tail size at Md, and combina-
tions of vertical tail size and off-design Mach number
are compared with those for the wing-alone Cp,u over
a nominal angle-of-attack range.
1 Trademark of Harbison-Carborundum Corporation.
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Wing alone at M d = 0.80. The section pressure
distributions presented in appendix B form the basis
for the discussion which follows. The only parameter
which varies is test a and it appears on the respective
figures. Associated oil flow photographs for selected
values of a are presented in figure 5 to highlight
the flow structure on the wing upper surface and
support the discussion of Cp data. At the design
condition eL, d : 0.25 (associated angle of attack
of 6.08°), a well-defined, thin-airfoil-type flow exists
outboard on the wing with a typical leading-edge
suction peak. The effects of thickness and camber
suppress that peak inboard but favorable pressure
gradients still occur inboard. The attached flow
nature is also reflected by the streak lines evident
in the surface oil flow photograph (fig. 5(b)) for the
wing near this test condition. Note that the lower
surface pressure distribution shows there is a suction
pressure over a significant fraction of local chord
inboard and outboard and that the inboard values
were more negative than those on the upper surface
near the trailing edge. These lower surface inboard
loadings are due to camber and contribute to nose-
up pitching moment and are seen to exist over a wide
range of a.
For a < 6.08 °, typical pressure distributions for
the wing alone show that the suction peak changes
from the lower surface to the upper surface in the
outboard region as the angle of attack is increased
(-2.36 ° _< _ _< 4.81°). Note that for a = -2.36 ° ,
there appears to be a vortex formed behind the
leading edge of the lower surface at the outermost
span station. At a = 4.81 ° , the flow is attached
at all span stations as shown by the trailing-edge
pressure recovery. For a slightly lower angle of attack
(a = 4.16°), the oil flow streak lines show the same
flow type (fig. 5(a)).
For 6.08 ° < a < 9.69 °, the leading-edge upper
surface pressure distributions at _ = 0.60 are chang-
ing from a suction peak to one having a plateau
followed by a recompression. In addition, the re-
compression is a relative suction increase around
x/c = 0.25 for 7.30 ° < a < 9.69 °, which is an indi-
cation of vortical flow. This is reflected in the upper
surface flow visualization photographs for a = 8.09 °
and 10.03 ° (figs. 5(c) and 5(d), respectively). The
pressure plateau is likely associated with a secondary
vortex. The chordwise (fixed y) presentation of the
Cp data indicates that the peak values of Cp,u asso-
ciated with the secondary vortex are more negative
than those for the primary. This is possible because
the peak value of Cp,u for the primary vortex be-
comes more positive with increasing x, due to the
vortex core moving farther from the surface. How-
ever, if sufficient Cp,u data were available at a fixed
longitudinal position (constant x), one should expect
to find the peak Cp,u of the secondary vortex to be
more positive than that of the primary.
Similar to the vortex analysis reported in refer-
ence 16, additional insights regarding the primary
vortex can be extracted by examining the Cp,u data
with a by individual pressure ports. Figure 6(a)
shows schematically the Cp,u variation of a pressure
port near the wing leading edge for both attached
(essentially linear variation) and vortical flow (non-
linear behavior). During the early stage of vortex for-
mation, the flow ahead of the pressure port gradually
decelerates and is indicated by the increasing positive
values of Cp,u. The most positive value of Cp,u indi-
cates that the vortex reattachment line has migrated
directly above the pressure port. As the vortex moves
further downstream, the values of Cp,u become more
negative and reach a peak value which corresponds
to maximum suction imparted by the vortex core lo-
cated above the pressure port. After the primary
vortex moves downstream, the Cp,u curve reflects a
nonsymmetrical behavior with a; this is associated
with the presence of a secondary vortex.
Based on the criterion just discussed, selected
pressure ports at r/ = 0.60 (fig. 6(b)) are exam-
ined to determine the state of the vortex flow ac-
tivity. Though not all ports show all the features
of the criterion, those shown are sufficient to war-
rant the conclusions, and the features missing could
well be attributed to an insufficient number of angles
of attack at which measurements were made. For
example, note how reattachment begins at a < 5°
for x/c = 0.05 and moves progressively downstream
with increasing a. Note also how the peak pressure
for these ports occurs at higher angles of attack for
the larger values of x/c. This, too, is indicative of the
chordwise movement of the vortex system. These ob-
servations show strong evidence of a classical leading-
edge vortex system centered around r/= 0.60, but it
is not confined to this station, as it must grow in size
with chordwise distance and increasing a. Conse-
quently, its effects are felt at y locations nearby and
at downstream pressure ports.
For a > 9.69 °, leading-edge vortex upstream
migration and large-scale upper surface flow sepa-
ration have occurred, as shown by the more posi-
tive chordwise Cp,u distribution and essentially linear
variation.
The pressure distributions indicate that the
outermost station is effective up to an angle of at-
tack of 6.08 °. A loss of the peak Cp,u is observed at
a = 7.30 ° and, beyond this angle of attack, followed
by flow separation and eventual stall (a > 10.88°).
Tip section stall can be seen in the oil flow pho-
tographs shown in figures 5(c) and 5(d).
For the inboardstations,the wingpressuredis-
tributionsfor a = 8.52 ° show a recompression near
50 percent of the local chord. The exact location
of the recompression could not be resolved precisely
because of insufficient pressure orifice density on the
wing upper surface. (The pressure orifices in this re-
gion are located at every 10 percent of the local chord
for x/c > 0.35.)
Because this highly tapered wing has significant
spanwise variations in its wing sections, complex flow
types were expected at the high subsonic test Mach
numbers and over the angle-of-attack range. These
complex flows were reflected in both the pressure
measurements as well as the surface oil flow streak
lines. At positive angles of attack, the thick cam-
bered sections inboard produced flow types which
ranged from attached subcritical to supercritical
flow. On the thin outboard part of the wing, the pres-
sure was expected to exhibit typical attached flow
suction peaks, though delayed in growth with angle
of attack because of twist. This same part of the
wing also developed a leading-edge vortex because of
the thin sections and leading-edge sweep of the plan-
form. At the midsemispan juncture where section
thickness is moderate, the flow may be both subcrit-
ical and separated.
Mach number effects. In order to quantify the
effects of off-design Mach number on the basic wing,
the sensitive upper surface pressure distributions for
the three test Mach numbers are compared in fig-
ure 7. The comparisons are made at each nominal
test angle of attack. (Note that the actual angle
of attack varied less than +0.3 ° from the nominal
value.)
As expected, more supercritical flow occurred at
the highest test Mach number, M -- 0.83, where
the suction peak is followed by a steeper recompres-
sion gradient. (C_IM=0.75 = -0.591, C;[M:0.80 =
--0.435, C_[M=0.83 = --0.353.) This developed at
= 4.70°on the inboard stations, _/: 0.10 and 0.30
(fig. 7(g)), in the 0.3 < cz- < 0.5 chord range. At
M = 0.75 for the same inboard locations, the an-
gle of attack at which supercritical flow was reached
was 10.7 ° (fig. 7(1)) near x = 0.3. This critical flow
region grows chordwise with angle of attack.
It is of interest to note that the Cp,u char-
acteristic of plateau/recompression/relative-suction-
increase for r/ : 0.60 and 6.08 ° < c_ < 9.69 ° at
M d (fig. 7(k)) was also observed at M = 0.75 and
M = 0.83. The nominal angle of attack associated
with this Cp,u variation was 10.7 ° (fig. 7(1)) at the
lower Mach number and at ct = 8.40 ° (fig. 7(j)) at
the higher Mach number.
At the outermost station, the angle of attack at
which the tip stalled decreased with increasing Mach
number as would be expected. Attached flow was
maintained near the leading edge to OZnom : 7.2 ° for
M = 0.75 and to O_nom = 6.0 ° for M = 0.83.
In summary, the pressure distributions for both
inboard stations at any c_ and for the station r/= 0.60
at C_nom < 8.4 ° (fig. 7(j)) indicate substantial effects
associated with increasing Mach number over the
forward part of the local chord. For the outboard
station (r/= 0.80) at O_nom > 8.4 °, the Mach number
effect is seen to be the overriding influence on the
Cp,u distributions. These distributions show that the
leading-edge vortex first forms at a lower c_ for the
highest test M and at a higher c_ for the lower test
M. For the outermost pressure station, r/= 0.80, the
magnitude of the Mach number effect is less extensive
and is confined to the low to moderate range of a.
Vertical tail size effects at M d = 0.80. From
appendixes E and H, the characteristics of all lower
pressure distributions for the two tail-on config-
urations are generally similar to those of the wing-
alone configuration in appendix B at M d. The effect
of vertical tail size on the wing upper surface pres-
sure distributions (rl = 0.10 to 0.80) is shown in fig-
ure 8 at M d. Associated oil flow photographs for the
larger vertical tail at selected values of c_ are shown in
figure 9.
For c_ -- 6.08 ° (fig. 8(h)) near the wing-alone de-
sign CL, some difference in the pressure distributions
was observed due to tail installation. In particu-
lar, the wing trailing-edge pressure distributions for
rI = 0.10 and 0.30 tended to be more negative with
increasing tail size. Outboard of the vertical tail,
the pressure distributions show that they were more
x 0.7) atpositive for the midchord region (0.2 < _ <
r/ = 0.60, whereas at r/ = 0.80, the reductions are
limited to the leading-edge region (_ _ 0.10).
Examination of the surface oil flow visualization
indicates significant differences in the surface flow
pattern aft of 60 percent root chord between the tail-
on (fig. 9(5)) and tail-off (fig. 5(5)) configurations. A
recirculatory flow resembling an airfoil-type trailing-
edge separation was evident from the photograph of
the surface streak lines on the inboard side of the
wing/vertical tail attachment regions. It is likely
that, at the center of the recirculatory flow, a free
vortex exists which leaves the wing upper surface
along the inner edge of the vertical tail. This inboard
side recirculatory flow results from the potential flow
velocity field (PAN AIR solution) being directed
inward, making the outer tail surface the windward
side. (See appendix J.)
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Theimpactoftheverticaltail on thewingupper
surfaceflow fieldwasevidentevenat low anglesof
attack. An oil flowphotographfor thewingat low
angleof attack(a = 4.27°) is shownin figure9(a).
Qualitatively,fromthis figure,the inboardoil flow
streaklinesillustratethat the previouslynotedcir-
culation,partiallyobscuredueto the tail cant,is
alreadyinprogress.Quantitatively,thepressureval-
uesfor low c_ (figs. 8(a) to 8(h)), aft of midchord,
were shown to be the same or more negative inboard
(r/ -- 0.10 and 0.30). This is also noted at r/ = 0.60
but to a lesser extent. In the leading-edge region, at
r/ = 0.60 and 0.80, for this same low range of a the
values of Cp,u were indicated to be the same or more
positive with the tails present. Among the various
pressure distributions examined, it is of interest to
note that, at anom = 4.7 °, the outboard Cp,u distri-
butions (r/-- 0.80) for both tail-on configurations are
nearly the same as those of the wing alone.
Similar inboard pressure distribution trends were
observed for anom > 6.0 ° (figs. 8(i) to 8(k)). How-
ever, the previous favorable pressure gradient aft
of midchord at r/ = 0.60 was no longer present
for anom > 9.6 ° (fig. 8(1)). Further outboard, at
r/ = 0.80, leading-edge separation was delayed for
O_nom _> 7.2 ° due to the presence of the vertical
tail. In particular, the pressure measurements for
the large vertical tail configuration at O_nom = 8.4 °
(fig. 8(j)) and 9.6 ° (fig. 8(k)) exhibit local pressure
distributions at the first half of the chord that indi-
cate the presence of a complicated flow. The Cp,u
distribution for O_nom : 8.4 ° indicates a second suc-
tion peak near cz- = 0.35, which is more positive than
the one near the leading edge and is associated with
a local velocity increase. This may be due to the
existence of a second vortex or to flow reexpansion.
However, the surface oil flow streak lines, obtained
near this angle of attack (a = 8.14°), do not support
the occurrence of either.
In general, the pressure distribution at any a
for the aft portions of the inboard stations shows
increased levels of suction associated with increasing
tail size. Outboard, enhanced levels of suction were
only measured at low to moderate angles of attack.
Combinational Mach number and vertical tail
effects. Previous discussions have addressed the iso-
lated Mach number and vertical tail effects on the
basic wing through the angle-of-attack range. It was
generally noted that values of Cp,u were more pos-
itive with decreasing M and, at Md, more negative
inboard, aft of midchord, with the addition of the ver-
tical tails. Since the wing alone was designed with-
out the presence of the vertical tails, a combinational
Mach number and vertical tail study was conducted
to determine whether recovery of a basic wing Cp,u
distribution is possible for M < M d with the vertical
tails on.
Figure 10 shows, for the angle-of-attack range, the
basic wing Cp,u distribution as well as those for the
basic wing with each vertical tail set above and be-
low M d. (The M > M d data are presented for com-
pleteness.) Examination of the Cp,u results indicate
that at M = 0.75(< Md) no wing-vertical tail com-
bination produced complete root to tip agreement,
though there are isolated examples, where the agree-
ment is good over part or full chord. In particular,
good agreement is noted with (1) both vertical tail
sets at r/ = 0.10 and a > 4.70 °, (2) small vertical
tail sets at r/ = 0.30 and a = 10.70 °, and (3) large
vertical tail sets at r/= 0.30 and a = 11.90 °.
Integrated CpData
Mach number effects. The wing-alone pressure
measurements were integrated chordwise by using
a cubic spline routine (ref. 17) to obtain sectional
normal-force Cn and sectional pitching-moment Cm
characteristics. These values are shown in figure 11
for the angle-of-attack range and each test Maeh
number. Figure 11 shows that for the inboard sta-
tions both Cn and Cm have essentially linear vari-
ations with c_ for all Mach numbers, whereas the
outboard stations show nonlinear increases. This in-
crease is especially noticeable for r/= 0.60 at 6.00 ° <
a < 10.00 ° due to the previously noted vortex pres-
ence which results in rearward load-center movement
and increased nose-down section pitching moment.
For a > 10.00 °, stalled flow is developed at this sta-
tion, hence, the constant values of Cn and Cm. The
outermost tip station shows little normal-force
growth with angle of attack above a -- 6.00 ° , a
relatively low value of a. This behavior is likely
due to the flow separation indicated by the pressure
distributions.
Span-load distributions for the basic wing as a
function of a are presented in figure 12 for the
three test Mach numbers. From these distributions
the angle of attack by which leading-edge suction is
lost in the tip region can be estimated. They are
a = 8.29 °, 7.30 °, and 7.47 ° for M = 0.75, 0.80, and
0.83, respectively. Although this was not part of the
design constraints, elliptical span-load distribution
was not achieved with the imposed model camber
and twist for the angle-of-attack and Mach number
ranges of this investigation.
Vertical tail size effects at M d = 0.80. At low to
moderate angles of attack, the effect of vertical tail on
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thesectionnormal-forceandpitching-momentcoeffi-
cientswithangleof attackat M d = 0.80 for the addi-
tion of each vertical tail set (fig. 13) indicates trends
similar to those of the basic wing. The previously
noted higher velocity at r/ = 0.80 due to the larger
vertical tails caused the positive increments in sec-
tion normal-force coefficient for the angle-of-attack
range 8.00 ° < a < 10.00 ° shown in figure 13(a).
The section pitching-moment coefficients, shown in
figure 13(b), indicate that the tail presence has not
adversely affected the generally stable longitudinal
characteristics. As with the basic wing at the design
Mach number, the span-load distributions (fig. 14)
for the two tail-on configurations are not elliptical
for any angle of attack.
Theory and Experiment Comparisons
General Comments
In this section, comparisons between theoretical
and experimental pressures and their chordwise in-
tegration are discussed. The codes used to generate
the theoretical values are VLM-SA (ref. 10) and PAN
AIR (ref. 11), both panel codes; FLO-28 (ref. 12),
a three-dimensional full-potential code; and FLO-57
(ref. 13), an Euler code. For the half-wing, the num-
ber of panels in the VLM-SA and PAN AIR calcu-
lations were 168 (7 chordwise by 24 spanwise) and
434 (30 chordwise and 16 spanwise), respectively.
Also for the half-wing, the computational mesh was
145x 17x33 for the FLO-28 code, and 96x 16x 16 for
the FLO-57 code. A PAN AIR type panel representa-
tion of the wing is shown in figure 15. The VLM-SA
solutions (zero suction with camber and twist mod-
eled) are presented for angles of attack from 0.00 °
to 16.00 ° in 2.00 ° increments, and from the PAN
AIR, FLO-28, and FLO-57 codes, inviscid solutions
are presented for as many as three angles of attack,
6.08 ° , 9.70 ° , and 13.00 ° . These angles of attack were
selected because the associated pressure data illus-
trate three different surface flow phenomena at M d.
They are attached flow at c_ --- 6.08 °, flow recompres-
sion followed by a vortex at c_ = 9.70 °, and large-
scale tip separation at (_ = 13.00°i respectively.
For computational ease and expediency, as well
as the inability of all the codes to adequately model
the sting shroud, only wing-alone solutions were
obtained. Since the shroud region of the model
was not sufficiently instrumented, an alternate study
using PAN AIR was made to assess the impact of the
shroud on the wing pressure field. Three solutions
were obtained, at c_ = 6.08 °, 9.70 °, and 13.00 °, for
the wing with and without shroud representation.
The Cp results are presented in appendix J for four
inboard stations at T/ = 0.02, 0.07, 0.13, and 0.20.
The results indicate its effects to be confined to the
shroud region, _/ < 0.06. The associated velocity
fields indicate no significant changes in either the
streamwise or spanwise velocity components in the
shroud region in that for the most part the velocity
fields are coincident. (See fig. J1. inset.)
The FLO-28 solutions for _ = 6.08 ° and 9.70 °
were supplied by the Boeing Military Airplane Com-
pany under a cooperative agreement. The other so-
lutions were obtained in-house by using the 4.997
version of VLM-SA, a commercially available ver-
sion of PAN AIR (version 1.2), and a new version of
FLO-57, called FLO-57 GWB (developed by
Lockheed-California Company and supplied to the
Langley Research Center under a cooperative
agreement).
Chordwise integrations of experimental pressures
are compared in two different ways with the theoret-
ical results. The first is by examining the cn and Cm
results at different values of c_ as obtained from ex-
periment and the VLM-SA, PAN AIR, FLO-28, and
FL0-57 codes. The second comparison is that of the
Cn,_ and Cm,_ variation at low a for all the preced-
ing prediction methods. The Cn,_ and Cm,_ values
for PAN AIR, FLO-28, and FLO-57 codes were ob-
tained by a linear curve fit of the results at a = 6.08 °
and 9.70 ° .
Pressure Distribution Comparison
Theoretical and experimental pressure distribu-
tions for the selected angles of attack are presented
in figures 16, 17, and 18. Each figure shows the pres-
sures at four span stations, r/-- 0.10, 0.30, 0.60, and
0.80, and are for c_ -- 6.08 °, 9.70 °, and 13.00 °, re-
spectively. At c_ -- 6.08 °, the lower surface and most
of the upper surface pressures for the four stations
are well predicted by the theories with the excep-
tion of the leading-edge values (fig. 16). Of the three
codes, PAN AIR computed the highest overall up-
per surface suction pressures (second-order solutions)
for 77 = 0.10, 0.30, and 0.80, whereas at _/ -- 0.60,
FLO-57 predictions are slightly higher. It is of inter-
est to note that all three codes correctly predicted
the upper and lower surface pressure crossing ahead
of the trailing edge. Improvements in the theoretical
and experimental correlation may be expected with
refined computational panel and mesh density.
At the off-design angles of attack, (_ -- 9.70 ° and
13.00 ° (figs. 17 and 18, respectively), the agreement
between theoretical and experimental results is not
as good. Lower surface pressure predictions still
compared well, whereas the upper surface pressure
predictions only approximated the trends but not the
pressure level. Again, PAN AIR is shown to predict
the more negative pressure values. Little agreement
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was observed outboard, as expected, because the
experimental data indicate local flow separation and
the theoretical estimates assume attached flow for
these higher angles of attack.
Integrated Pressure Comparison
The theoretical and experimental section normal-
force and pitching-moment coefficient variations with
angles of attack are presented in figures 19(a) and
19(b), respectively. Overall, the VLM-SA (zero-
suction) solutions (fig. 19) show good Cn correlation
for low to moderate angles of attack where attached
flow is expected, particularly at the inboard stations.
Although the theoretical and experimental Cn corre-
lation at the outboard stations is not as good, the
calculated results parallel the experimental data and
differ from the data by a constant c_ offset. Similarly,
the PAN AIR and FLO-57 solutions (fig. 19(a)) show
favorable comparison with the experimental data for
the available angle-of-attack range at the inboard
stations and especially for 6.00 ° < c_ < 9.00 ° at
tl = 0.60. The agreement is not as good outboard
at higher angles of attack for VLM-SA, PAN AIR,
and FLO-57 codes, due to previously cited local vor-
tical flow (c_ > 9.50 °) at r/= 0.60 and tip separation
(c_ > 7.00 ° ) at r/ = 0.80. At r/ = 0.60, agreement
between the PAN AIR results and experimental data
is observed for c_ < c_lCn,m_ x consistent with the at-
tached flow formulation of this code. However, at
c_ = 9.70 °, the estimates are low because of vortex
flow not accounted for in the code. For higher an-
gles of attack at this station and for c_ > 8.00 ° at
r/= 0.80, the predictions are high due to flow separa-
tion. The agreement between the FLO-28 results and
the experimental data at the tip station may be for-
tuitous, since the experimental data show nonlinear
trends, indicative of separated flow, whereas FLO-28
yields attached flow solutions. Therefore, theoretical
and experimental agreement was not expected here.
This same figure shows that the FLO-57 solutions,
which allow for automatic inclusion of a leading-edge
vortex in the numerical calculation, have good agree-
ment at r/ = 0.60 for angles of attack below Cn,max.
However, at a > 9.50 °, there is an underprediction
of the c,z values; this is attributable to lower over-
all suction pressure being predicted than being mea-
sured. (See fig. 18(c).) It is of interest to note that,
although the estimates overpredieted the r/ = 0.80
normal-force-coefficient values, the character of the
experimental data curve is reproduced.
The VLM-SA, PAN AIR, and FLO-57 predictions
of the pitching-moment coefficients (fig. 19(b)) for
the inboard stations and a < 11.00 ° compare well
with experimental data. However, the Cm agreement
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for each of these codes with experiment is poorer out-
board due to occurrence of vortical flow and tip stall,
singly or together, with increasing angle of attack. At
r/ = 0.60 and 9.00 ° < c_ < 12.00 ° , as would be ex-
pected among the four numerical codes, the FLO-57
code came closest to predicting the increased nose-
down experimental Cm values caused by the local vor-
tex flow. It is of interest to note that at r/= 0.80, the
VLM-SA estimates parallel the experimental data up
to a = 10.00 ° (similar to the Cn behavior for low
to moderate angles of attack). These Cm estimates
together with those of FLO-57 bracket the data for
9.70 ° < a < 13.02 °. The agreement at a = 9.70 ° and
r/= 0.80 between the PAN AIR solution and experi-
ment is most likely to be fortuitous because the curve
for Cn versus a indicated stalled flow. The FLO-28
solutions showed good correlation with the experi-
mental data at a = 6.08 ° for all stations, whereas
at a higher angle of attack, a = 9.70 °, the pitching-
moment coefficients for the inboard stations and the
r/ = 0.60 station are generally more positive. The
apparent agreement with experiment at r/ = 0.80 is
not expected and it is for the same reason cited in
the discussion for Cn versus a.
Figures 20(a) and (b) present the Cn,_ and Cm,_
low-a (generally 6.08 ° to 9.70 °) variations with r/,
respectively, which have been determined from ex-
periment and from various theories. As seen in fig-
ure 20(a), the two panel methods, VLM-SA and PAN
AIR, and FLO-57 provide good overall agreement
with the experimental Cn_. The maximum deviation
from experiment for these methods is noted to occur
for the PAN AIR code at r/= 0.80 where its value is
approximately 6.9 percent higher than experiment.
FLO-28 predicts the same Cn,_ growth as experi-
ment, though offset by a decrement of _ 0.01. The
agreement between experimental data and predicted
low-c, pitching-moment-coefficient slopes was not as
good as that of the normal-force-coefficient slopes.
From figure 20(b), the VLM-SA estimates are shown
to have the best overall correlation with experimental
data. Here the maximum difference with experiment
is about 7.7 percent more negative at r/= 0.30. Re-
garding the other methods, only one did as well as
the VLM-SA and that was at r/ = 0.10, where the
FLO-57 prediction gave the closest agreement.
Conclusions
From a wind-tunnel and theoretical study of a
cambered and twisted thick delta wing, the following
conclusions are drawn:
1. For the wing alone, attached flow pressure dis-
tributions were indicated at the design Mach num-
ber at angles of attack up to the value (6.08 ° ) for
the design lift coefficient. At higher angles of at-
tack, the two inboard stations showed recompression
near 60 percent of the local chord, whereas outboard
the 0.60 semispan station indicated leading-edge suc-
tion plateau followed by recompression and vortical
flows and the 0.80 semispan station indicated loss of
leading-edge suction, flow separation, and tip stall.
2. A classical leading-edge vortex system, cen-
tered around the 0.60-semispan station, was deter-
mined to exist from the upper surface pressure ver-
sus angle-of-attack curves at various local fractional
chord locations. The vortex system began its devel-
opment at small values of angle of attack.
3. The region of supercritical flow increases with
Mach number over the forward part of the local chord
for both inboard stations over the angle-of-attack
range and for the 0.60 semispan station at angles of
attack less than 8.40 ° .
4. At 0.60 semispan, the upper surface pressure
characteristic of a plateau/recompression/relative-
suction-increase, first observed at the design Mach
number at an angle of attack of 9.60 ° , was also noted
at off-design Mach numbers. However, the angles
of attack associated with this pressure characteristic
were different, being 10.70 ° at the lower Mach num-
ber and 8.40 ° at the higher Mach number. For the
outboard semispan station, Mach number effects re-
sulted in only moderate decreases in upper surface
pressure near the leading edge at low to moderate
angles of attack.
5. A combinational Mach number and vertical
tail study did not show recovery of the basic wing
upper surface pressure distribution for a Mach num-
ber less than the design value.
6. The pressure distribution at any angle of
attack for the aft portions of the inboard stations
indicate increased levels of suction associated with
increasing tail size. Outboard, enhanced levels of suc-
tion were only measured at low to moderate angles
of attack.
7. Surface oil flows for the large tail-on configura-
tion at a Mach number of 0.80 show a recirculatory
flow on the inboard side of the wing-vertical tail at-
tachment region which resembles that of an airfoil-
type trailing-edge separation.
8. As expected, the span-load distributions of the
experimental data for both tail-on and tail-off do
not indicate an elliptical distribution for any angle
of attack or Mach number combination.
9. Theoretical predictions of the lower surface
and most of the upper surface pressure distributions
agree well with experimental data at the design con-
dition; the magnitude of the upper surface pressure
peak values were underpredicted.
10. Above the angle of attack associated with the
design lift coefficient, theoretical and experimental
pressure agreement was limited to the two inboard
stations; lower surface pressure agreement was good,
whereas the upper surface pressure trend was only
approximated.
11. The PAN AIR and FLO-57 normal-force-
coefficient predictions for the inboard stations are
good for the available angle-of-attack range, whereas
the agreement is not as good outboard at the higher
angles of attack.
12. PAN AIR and FLO-57 predictions compare
well with the experimental data for the pitching-
moment-coefficient variation with angle of attack
at the inboard stations below an angle of attack
of 11.00 °, whereas FLO-28 predicts more positive
values.
13. The Vortex Lattice Method-Suction Analogy
(zero suction) solutions showed good normal-force
and pitching-moment-coefficient correlation inboard
for low to moderate angle of attack and showed not
as good correlation outboard but one which parallels
the experimental data by an angle-of-attack offset.
These agreements are over a wider angle-of-attack
range than those of FLO-57 and PAN AIR.
14. The comparisons of the Vortex Lattice
Method-Suction Analogy, PAN AIR, and FLO-57
10w-angle-of-attack, normal-force-coefficient slopes
with experiment indicate good overall agreement.
15. The Vortex Lattice Method-Suction Analogy
estimates were shown to have the best overall corre-
lation with experimental pitching-moment-coefficient
slopes.
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Appendix A
Pressure Data for Wing Alone at M = 0.75
The Cp data for the wing alone (fig. 2(a)) at M = 0.75 are presented in this appendix in
tables and graphs on facing pages. Angles of attack range from -2.31 ° to 14.05 ° . The following
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CPU CPL CPU CPL
< • < • < • < •
< • < • < • < •
< • < • < • < •
< • < • < • < •
• • < • • • < •
< • < • < • < •
< • < • < • < •
< • • • < • • •
• • < • < • • •
< • • • < • < •
< • < • < • < •
• • • • < • < •
< • < • • • • •
• • < • • • < •
• • • • • • < •
< • < • < • • •
< • < • • • • •
• • • • -,01979 • •
-,01756 • • • • • •
• 050gl -, 0677b ,05270 -.089qq
,08422 ,03blb ,I1601 ,01383
2YI8 2YIB 2Y/B
-0.10 -0,30 -O,bO
CRU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
• 26q02 ,26902 ,05273 ,05273 .13595 .13595
• 2858b .03709 ,10966 -,24402 • • < •
.24_90 -.1236q ,06704 -,k6756 • • • •
,18780 -.223_6 .01492 -,51017 .00952 -*06881
.14245 -,2099g -,06418 -.45435 < • • •
.I0643 -,23929 -.09556 -,%700g -,05018 -.55558
• 06817 -.2476g -,12003 -,43582 < • • •
,01702 -.22669 -,15589 -.40665 -,05784 -,66073
• 00498 -.23476 -,177g2 -,38616 < • • •
-.02571 -,24025 -.19732 -.38677 -.07202 -.5292b
-,08458 -.25252 -,23429 -,35936 • • • •
-,16745 -,25284 -,25b08 -,32683 -.08855 -,5015q
-.21021 -,2575g -,280gb -,3333Z • • • •
-,28102 -,25652 -.29506 -,31423 -,0901T -,39415
-,30984 < • -,31366 • > • • • •
-,31750 < • -,28801 • • -.10485 • •
-.30637 -.30631 -.2413q -.31261 -.i162b -.35612
-.21&b8 • • -.18078 < • -.09243 • •
-,Oglll -,24470 -.09775 -,23768 -,09485 -,34653
-,0049g • • -.00070 < • -°04011 -°24816
• 07021 -,06074 .0928g -,04892 -,04500 -,15164
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_e_* BAD PRESSURE NEASUREMENT
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ANGLE OF ATTACK- -i.12 DEGREES M&CH NUMBER- 0.75
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CPU CPL CPU CPL
< • • • • • • •
< • < • • • • •
< • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • •
< • • • • • • •
< • < • • • • •
< • • • • • • •
• • < • • • • •
< • • • • • < •
• • • • < •
• • < • • • < •
< • < • • • • •
• • • • • • • •
• • < • • • < •
< • < • • • • •
<.> • • • • • •
< • • • • • • •
< • • • • • • •
• • < • -,0344¢. < •
-,03053 • • • • • •
,04358 -,05744 ,04314 -.0787q
*08416 .03863 .i1733 ,00865
2Y/_ 2118 2YIB
-0,10 -0,30 -0,60
CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
,2RZ7b .2827b .oq168 ,0916B ,18503 .18503
• 27784 ,09540 ,09247 -,lbllg < • • •
• 23314 -,06538 ,02001 -.33005 • • < •
• 16369 -,16865 -.03126 -.37628 -.10155 -.26803
• 09908 -.16116 -.11297 -.36606 < • • •
• 064q3 -,17934 -.13924 -.38339 -,1425g -,50722
• 03588 -,19219 -.18341 -.35944 • • • •
-.00708 -.19162 -.20819 -.3336q -,13088 -.46749
-,02625 -,19286 -,22616 -,3154q < • • •
-,06151 -.19447 -.24162 -.31734 -,13763 -,41859
-.12773 -,Z0816 -,27506 -,30529 • • < •
-.lqTOq --,22335 -,31337 -.28308 -,15536 -,38638
-,2503b -,22355 -,338q5 -,28308 • • • •
-,32006 -,23646 -,33586 -.2b8bg -.14355 -.3305g
-.34753 • • -.33623 • • • • < •
-.35203 • • -,31981 • • -.14853 • •
-,33209 -.27789 -,27305 -,29756 -.14812 -.31205
-,22146 • • -.20865 • • -,13068 • •
-,Ii03q -,23385 -,10553 -,22722 -,1158b -.Z3052
-.01T15 • • -.0n79 • • -,06487 -,1407g
• 066g0 -,06000 ,08361 -.0_103 -,06210 -,13756
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2YI8 2Y/B 2YIB 2Y/8 2YIB 2YIB
-0.00 -0.05 -0.10 -0.30 -0.60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL C"U CeL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
• • • • • • • • .28791 .287qi .11283 ,I1283 .20979 .20979 .I1915 .I1915
• > • • • • < • .2616g ,13286 .06720 -,05616 • • • • < • < •
< > • • < • < • .21378 -.00306 -,02364 -,21844 • • < • < • • •
• > < • < • • • ,13567 -.I0467 -.i0984 -.28299 -,22719 -,28070 .12026 -1.00786
• • • • • • • • ,07269 -.i0558 -.16258 -.27779 • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • < • .03215 -,13172 -.19823 -.32360 -.25484 -.35528 .02859 -.85013
< • • • • • • • .00698 -.14434 -.22408 -.29942 < • < • • • • •
< • • • • • • • -.04618 -.15212 -.266g6 -,27643 -.21873 -.37309 ,00393 -.63931
< • < • • • • • -.06123 -.15618 -.27764 -.26899 • • < • • • • •
• • • • • • • • -.i0516 -.15553 -.28310 -.27273 -,21183 -.31799 .00680 -,56592
• • < • • • • • -.16480 -.17209 -.31998 -.26247 < • • • • • • •
• • < > • • • • -.23524 -,18q80 -.35005 -.24110 -,21842 -,28182 -,02719 _
• • < • • • < • -.27222 -.19587 -,38141 -.24921 • • • • < • • •
• • • • • • • • -.34H87 -.20221 -.37011 -.23539 -°19437 -,28841 -.046]6 -.40639
< • < • < • • • -.38523 • • -.38063 • • • • < • • • < •
• • • • • • • • -.37746 • • --.35092 • • -.18437 < • -.06458 < •
• • • • < • < • -.34580 -.25557 -.30822 -.27111 -,17933 -,28612 --.07469 -.31322
< • • • • • < • -.24523 < • -.23049 < • -.15661 • • -.09829 < •
< • • • -.04254 • • -.11968 -.22668 -.12144 -.21499 -.16574 -.19673 -.09505 -,20069
-,04670 • • < • • • -.03424 • • -.01392 • • -.07707 -.12214 -.08102 -.12367
,03970 -.04881 .04300 -.07615 .06180 -.05445 .08087 -.03834 -.07765 -.12_87 -.05586 -.02670
•08300 .03859 .i1637 .01362 .15984 .06448 .16904 .ii008 .08592 .08410 .00756 .06976
< • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION
























P R E S S U R E 'I E A S U R E M E N T S
ANGLE OF ATTACK, 1,24 DEGREES MACH NUMBER- 0.75 CONFIGURATION = TAILS OFF
2Y/B 2Y/B 2YIB 2Y/B 2Y/8 2YI8
-0. O0 -0.05 -0.10 -0 • 30 -0.60 -O • 80
CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CRL CPU CPL CPU CPL
< • < • • • • • .30413 .30413 .i1657 ,11657 .18608 ,18608 .20624 .20624
• • < • < • • • .24091 .17234 .03141 .01201 • • • • • • • •
• • < • • • • • .18455 .06001 -.08153 -,11937 • • < • • • < •
< • • • < • < • ,09549 -.04706 -.17697 -.20034 -.37515 -.18191 -.01456 -,65373
• • • • < • • • .03606 -.05764 -.23404 -.21157 < • • • < • • •
• • • >' • • • • .01434 -.08042 -.26537 -.23765 -.36360 -,23368 -.I0544 --,54368
< • < • • • • • -.03471 -,10530 -.29280 -°23023 • • < • < • • •
< • • • • • • • -.08592 -.10367 -,30545 -,21897 -.31481 -.25511 -,09129 -.49725
• • < •
• • < • -.I0109 -.11158 -.33570 -.21132 • • < • • • • •
• • < • • •
< • -,1361_ -.12154 -.34315 -.2L054 -,31064 -,24214 -,09099 -.41970
• • • • < • • • -,18912 -.14513 -,38769 -.21206 • • • • • • < •
• • • • < • • • -.26677 -,15720 -.41044 -,20124 -.28415 -.22569 -,12450 _,,I,e,l,_,
• • • • • • < • -.32702 -.15037 -.41074 -,21129 • • < • < • < •
• • < • • • • • -.39320 -.17238 -.L, 1768 -,20848 -.24338 -,22566 -.11914 -,33577
< • • • • • • • -.40392 < ) l*_25_8 ( ) ( ) < ) ( > ( )
• • • • < • • • -.39617 • • -.39582 • • -.23944 • • -.12699 • •
• • • • • • < • -.37767 -.23114 -.33221 -.23729 -.22573 -,24307 -,12324 -.28029
• • • • • • • • -.27091 • • -.23945 • • -,18459 • • -.13596 • •
< • -.04697 • • -.13684 -.20711 "_.13487 -.18985 -,17904 -.18370 -,13237 -.18993
-.05154 • • • • • • -.02546 • • -.03812 < • -.09074 -.11908 -.10435 -.10156
• 04135 -.05197 .04187 -.07588 .05777 -.04225 .07522 -.03670 -.07908 -.I0942 -.05767 -.01475
,08260 .03834 .i1219 .01045 .15186 ,06803 .18010 .i0058 .09176 ,08983 ,01976 .07574
• • NO PPESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATInN
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2YI8 ?YIB 2YIB 2Y/B 2YI8
-0,05 -0,10 -0,30 -O,bO -O,BO
CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CRU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
< • < • < • .30035 .30035 .11669 .11649 ,13069 .13069 ,22845 .22845
< • < • < • .22386 .20322 -,00435 ,07668 < • < • < • < •
< • < • < • ,15190 ,10885 -,13636 -,06978 < • < • < • < •
< • < • < • .063_.1 .00789 -.24921 -,12167 -,55087 -,10155 -,18978 -,36026
< • < • < • .00312 -.00506 -,Z8997 -,14157 < • < • < • < •
< • < • < • -,02675 -,06373 -,31831 -,17451 -,51240 -,14198 -,25897 -,36_.07
< • < • < • -.0677;' -,06117 -.36262 -.16658 < • < • < • < •
< • < • < • -,12596 -,06267 -.36275 -.17008 -._.3066 -,15966 -.23730 -.31974
< • < • < • -,13389 -,06992 -.38386 -,17056 < • < • < • < •
< • < • < • -.16366 -.08577 -,_.0159 -,16112 -,39578 -,17102 -.18951 -.305_.5
< • < • < • -,23108 -.11076 -.4.36b7 -.16629 < • < • < • < •
< • < • < • -,30719 -.11633 -.45648 -,lb031 -,35927 -,16683 -.22567 s,l.***
< • < • < • -.35382 -.12510 -.45961 -.18194 < • < • < • < >
< • < • < • -,61972 -,14633 -,4.5539 -°17238 -,29215 -,18660 -.18292 -oZb787
< • < • < • -,_._.095 < • -,67068 < • < • < • < • < •
< • < • < • -,42673 < • -.426S5 < • -,28892 < • -.18216 < •
< • -,_.0767 -.21269 -°85170 -,2122b -,26291 -*Z1551 -,18100 -.23949< • < •
< • < • < • -,28328 < • -,25923 < • -,21168 < • -,17958 < •
< • -,05311 < • -.14._,43 -,1850B -.15009 -.17151 -.19850 -.174B1 -.16957 -.16602
< • < • < • -.03705 < • -.06088 < • -,10175 -,109_'8 -,13155 -.09592
-,04953 ,03962 -,05803 .05605 -*03759 ,07_'15 -, 034_.1 -,06306 -,02670 -,06566 -,01376







< • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION
***** 8AD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
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2Y/B 2YIB 2YI8 2Yla 2TI8 2Y/'8
-0, O0 -O, 05 -0 • 10 -0,30 -0 • 60 -0 • 80
CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
< • < • < • < • .30906 .30906 .10580 ,10580 ,03866 .03866 ,1704.1 ,17041
< • < • < • < • .19881 .26225 -,06864 ,L1836 < • < • < • < •
< • < • < • < • ,12367 .15506 -.20512 ,01773 < • < • < • < •
< • < • < • < • ,03166 ,06860 -,33971 -,05122 -.75288 ,00839 -.66089 -,14939
< • < • < • < • -,03210 ,03283 -,35834. -,07760 < • < • < • < •
< • < • < • < • -,06825 -,00295 -,39316 -,11916 -,bTLTb -,06656 -,43382 -,19699
< • < • < • < • -.10866 -.01767 -,61191 -,11838 < • < • < • < •
< • < • < • < • -.L60b6 -*021_'3 -,41853 -,12012 -,53592 -,08163 -.39610 -.18_.65
< • < • < • -.17518 -.03Bll -,46753 -*1134'6 < • < • < • < •< •
< • < • < • < • -,2037_ -,06666 -,66059 -,11257 -,68586 -,10217 -,3_,067 -.19200
< • < • < • < • -,26303 -.07134 -.e',8919 -.12911 < • < • < • < •
• • < • < • < • -,36557 -,08379 -,50289 -,13065 -,63152 -,09998 -.31399 *****
< • < • < • < • -.38506 -.09388 -,51028 -,14962 < • < • < • < •
• • < • < • < • -.66998 -,11632 -,50308 -,13859 -,35206 -,16186 -.26209 -,20651
< • < • < • < • -.67076 < • -,50669 < • < • < • < • • •
< • < • • • < • -,65656 < • -.6661_' < • -,33827 < • -.25473 < •
< • < • • • < • -._'2728 -.19003 -,38195 -,18650 -,29687 -,18532 -.23821 -,19949
• "> < • < • < • -.295Z0 • • -,_7810 < • -,26067 • • -°22706 < •
• • < • -.05977 < • -,15525 -,16326 -.16174 -.16216 -,19916 -,15_,21 -,2033_. -,16602
-.0553:) < • < • < • -,06787 < • -.06309 < • -,11658 -,09908 -,15178 -,08568
,03366 -.06020 ,03146 -,06603 .05011 -.03128 ,07160 -,02675 -,03809 -,0.2656 -°08328 -,01470
,08114 ,04614 ,I0949 .01564 .15006 .06816 ,16959 ,09722 ,08358 .07860 .01560 ,06628
< • NO PRESSURE PORT aT THIS LOCATION


















ANGLE OF ATTACK, 4.69 DEGREES MACH NUMBER- 0,75
S P A N W I S F L 0 C A T I 0 '{



























< • < •
< • • •
• • < •
< • < •
< • < •
• • < •
< • • •
< • < •
< • • •
< • • •
< • • •
< • • •
< •< •
< •
< • < •







< • • •
< • • •
< • < •
< • < •
< • • •
< • < •
< • • •
< •< •
< • < •
• • < •
• • < •
< • • •
• • < •
< • • •
-,07452 < •





CPU CDL CPU CPL
,30376 ,30376 ,09566 ,09566
,17994 ,26520 -,10429 ,16681
,0973Q ,18756 -,30060 ,08970
-,0066Z ,11117 -,41991 ,00475
-,OBSB_ ,0q148 -,43272 -,01755
-,10848 .04352 -,_5507 -,06850
-,13378 ,02125 -,48777 -,0fl691
-,LqB07 ,00981 -,50002 -,06942
-,22180 ,00665 -,50759 -,07859
-.24740 ,00067 -,50755 -,07542
-,300gl -,04156 -,54424 -,08132
-,36770 -,05qb3 -,57674 -,07861
-,41748 -,06648 -,57513 -,ii051
-,50016 -.0B052 -,53559 -,i1481
-,5125Z < • -,53665 < •
-.48379 < • -,50716 < •
-,43829 -,15777 -,42049 -,16635
-,31563 < • -,29381 < •
-,17059 -,16544 -,15795 -,13850
-,05759 • • -,04928 < •
•05468 -,02899 ,05615 -o01524
,14qB_ ,07778 ,16356 .09ZZ2
2YIB 2YIB
-O,bO -0,80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
-,10059 -,10059 ,05882 ,05BSZ
< • < • < • < •
< • < • < • < •
-1,06962 ,08507 -,74581 ,02895
< • < • < • < •
-,814Z8 ,01966 -,6899q -, 059%7
< • • • • • • •
-,63585 -,01545 -o60277 -,07822
< • • • • • • •
-,61268 -,0379Z -,51010 -o10032
• • • • • • • •
-,52645 -,06077 -,42887 _*
• • • • • • • •
-,40536 -o10314 -,34840 -,14062
• • • • • • • •
-,36678 • • -,B2955 • •
-, 33299 -,14655 -,30308 -,16802
-,28150 • • -,26531 • •
-,21289 -,13268 -,23880 -,14106
-,12164 -,lO01B -,18526 -,08513
-,03385 -,OZlO e, -,I044q -,009q8
• OBOlO ,07901 ,01474 ,06225
• • NO PQESSIJRE DQRT AT THIS LOCATION
_*_t BAD PRESSURE WFASUPEMENT
P R E S S U R E _ E A S U R E N E N T S
ANGLE I]F ATTACK, 5,B9 DEGREES MACH NIIMBER- 0,75 CONFIGURATION t TAILS OFF



























< • < •
• • < •
< • • •
• • < >
< • < •
< • • •
< • < •
< • • •
< •
< • < •
< • < •
< •< •
< • < •
< • < •
< • • •
< • < •
< • < •
< • • •




2YIB 2YIE 2YIB 2YI8
-0,05 -0,10 -0,30 -0,60
CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
• • < • ,2qq21 .2q921 ,05519 °05519 -,22539 -,22539
• • • • ,14344 ,29452 -.171bB ,18894 < • • •
• • < • ,05270 ,23354 -,37745 ,12691 • • • •
• • • • -,04700 ,15125 -,50051 ,0b083 -1,42535 ,13246
• • • • -,12104 ,12742 -.52702 ,06097 • • < •
• • • • -,14663 ,08793 -,53683 -,00581 -1,05640 ,07441
< • < • -,18246 .06263 -,55813 -,00936 • • • •
• • • • -12412_ ,05441 -,56754 -,02451 -,78164 ,04717
< • • • -,24948 ,04285 -.58397 -.03180 < • • •
< • < • -.27q69 ,02948 -.588B6 -,027ql -,70758 ,01265
• • • • -,33359 -,00047 -,b1116 -,03996 • • < •
• • • • -,41815 -,Olb02 -,b2550 -,05076 -,60347 -,00fi35
< • < • -,45q25 -°03153 -,61bbl -,07422 < • • •
• • • • -,SZ2ql -.05293 -.58963 -,07999 -,47925 -,05817
• • < • -,53854 < • -,Bg856 < • < • • •
< • < • -,51281 < • -,53172 < • -,43194 • •
< • < • -.47649 -,13R91 -,438Z2 -,13521 -,37529 -.12370
• • < • -,3Bfi59 < • -,30517 < • -,29954 • •
-,07021 • • -,17534 -,13467 -,17830 -,12253 -,23880 -,12760
• • < • -,05929 • • -o05798 • • -,14530 -,08054
•03616 -,04900 ,04370 -,015q9 ,Ob31b -,01771 -,04226 -,02679





• • < •
< • < •
-1,14516 ,10897
-,96956 °03410
• • < •
-,87878 .00064
• • < •
-°58310 -,02367
< • < •
-,57603 ,_ _ ,I,,I,,I,
• • < •
-,443:'9 -.10610








< • ND RQESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION





















0,000 • • • •
,005 < • < •
.0].5 • • • •
,025 • > • •
,0_0 • • • •
,090 • • • •
,065 • • • •
,OT5 • • < •
,090 • • • •
,i00 < • • •
.125 • • • •
.190 • • • •
.200 < • • •
< •
.250 • •
< •,300 • •
,350 • • < •
._50 • • • •
,550 < • • •
.650 • • • •
.750 -,08453 • •
.b50 ,02252 -.O030g
.950 .08467 .05545
2Y/B 2Y/B 2YI8 2YIB 2YIB
-0,05 -0.10 -0.30 -0,60 -0,80
CPU CRL CrU CPL COO CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
< • • • ,28282 .28282 .0251g o0Z519 -.36362 -,36_62 -.37858 -.37858
• • • • ,I1314 .32182 -.237q7 .1@g74 • • • • • • < •
< • • • .0224q .26655 -.48703 .10848 • • • • • • < •
• • < • -.09490 ,18446 -.63417 .12050 -1.51237 .17216 -i.25101 .14894
• • • • -.16822 ,17342 -.60652 ,08426 < • • • • • < •
• • • • -.20022 .13625 -,60429 .037_9 -1.4346_ .12538 -1,13665 .09663
< • • • -.22539 .11193 --.62656 .03406 • • • • • • • •
< • < • -.26646 .08855 -,65654 .O_Z04 -1.22423 ,OglBZ -.gZT53 .06707
• • • • -,28840 .07332 -,66104 ,OZ071 • • • • • • • •
• • < • -,32527 ,07222 -.64717 .01325 -.g9573 .06247 -,78681 .01903
• • • • -.38q74 .0_071 -.68310 -.01056 < • • • • • < •
• • • • -,45357 .021qo -,68849 -,01173 -.79099 ,03033 -.69586 ****t
• • < • -.48371 -.00529 -,70247 -.03357 • • • • • • • •
< • • • -.55731 -,02200 -,65331 -,03623 -,518_3 -,0285q -,53167 -.06522
• • < • -.59381 • • -.62243 • • < • < • • • < •
• • < • -,55388 • • -.56600 < • -,_4306 < • -.46703 < •
• • • • -,4q022 -,10437 -.4731g -,11580 -.39280 -,09568 -.41339 -.10155
• • • • -,33884 • • -.33742 < • -.32655 • • -.35174 < >
-,08715 • • -.1q188 -.1203g -.18364 -.11506 -.23625 -*09635 -.28149 -.10636
• • • • -.07767 < • -,05478 < • -.14563 -.07353 -.19987 -,08706
•0247g -.02716 .03934 -.O12TO .05_26 -,0102Z -.0453_ -.02632 -.i1576 -.03089
.I1371 .02552 .15676 ,08057 .i_339 °0q367 .06746 .06326 -.00728 ,02176
< • NO PRESSURE D_RT AT THIS LOCATION
*m**_ 8AO PRESSURE MEASUREMENT




































2V/B 2YI8 2YI8 2YIB 2Y18
-0.05 -0.10 -0,30 -0.60 -0.80
CPU C_L CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
• > • • ,27554 ,27554 -.03812 -.03812 -.47016 -.47016 -*41548 -.415_8
• • • • .08077 ,34244 -.32441 .Z1_25 • • • • • • • •
• • • • -.OZ4ZO ,3041T -,5813T .Z0404 < • < • • • < •
• • • • -,1_33T ,22917 -,75074 .15410 -1,_4006 ,19726 -.80195 .16535
• • • • -.21697 .21570 -.70368 .12819 • • • • < • • •
• • • • -,23859 *17859 -,69796 ,08397 -1,3926g .17206 -.77364 ,12785
• • • • -.26310 ,15047 -.70551 ,08zq2 < • • • • • < •
• • • • -.31030 *13303 -*71255 .07088 -1.33153 ,14720 -.71833 .10016
• • • • -.33506 ,11862 -.72393 ,06073 • • • • • • • •
• • • • -,36351 *10877 -.72701 ,05327 -1,27566 .10313 -.73043 .05782
• • • • -,42765 ,07I_1 -.75282 .03067 < • • • • • • •
• • < • -.48622 ,05586 -,78004 .02647 -1.15502 ,07569 -.67126 *****
• • • • -.5Z636 ,03405 -.76715 ,00184 < • • • < • • •
• • • • -,59992 ,00433 -,70016 -,00693 -,90948 ,00800 -.57573 -.04_55
• • • • -.6Z71q < • -,67658 < • < • < • • • • •
< • • • -,59221 • • -.61539 < • -,60363 < • -.50510 < •
• • • • -.51204 -*07920 -.50208 -*081gO -.4207_ -*068Z1 -.43446 -,09792
< • < • -.36370 • • -.35ZOq • • -,30260 < • -*36725 • •
-,08032 • • -.20803 -,09574 -,18876 -,09312 -,22106 -.08747 -.31194 -,11538
• • • • -,08498 • • -.06885 < • -,14996 -.07137 -,23508 -,105Z3
,02525 -.0Z944 .03971 -*00341 *04256 -,0082_ -.06288 -.0_907 -.18362 -,08557
.I083q .02570 .15112 ,07708 ,1374q ,08570 ,03918 .0575g -.14080 -,08205
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS L_CATTDN




































2Y/B 2YIq ZYIB 2Y18 2YIB
-0.05 -0.10 -0.30 -0.60 -0,80
CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
< • < • < • .25624 ,25624 -.0q084 -,09084 -.59509 -,59509 -.48207 -.48207
< • < • < > .0446q .35655 -.39341 .20665 < • < • < • < •
< • < • < • -.07161 .33259 -.70347 .22070 < • < • • • < •
• • • • • • -,ig360 .27283 -,gOO90 .19011 -1.66666 .20252 -.73550 .1727g
< • < • < > -.26428 .251g0 -.81758 .18933 < • < • < • < •
• > < • • • -.28162 .22677 -.78564 .12202 -1,45291 .20274 -.69131 .16026
• • < • < • -.30180 .18652 -.78619 .12043 < • < • • • < •
< • < • • • -.35314 .17199 -.70108 .11161 -1.61709 .18236 -.67462 .1268g
• • < • < • -.36661 .15316 -,81250 .09624 • • < • • • < •
< • < • < • -.40215 .14172 -,81223 .09669 -1.41810 .13795 -.65940 *09865
• • < • • • -.65820 .11620 -.82570 .06982 < • < • < • < •
< • < • • • -.52879 .08815 -.83542 .05707 -1.33650 .10509 -.64668 _
• • < • < • -.55735 ,06821 -.80815 .06090 < • • • < • < •
• • • • • • -,63494 .03236 -,74120 .02062 -1.28037 ,03862 -,59554 -,02096
• • < • < • -.67345 < • -.73144 < • < • • • < • < •
< • < • < • -.62336 < • -.63846 • • -,95801 < • -,53222 < •
< • < • • • -.54334 -.04q47 -,52482 -.05157 -.50607 -,06387 -.68502 -,08571
< • • • < • -.3754_ • • -.36220 < • -,25029 • • -.42077 < •
< • -.0g037 • • -.216q7 -.07687 -.2053g -.08014 -.18599 -.083q5 -.36416 -.13109
• • < • • > -.09865 • • -.08057 < • -.13658 -,07073 -,32596 -,13883
.00728 .01411 -.02803 .03206 .00675 .02667 -,00744 -,06505 -.02639 -,27782 -,14488







< • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LqCATI_N
t_*_ BAD PRESSURE HEASUPEMENT
P R E S S U P E M E A S U R E N E N T S
























2YIB 2Y/5 2YIB ZYIB 2YI8 2YI8
-0.00 -0.05 -0,10 -0.30 -0.b0 -0.80
CPU CPL CRU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
< • • • • • • • ,23536 .23534 -.17103 -.17103 -.70g0b -.70q06 -.54536 -.54536
• • • • < • < • -.01496 .36g00 -.47626 .lqlSl • • • • < • < •
< • < • < • < • -,12258 .35142 -,83957 .23683 < • < • • • < •
< • < • • • < • -.23807 .30956 -1.01763 ,22118 -1.42967 .Z0854 -°70276 °17167
< • < • • • < • -.31432 .2q623 -.q3893 .20149 < • • • < • < •
• • • • • • < • -,32357 ,25768 -.88394 .17636 -1.38067 .22068 -.66560 .17235
• • • • • • • • -.36005 .22836 -.86675 .15778 • • < • • • < •
< • < • • • • • -.40615 .20067 -.85q60 .15112 -1.35802 .21543 -°65455 .16853
< • • • • • • • -.40914 .19767 -.89003 .13963 < • < • < • < •
• • • • • • • • -.43792 .183g8 -.89488 .13581 -1.31325 .17967 -.65023 ,11588
• • • • < • • • -.49748 ,156q7 -.89802 .10510 • • < • < • < •
< • • • < • • • -.577q0 .12819 -.92025 .09726 -1,34480 .14522 -.61665 _
< • • • < • < • -.6003g .10727 -.86665 ,07000 • • < • < • • •
< _ • • • • • • -,68076 ,07461 -.84262 ,05503 -1.27906 .07425 -°58765 -,00013
< • < • • • • • -.69009 • • -,81266 < • < • • • < • • •
< • < • < • • • -.65787 < • -.67281 < • -1.10315 • • -.53883 • •
< • • • < • • > -.56393 -.02615 -.53686 -.03009 -.63883 -°03341 -,68164 -.08112
• • < • < • < • -,39879 < • -,38456 • • -.68787 • • -,65027 • •
< • • • -.10887 • • -.23qgq -,05518 -,28103 -.0583g -°45358 -.08507 -.41248 -,14682
-.10563 • • • • • • -.10406 < • -.10995 < • -.31695 -.07582 -,88938 -,16058
-.01118 .01513 .00511 -.01488 .01959 -.00702 -.0020g -.00572 -,20232 -.05642 -.86548 -.17376
• 06320 .07072 .10063 ,02qll .14573 .07648 .10gq0 .05947 -,11658 -.01338 -.33318 -.Z3214
• • NO PRESSURE °ORT AT THIS Lr]CATIDN
#_** BAD oRESSURE MEASUREMENT










_.___,_____ , ___- ..... ___ -°
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PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS
ANGLE OF ATTACK- 11.87 DEGREES MACH NUMBER= 0.75
S P A N W I S E L 0 C A T I 0 _



























< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < >
< • • •
• • < •
< • • •







< • < •
< • • •
• • < •
• > • •
< • • •
• • < •
• • < •
-.12554 • •





CPU CRL CPU CPL CPU CPL
,21107 .21107 -.23886 -.23886 -.80115 -°80115
-,05344 ,37348 -.57091 ,16477 • > < •
-,1625q ,384bi -,g4145 .23259 < • • •
-.28752 ,34703 -1.22616 .2422g -i.26504 ,20502
-,37042 ,33830 -1.05511 .24146 • • • •
-,38067 .2q078 -.q83il .20786 -1.21143 .2%522
-.39305 .26523 -.g6?73 °19346 < • • •
-*44315 .24337 -,94732 .t8493 -1,17638 .24622
-,44800 .23292 -,95086 ,16947 • • < •
-.47938 ,21918 -,94991 ,lbO15 -1.16404 .2045q
-.54416 .18274 -.95701 .14221 < • • •
-.61489 .15052 -.98330 .13b03 -1.12962 °16677
-.63122 .12g24 -.g5017 .09843 • • < •
-.7107_ .I1210 -.89168 ,08766 -1.08573 .09621
-.73703 • • -.84269 < • • • < •
-,67995 • • -.6708q < • -1.01006 • •
-,58035 ,0111g -,57760 -,00914 -.g1347 -.OOB31
-,42726 • • -,41800 • • -,76814 • •
-.25496 -,03667 -,26133 -.04493 -.64888 -,07712
-,12557 • • -,14080 < • -.52795 -.08491
,00663 .00185 -,03342 -,00507 -,41547 -.08213





< • < •
-.66651 ,1619T
< • < •
-.64q16 .17173
• • < •
-.650gO .16068
< • < •
-*64568 °12%71
-.61833
< • < •
-,59100 *01309








• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION
***** BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
P R E S S U R E M E A S U R E M E N T S
ANGLE OF ATTACK- 13.05 DEGREES MACH NUMBER= 0.76 CONFIGURATION z TAILS OFF



























< • • •
< • < •
< • < •
< • • •
< • < •
< • • •
< • • •
< > • •
• • < •
< • • •
< > • •
-. 14673 • •
-*05655 .02607
•02831 ,05520
2Y/B 2YIB 2YIB 2YIB
-0.05 -0°10 -0.30 -0.60
CPU CPL CPU CPL CPO CPL CPU CPL
• • • • .18538 .18538 -.30921 -.30921 -.80753 -.80753
• • • • -.10070 .37862 -.65403 *13931 • • • •
• • • • -.21614 .39930 -1.06690 ,22873 < • • •
• • • • -.3364q .37967 -1.34820 .27108 -1.07012 .20245
• • • • -.42022 °36547 -1.18664 .26510 • • • •
• • • • -.42432 .33152 -1.09040 .23577 -1.04227 .25509
• • < • -.44669 .30466 -I.08593 .22282 < • • •
• • • • -,47251 .28359 -1.01635 .22003 -1.03088 .26763
• • • • -.48899 ,27141 -1.01703 .20190 < • • •
• • • > -,52138 .24657 -1.01995 .19370 -1,06533 °22932
• • < • -.5753T .20306 -1.02608 .18166 • • • •
• • • • -.64835 .lqq02 -1o04163 .lblZ1 -1.01983 .lg225
< > < • -,66005 ,17798 -1,00213 .L3748 • • • •
• • • • -.73430 .15699 -.92107 .11989 -,q1689 .11822
• • • • -.76222 • • -.73283 < • < • < •
• • < • -,69583 • • -,78973 • • -.86604 • •
• • • • -,59390 ,04006 -,61648 ,01581 -.79574 .00363
< • • • -.43540 • • -.45519 < • -.72917 < •
-*14700 • • -,2841g -.01640 -.31147 -.03149 -,64871 -,06323
• • • > -,15739 • • -.20108 • • -,57g19 -.09214
-*0%558 -.006g6 -.02158 .00524 -*09419 -*02028 -,48971 -.10919
• 06081 ,0228g .11878 ,07177 .03121 °01150 -.397ql -.15494
2Y18
-0.80
C PU C Pt
-,66196 -°66196
• • < •
• • < •
-.66340 ,13851














• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS L_CATION
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pRESSURE MEASUREMENTS
•'-NGLE OF ATTACK= 14.05 DEGREES MACH WUMBER= 0.75
S P A N W I S E L 0 C A T I 0 _


























CPU CPL CPU CPL
• • • • < • < >
< • < • • • < •
< • • • < • < •
• • < • < • • •
• • < • • • < •
< • < • < • < •
< • • • < • < •
< • • • < • < •
< • • • < • • •
• • • • < • < •
• • < • < • • •
• • • • • • < •
< • < • • • < •
• • < • < • • •
• • < • -.20891 < •
-.20481 • • < • • •
-.09299 .02327 -.08_27 -.01420
•00147 .05778 .04224 .01812
2YIB 2YI8
-0.I0 -0.30
CPU CPL CPU CPL
• 16345 .16345 -.3822Z -.38222
-.14043 .38941 -.70722 .I133q
-.2b059 .41321 -i.18737 .21861
-.38523 .&lO13 -I._3346 .28712
-.46574 .39484 -1.29674 ,29068
-.46222 .36157 -1.20892 .25812
-.48417 .33977 -1.14109 .25575
-.51507 .31614 -I.12167 .24822
-.52944 .30425 -i,09878 .23745
-,55347 .28465 -1.07454 .23966
-.b0792 ,25236 -1.08940 ,21104
-,67505 .2250g -1.09855 ,18603
-.b9090 .19522 -.98274 .16259
-.76519 ,17064 -.8233_ ,14567
-.TqOlO < • -.91462 < •
-.6788b < • -.77410 < •
-.62437 .05755 -.67957 ,04120
-.46829 < • --.52144 < •
-,33288 -,01030 -.3730q -*01637
-.21415 < • -.28980 < •
-,05887 .01090 -,17878 -°01933





< • • •
< • • •
-1.0402g .20287




< • • •
-.g3025 ,20956
-.8804q .13762











< • < •















• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS lnCATION
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Appendix B
Pressure Data for Wing Alone at M = 0.80
The Cp data for the wing alone (fig. 2(a)) at M = 0.80 are presented in this appendix in
tables and graphs on facing pages. Angles of attack range from -2.36 ° to 13.02 ° . The following








oR|Gtt, iAL pAGE IS
OF poOR QUALITY
PRESS U R E MEASUREM E N T
ANGLE OF ATTACK" -2.36 DEGREES MACH NUMBER- 0.80
S P A N W I S E LOCATION




O.O00 < • < •
• 005 < • < •
• 015 < • < •
• 025 < • < •
,040 < • < •
.050 < • < •
• Oh5 < • < •
,075 < • < •
.090 < • < •
,100 < • < •
• 125 < • < •
• 150 < • < •
,ZOO < • < •
,250 < • < •
.300 < • < •
,350 < • < •
,450 < • < •
• 550 < • < •
.650 • • < •






























CDU CPL CPU CPL
.28242 .28242 ,05007 .05007
.30686 .0%885 .I0891 -.23796
• 26765 -,1071B .05836 -.%5829
,20720 -.17689 -,01%13 -,496b0
• 14631 -.19%41 -.06626 -.%4313
.11617 -,23136 -,09786 -,6556T
,08385 -.23161 -°13660 -,6%613
,035_6 -.22101 -.16307 -.q12%1
• 01666 -.22603 -.1B1B2 -.603g0
-.02402 -.2319% -.1986g -.38104
-,08125 -,24363 -.24092 -,37554
-.15340 -,26628 -.28108 -.32302
-.2076q -.25581 -,30776 -.3%779
-.2950% -.26678 -,31165 -,32232
-,33222 < • -.32941 < •
-,32933 < • -,31191 < •
-.3281g -,32536 -.26526 -,3%538
-,22391 < • -,19106 • •
-.09849 -.27361 -*09178 -.25543
-.00T01 < • .00328 • •
• 07937 -.05929 .09314 -.03874





< • • •
-.01111 -,83680
• • < •
-,06169 -,69538
-,07030 -.65%03
< • • •
-,07859 -.54271
• • < •
-,09716 -.43337
• • < •
-.09653 -.%075%












• • < •
• 23735 -1.20356
.19429 -1,19264
• • < •
•1%B34 -1,15191
< • < •
• 13696 -1,11407
< • < •
,0g80% Pewee
< • < •
,06988 -1.01581







< • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION
***** BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
P R E S S U R E M E A S U R E M E N T $
























2YIB 2YIB 2YIB 2YIB 2Y/B 2Y/B
-0,00 -0,05 -0.10 -0.30 -0.60 -0,80
CPU CPL CPU CPL CBU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
• • • • • • • • ,29633 ,29633 .08574 .08576 ,18086 *18086 .0B198 ,03198
• • < • < • • • .2q2%5 ,10295 ,09690 -.13865 • • • • < • < •
• • • • < • < • .24652 -.06691 ,01Bl0 -.33276 < • • • • • • •
• • < • < • • • .17900 -,13600 -.06194 -.38035 -.11454 -.58252 ,18902 -1.26210
< • < • • • • • .11175 -.1_'819 -.11460 -.3623% < • • • < • < •
• • • • • • < • .08886 -,17373 -°15430 -,36895 -.15927 -.50878 .12604 -1.15371
• • < • • • • • .04646 -,18586 -,18771 -.35950 < • < • • • < •
< • < • • • < • -,00154 -.19050 -°21629 -,35035 -,14672 -,49893 ,08421 -°85046
• • < • • • < • -.02023 -,18677 -.23061 -.33236 < • • • < • • •
< • < • < • • • -.05209 -.18859 -,2468g -,31420 -,16298 -,62%82 °07191 -,75180
< • < • < • < • -,11862 -.20848 -,2878% -,31764 • • < • • • < •
< • • • • • < • -.19308 -.22682 -,33012 -.28800 -,16611 -,36180 .03022 ,(,,I,,I,*,1,
< • • • -.2%424 -.22184 -,35103 -.29952 < • < • • • • •< • • •
• • < • • • < • -,33107 -,23119 -,35984 -,28660 -,15991 -.35199 .01182 -,5036§
< • < • • • < • -.30163 < • -.37082 < • < • • • < • • •
< • < • • • • • -,36228 • • -.36977 < • -,15415 < • -,01315 < •
< • • • • • < • -.35366 -.29666 -.29110 -,32236 -,15395 -.32906 -.03971 -,36293
<->
• • • • < • -,245%6 • • -.21516 < • -.13016 • • -,05483 < •
• • < • -,O321b < • -,11517 -.2597g -.10940 -.23897 -.10384 -.22540 -.07572 -,224%8
-,03612 < • • • < • -.01685 < • -*00853 < • -.05465 -.13640 -.07172 -.15294
,05321 -.06019 .05163 -,08529 ,07935 -.05502 ,0900B -.03575 .01055 -.05388 -.05551 -.05636
.09549 ,04566 .12873 .01702 .16_06 .07372 .18754 .11856 .09%40 .09900 -,00405 .03549
< • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION















































ANGLE OF ATTACK- .09 DEGREES MACH NUNBER- 0.80 CONFIGURATION : TAILS OFF
2YI8 2YI8 2YI8 2YI8 2YIB 2YI8
-0.00 -0.05 -O,lO -0,30 -0,60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU C PL C Pit CPL CPU C PL CPU C PL C PU CPL
< • < > < • < • ,29620 °29029 .10662 °10602 ,19Z6g ,19269 ,14b37 ,14037
• • < • < • < • ,27651 .14414 .06307 -,06019 < • < > < • < •
< • < > < • < • .21789 ,015Z7 -°02538 -°21846 < • < • < • • •
< • ,14878 -*07028 -,11634 -,28303 -,Z6299 -°38548 ,09963 -,96559< • • • < •
< • < • < • • • ,07491 -,08363 -,17321 -,ZTb37 • • • • < • • •
< • • > • • • • ,04920 -,12323 -.20337 -.28730 -,26785 -.3700b .02297 -.89059
< • • • • • < • .01404 -,14403 -°23279 -,Z9517 • • < • • • • •
< • • • < • < • -,03869 -.13q03 -,26622 -,28190 -.24106 -.36730 ,00391 -,bSbZb
< • • • • • < • -,05287 -,14837 -,28139 -°27357 • • • • • • • •
< • • • • • • • -°09049 -.14654 -.30780 -,26595 -,2413b -.32057 -,00863 -.54711
< • • • < • • > -,14627 -,17553 -,33597 -,26900 < • • • • • • •
< • < • • • < • -,Z3363 -,19018 -,38536 -,24217 -,2372b -.29249 -*05090 *****
< • • • • • • • -.2793b -,1885b -,40589 -.26396 • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • -*37292 -,20260 -,40361 -,25427 -,20259 -,ZSb79 -,05723 -.41694
• • • • • • < • -,39599 • • -.41638 • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • -.39878 • • -,38324 • • -°20019 < • -°07159 • •
• • • • • • < • -,38547 -°26850 -.32362 -,28462 -.20073 -,29049 -°08256 -,33535
• • • • • • • • -.27100 < • -,22942 • • -,15920 • • -,09949 • •
< • • • -.03678 • • -,12682 -.24284 -,12810 -.Z2632 -°12005 -,20988 -,10780 -°20499
-,044Z_ • • • • < • -.02123 < • -,01483 • • -,07187 -.12455 -,08331 -.11101
.04725 -,05525 ,05138 -,07922 ,07071 -,05181 .08393 -, 03092 • 00222 -,04137 -. 05207 -. 0151b
,09780 .0_154 ,125bb .02244 .16238 .07882 ,1872Z .11575 .10219 ,10456 ,01684 .07938
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION
***** BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
P R E S S U R E N E A S U R E M E N T S
ANGLE OF ATTACK" 1,31 DEGREES MACH NUMBER= 0,80 CONFIGURATION : TAILS OFF




0,000 < • < •
.005 • • < •
• 015 • • • •
• 02_ • • • •
• 040 • • • •
• OPO • • • •
• 065 < • • •
• 075 • • • •
.090 • • • •
• I00 • • • •
• 125 < • • •
.lfiO • • • •
• 200 • • • •
.ZSO • •
• 300 • • • •
• 380 • • • •
,450 • • • •
•550 • • • •
• 650 • • < •
• 750 -,05235 • •
,850 ,0441Z -,05087
• 950 ,09413 .05004
32
2YIB ZY/8 2YIB 2Y/B
-0,05 -0,10 -0.30 -0,60
CPU- CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPt
• • • • °30754 .30754 °11585 ,11685 ,16450 .16450
• • < • .25711 .lq188 .04312 ,Olggb • • • •
• • < • .19846 °06930 -.08228 -,12281 • • • •
• • • • ,11080 -,01261 -.19080 -.195Z? -.41906 -,21170
• • • • .04594 -,03827 -,23001 -.19838 • • • •
• • • • ,01128 -,06939 -,26404 -.ZZ18? -.38277 -.25149
• • • • -.0Z023 -.09805 -°30049 -.22566 • • • •
• • • • -,06491 -.10052 -,32379 -,ZZ977 -,33957 -.26334
• • • • -,08904 -,11Z01 -.34547 -.Z1533 • • • •
• • • • -.12751 -,lO01S -,38944 -,21679 -,33412 -°24988
• • • • -.18490 -,13071 -.39974 -.Zl192 • • • •
< • < • -,27145 -.15609 -,43139 -.20500 -,31803 -,22174
• • • • -.31423 -.15761 -,_6129 -,21742 • • • •
• • • • -,40532 -,17193 -.44762 -.21344 -,26660 -.Z4590
• • • • -._3501 • • -.45087 • • • • • •
• • • • -,42421 • • -,42195 • • -,25381 • •
• • • >_ -.41490 -,Z3795 -,35540 -,25928 -.23263 -,24978
< • <_'_, -,28568 • • -.28082 • • -.19561 • •
-.05006 <_: -.14360 -.22301 -.1409b -,21174 -,15757 -,18496
( ) (_l: -,03187 • • -*02445 • • -.08246 -,11829
• 04572 -,07_ ,07031 -.04596 ,08167 -.02437 -.0077b -*01822
.127b0 ,0196_ ,16194 ,07619 ,18334 ,11499 ,10014 .lOZZO
• • N_ PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LqCATION
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88
PRESRURE _EASURENENTS
ANGLE OF ATTACK" 2,43 DEGREES MACH NUMBER- 0,80 CONFIGURATION ; TAILS OFF


























• • < •
< • • •
< • • •
• • < •
< •
< • < •
< • • •
< • < •
< • < •
• • < •
< • < •




2YIB 2Yl8 ZYIB 2Y/B
-0.05 -0.10 -0,30 -0.60
CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPl. CPU CPL
< • • • .3019_ .30193 ,12197 °12197 .099q8 .09998
• • < • .23904 .21847 ,00591 .07942 < • < •
< • • • .17429 .11333 -.13531 -.05403 • • < •
• • • • .07_23 ,03509 -.25204 -.13134 -,62344 -.11099
• • • • .01259 .01156 -.28378 -.13777 • • < •
• • • • -.01581 -.02716 -.32153 -.15922 -.54712 -.14650
< • < • -,05596 -.05471 -.34921 -,17366 • • < •
< • • • -.10520 -.06752 -.38028 -.1"7435 -.45409 -,18262
• • • • -.12548 -,06128 -.40048 -.17462 • • < •
• • • • -.16098 -.06bOO -.4090b -.17410 -.63145 -.17630
< • < • -.22414 -.10255 -.;5257 -.17833 < • < •
< • • • -.29803 -,12080 -.48366 -.16026 -.38481 -.15828
< > < • -,34571 -.12948 -.50875 -.18102 • • • •
< • < • -.44491 -.16123 -.50252 -.18410 -.32473 -.19422
< • • • -.47452 < • -.50134 < • • • < •
< • • • -.45821 • • -,46371 • • -.29729 < •
• • • • -.44324 -.21872 -.38277 -.23588 -.27091 -.22789
• • • • -.30243 • • -,274_1 • • -.22279 < •
-.05327 • • -,18588 -.20354 -.14528 -.18626 -.16162 -.17365
< • • • -,03905 • • -.02994 < • -.09272 -,11064
.04549 -,07069 ,06083 -.03724 .07633 -.0Z428 -.00582 -.01729





< • < •
-,22201 -.33303
< • < •
-.28952 -.33803












• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS L1CATI_N
***** BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
P R E S S U R E '1 E A S U P E N E N T S
























S P A N W I S E LOCATION
2YI8 2YIB 2YI8 2YIB 2YIB 2YIB
-0.00 -0,05 -0.10 -0,30 -0.60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
• • • • < • • • .31594 .31594 .11972 ,11972 ,00829 ,00829 .14242 ,14242
< • • • < • • • ,21800 .25287 -.03871 .12338 • • < • • • < •
• • < • • • • • .14584 ,15720 -,20013 .02621 • • • • • • • •
• • • • < • • • .04325 .08725 -.33117 -.05648 -.88372 -,00564 -.4q164 -.11331
• • • • • • • • -.02296 .05049 -.36197 -,0714b • • < • • • • •
• • • • • • • • -.04889 .01564 -,38026 -.09071 -.68415 -.06410 -.481b0 -.16870
• • < • < • • • -.08958 -.01344 -.41511 -.11947 • • < • • • • •
• • < • • • < • -.13964 -.0136b -.43627 -.11887 -.58781 -.10759 -*44184 -.17867
• • • • < • < • -.16566 -.03533 -.45899 -.11892 • • < • • • • •
• • • • < • • • -.19211 -.03173 -.46758 -.12194 -.52505 -.10655 -,36845 -.18062
< • • • < • < • -.25917 -,06334 -,81088 -.18178 • • • • • • • •
• • • • < • • • -.33Q29 -.08952 -.53617 -.12579 -,49039 -,11253 -.35269 *****
< • • • < • < • -.38034 -.10272 -.55583 -.15008 < • < • • • < •
< > < • • • • • -.47177 -.11265 -.53971 -,15303 -.37806 -,14799 -.2830b -.20497
• • • • • • • • -,50699 • > -.54650 • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • -.49168 • • -,51028 • • -.3414Z • • -.27721 • •
< • < • • • • • _-.46205 -.19382 -.41010 -.19492 -.31007 -.188T0 -,25530 -.20096
<> • • • • • • -.31721 • • -.29316 • • -.25114 • • -.23781 • •
• • • > -.08924 • • -,16493 -.187_0 -.15952 -.17792 -.19328 -.15597 -.20818 -.15835
-,06479 • • • • < • -.0437_ • • -.03839 • • -,11282 -.lOT60 -,15263 -.09298
,03921 -.03295 .04167 -.05948 .06089 -.03435 .07681 -,02190 -.01555 -.02311 -,08520 -.00206
.09440 .05267 ,12320 .02591 .16305 .07863 .17537 .10942 .10294 ,08781 .03156 ,08039
• • ND PRESSURE PORT AT THIS L_CATIOq











c_ = 3.59 °
35
PRESSURE _EASUREMENTS
ANGLE OF ATTACK, 4,81 DEGREES MACH NUMRERm 0,80 CONFIGURATIDN I TAILS OFF



























< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •




2Y/B 2YIB 2YI8 ZY/B
-0.05 -0.10 -0.30 -0.60
CPtl CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
< • < • ,31852 .31852 ,09906 .09906 -,10800 -,10800
< • < • .19332 ,28030 -,09Z42 ,16118 < • < •
< • < • .11142 ,20737 -,27qo0 ,08100 < • • •
• • < • .00958 ,12651 -,41310 .00936 -1.24645 ,07433
< • < • -.06526 ,oqqB1 -,43350 -.01363 < • • •
< • < • -.09486 °06301 -.45302 -,04991 -1,02328 ,01278
< • < • -.12642 .03340 -,_8297 -.06470 < • • •
< • < • -,18204 ,01753 -.49479 -.05991 -,67086 -,03840
< • < • -.1q550 .00881 -.5300T -.08356 • • < •
< • < • -.23001 .01033 -.53527 -.07065 -.62038 -,04575
• • < • -.29760 -.03_77 -.56611 -.09667 < • • •
< • < • -.37591 -.05466 -.60582 -,08924 -.56872 -.06350
< • < • -,41227 -,06070 -,61678 -.11100 • • • •
< • < • -,51112 -,08289 -.6183q -,11569 -,44007 -,10909
< • < • -.54267 • • -,60968 < • < • • •
< • < • -.52366 • • -.54091 < • -,39073 • •
< • < • -,49145 -.16690 -.43453 -.16028 -.35002 -,16279
< • • • -.33516 • • -,31107 • • -.27840 • •
-.06295 • • -.17585 -.16863 -.16759 -.15733 -,21104 -,14216
< • < • -.05_6 < • -,04006 • • -.12200 -.09224
• 03705 -.05566 .05623 -.02818 .07233 -.01317 -,02606 -.02q03





< • • •
• • < •
-,83767 .03503
• • < •
-,77q48 -,0411Z
< • < •
-,66330 -,06119
< • • •
-,56471 -. 10271
• • < •
-,47209 Q $e$,1,
• • < •
-.37308 -,14092








< • NO PRESSIIRE PORT AT THIS L_CATION
$$$$$ BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
P R E S ? U R E 4 E A S U R E M E N T S
ANGLE OF ATTACK- 6.08 DEGREES MACH NUMBER= 0.80
S P A N w I S E LOCATION


























CP Ij CPL CPU CPL
• • < • < • < •
< • • • < • < •
• • < • • • < •
< • < • • • < •
< • < • • •
< • < • < • < •
< • • • • • < •
< • < • • • < •
< • • • • • • •
• • • • < • < •
< •< • < • < •
< • < • < • < •
< • < • < • • •
< • < • • • < •
< • < • • • < •
< • • • • • < •
< • < • • •
< • < • < • < •
< • < • -.07288 < •
-,06979 • • < • < •
.03707 -,02190 ,03843 -.0_472
•0947_ .05797 .12328 .02982
2Y18 2YIB 2YIB 2YIB
-0.10 -0.30 -0.60 -O,BO
CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
• 31378 .31378 ,06968 ,06968 -,22297 -,22297 -.19276 -,19276
• 16133 .31455 -,15466 .19074 < • • • < • • •
,07678 ,24616 -.37054 ,13867 • • • • < • • •
-.0304g .18172 -.51953 .06922 -1,54228 .13114 -1,21964 .11622
-,IOgO9 .15lOB -.51243 .04233 < • • • < • < •
-.13246 .1075q -,53122 .00381 -1.44270 .06372 -1,14098 ,04333
-,16844 .07694 -.5482g -,01055 • • • • < • • •
-.22023 .06601 -.55840 -.01899 -1,24106 .03816 -1.05937 ,00695
-.23503 .05150 -.60323 -.02451 < • • • • • • •
-.26835 .04361 -,59364 -.02464 -,7BOOB .00760 -,78327 -,OZlOT
-.32773 ,00674 -,63128 -.04494 • • • • • • • •
-.41216 -,01498 -.67815 -,04577 -.58944 -,01219 -.60qST $$$$$
-.44744 -.02636 -.65077 -.07294 • • • • • • • •
-.54111 -.05302 -.67658 -,08292 m,49360 -,06296 -.45669 -,09982
-,60127 • • -,70378 • • • • • • • • • •
-.55_16 • • -,58511 • • -.43833 • • -.42009 • •
-.53007 -,13898 -.46327 -.14497 -.38094 -,12958 -.37642 -.13742
-.3477q < • -.31778 • • -.3055_ • • -,32383 • •
-.18846 -,14304 -.1756g -.1353T -,21831 -.12500 -,26792 -,13001
-,06635 • • -,04596 • • -,13162 -.06438 -,18709 -,08519
.0549g -.01863 .06619 -,OL281 -.03153 -,02255 -.09338 -,01852
• 16q32 .08245 .16463 .09827 .09221 .08072 ,03001 .05138
• • _0 PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATInN




































ZYIB 2YI8 2YI8 2YIB 2YIB 2YIB
-0.00 -0.05 -0.10 -0*30 -0.60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CRL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
< • < • • • • • .30247 ,30247 .03360 .03360 -.32800 -.32800 -.31373 -.31373
< • < • • • < • *13117 .33726 -.22703 .20105 < • < • < • < •
< • < • < • < > .03324 .28540 -.45874 .17167 < • < • < • < •
< • < • < • < • -.07443 ,22130 -.62767 ,11976 -1.63195 .16883 -*_J9138 ,14012
< • < • < • • • -,16046 .18896 -*60204 .09588 < • < • < • < •
< • < • < • • • -.17853 .14564 -.60790 .05878 -1.61759 .12140 -.T9290 .08690
< • < • < • • • -.21182 .12174 -.61144 .03721 < • < • < • < •
< • < • < • < • -,25486 °10843 -*63421 *02519 -1.56875 .0880T -.75258 .06002
< • < • < • < • -.27642 .09328 -.66005 °02118 • • < • • • < •
< • < • < • < • -.30294 .08077 -,68506 .01426 -1.27413 .05941 -,72046 .02552
< • < • < • < • -*3709q .05196 -.69130 -.00774 < • < • < • < •
< • < • < • • • -,45002 ,01986 -.74224 -.01011 -.93160 °02559 -,66172 _,_,,I,_
< • • • < • • • -.48044 .00114 -.74678 -.03879 < • < • < • < •
< • < • • • • • -.56710 -*01402 -.73395 -*04085 -.48856 -.03651 -,57792 -.07179
< • • • < • < • -.64485 • • -.74051 < • < • < • • • < •
< • < • < • • • -,51_646 < • -.73430 < • -.43113 < • -.49384 • •
< • • • • • • • -.60039 -°10087 -.47453 -,11283 -.39649 -.10280 -.Al161 -,11044
< • • • < • < • -.36500 • • -°33699 • • -,30502 • • -.34730 • •
< • • • -.07536 < • -,103_8 -.12448 -.18241 -.11677 -.21433 -.11105 -o27898 -,13001
-,07669 • • • • • • -.Ot'92q < • -,05536 • • -.12322 -,08540 -.19614 -.10153
• 03055 -.00551 .03634 -.03682 .05155 -.01616 .O60bZ -.01171 -.02000 -,02126 -.13160 -.05220
• 09761 .05760 • 12517 .02967 .16492 .08826 .15469 • 09741 .09026 .06962 -.04029 -.0259_
< • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LqCATION
*W_** BAD PRESSURE HEASURE_ENT
P R E S S U R E _ E A S U R E N E N T S
























2YI8 2YIB 2YI8 2YI8 2YIB 2Y18
-0.00 -0.05 -0.10 -0.30 -0,60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CRU CPL CPU CRL
< • • • • • • • ,29339 .29339 -,02215 -.02215 -.43083 -,43083 -.40751 -.40751
< • • • • • • • .09270 ,35487 -.29344 .22154 < • • • • • • •
< • • • < • • • -.00543 .32209 -.56861 .20715 • • • • • • • •
< • • • • • < • -.11275 .26289 -,73851 .15460 -1,70714 ,18726 -.79387 .16399
< • • • • • • • -.19533 .23145 -.71999 .13758 • • • • • • • •
< • • • • • • • -,21245 °18769 -.66936 .10616 -1,72561 ,15628 -.71211 .12606
< • • • • • • • -,25819 *16556 -,69375 .08523 • • • • • • • •
< • • • • • • • -.30099 .14546 -.69843 .06944 -1.65627 .13427 -.69509 .10083
< • < • • • • • -,30636 ,13159 -.72134 °05768 • • < • • • < •
< • • • • • • • -.34368 .12646 -.74402 .05847 -1.60927 .09568 -.67649 .05867
< • • • • • • • -,40023 .08647 -.76224 .03501 • • • • • • • •
< • < • • • • • -.48756 .05900 -.79268 .02713 -1.31714 .06156 -.64684 *_*_
< • < • • • • • -.51554 ,04054 -.79467 -.00447 • • • • < • • •
< • • • < • • • -.61068 *01131 -.80923 -,00775 -.98118 *00437 -,60183 -.03916
• • < • • • • • -.66636 • • -.81023 • • • • • • • • • •
< • < • • • < • -.63973 < • -o78453 • • -°39970 • • -.52833 < •
< • • • • • • • -,65474 -.07967 -°48069 -.0q044 -,37486 -.08988 -,46098 -°10464
<'> < • • • • • -.38096 • • -*33665 • • -.29253 < • -.39845 • •
< • • • -.07926 • • -*20619 -,10616 -.19515 -*10107 -.21866 -.10896 -*34441 -.14150
-,08523 • • • • • • -.07994 < > -*07326 • • -.13282 -.07813 -.31602 -.13130
,02804 -.00968 .02817 -.03014 .04970 -.00732 .04348 -*00751 -.04450 -.03112 -.25040 -.12400
.08704 ,06200 *11944 .03009 .16509 .08290 .14453 .08734 .05369 .05623 -.19382 -.11879
< • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION
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39
PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS
























2YIB 2YIB 2Y18 2YIB 2YIB 2YIB
-0, O0 -0, 05 -0,10 -0 • 30 -0.60 -0 • 80
CPII CPL CPU CPL CPU eRE CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
< • < • < • < • ,27464 .27464 -,06774 -,06774 -,51715 -,51715 -,68516 -,48516
< • < • < • < • .06847 ,37415 -.35366 ,21452 < • < • < •
< • < • < • < • -.04692 .35187 -,65950 .22420 < • < • < • < •
< • < • < • < • -.16114 ,30308 -,878_.5 ,19183 -1,66015 ,lq61q -,71399 ,17296
< • < • < • < • -.24381 .27993 -,79966 .17406 < • < • < •
< • < • < • < • -,26250 ,23401 -,77793 .15380 -1.57563 .19102 -.69572 .151q5
< • < • < • < • -.28712 .19472 -.758q6 .12227 < • < • < •
< • < • < • < • -,33651 ,1860g -,75934 ,11229 -1,57180 ,17210 -,67228 ,11677
< • < • < • < • -.35092 .16394 -.77207 ,10312 < • < • • •
< • < • < • < • -.38219 .15874 -,79001 .09271 -1.42863 .13378 -.66927 .08864
< • < • < • < • -.43723 ,12101 -,82294 ,07196 < • < • < •
< • < • < • < • -.52_35 .09196 -,86479 ,06890 -1,34289 ,09557 -,63596 *4,***
< • < • < • < • -.54.235 ,07692 -,86q77 ,0360g < • < • < •
< • < • < • < • -.63307 .04586 -,85_.57 ,01419 -1.20459 ,02767 -,58429 -,02230
< • < • < • < • -,69395 < • -,87362 < • < • < • • •
< • < • • > < • -,68212 • • -.84173 • • -1.00278 < • -,53580 < •
• • < • < • < • -.6995g -,04894 -.49482 -,06111 -.73861 -,05386 -,47668 -.09890
< • < • < • < • -,39046 < • -,35253 < • -,50806 < • -,43685
• • < • -,09160 < • -.22298 -,08871 -,22084 -.08922 -°39193 -,10146 -°39706 -,15686
-.09883 < • • • < • -,08631 < • -,09180 < • -,21745 -,08676 -.35972 -,16144
• 0123_ .00066 ,01965 -.03056 .03708 -,01121 .02403 -.00q77 -. 14.912 -,05652 -,33087 -,1648Z
•OB391 ,06462 .I1572 .02956 .15_74 ,085q6 .12196 .07965 -.04017 ,01327 -.30595 -, 19964
< • NO PRESSURE _OQT AT THIS 13CATInN
****_ BAD PRESSUPE MEASUREMENT
P R E S S U R E '* E A S U R E M E N T S
























2YIB 2YIB 2YIB 2Y/8 2YIB 2YI8
-0.00 -0.05 -0.10 -0.30 -0.60 -0.80
OPt! CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
• • < • < • • • ,25486 ,25486 -,12799 -,12799 -,59640 -.99640 -.49589 -,49585
< • < • • • < • .02118 .38713 -.43923 .2124q • • • • • •
< • < • < • < • -,08671 ,37715 -,731gq ,23707 • • • • < • • •
• • < • < • < • -,20367 .33354 -1.00922 ,23043 -1,16722 .2063g -,69497 ,16258
• • < • < • < • -.28583 .31294 -.90526 ,21413 < • • • < •
• • < • < • < • -,30078 ,27834 -,87000 ,18630 -1,12363 ,20960 -,63844 ,15631
< • < • • • < • -.33300 .23829 -.85980 .16069 < • • • • •
• • • • • • < • -.36663 .22372 -.83002 .19645 -1.13367 ,80408 -.63096 .13039
• • • • < • < • -,30081 ,20496 -,83447 ,14006 • • • • • • • •
• • < • < • < • -.41443 ,18548 -.84189 ,13279 -1,08208 ,16430 -,61454 ,10049
• • < • < • • • -.47608 .16575 -,87166 ,10269 • • < • • •
• • • • • • < • -.56097 ,12939 -.90920 ,10229 -1.01553 ,13450 -,60291
< • < • < • < • -,5604g .10801 -,90952 ,07498 • • < •
• • < • < • • • -,66684 ,08075 -.g2974 .05109 -.g3160 ,06026 -,56527 -°02625
< • • •
• • < • -,74204 < • -.90550 • • • • • • < • < >
• • < • < • < • -.70642 • • -,86936 • • -,86473 • • -,52364 • •
< • < • • • < • -.72466 -,01915 -.54898 -,03451 -,79534 -,04871 -,47848 -,09324
< > < • • • < • -,40q44 < • -.42093 • • -,70944 • • -,45044 • •
• • < • -.11068 < • -,25772 -.07548 -.29866 -,0715g -,60392 -.08906 -,41570 -,17752
-.12985 < • • • • • -.11123 < • -.13709 • • -,50359 -,11067 -,39860 -o19489
-.01538 ,00904 -.00395 -.02801 .00924 -,00978 -.03066 -,02634 -,36176 -,08706 -,37599 -°20158
• 05441 .05673 • 092(,3 .02512 .14680 .06958 .08858 .06619 -.28T17 -,Ogg45 -.36422 -,2457q
< • NO PRESSURE PaRT AT THIS L_CATInN
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PRESSURE _EASUREMENTS
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 11.98 DEGREES MACH NUMBER= 0.81 CONFIGURATION z TAILS OFF



























• • < •
• • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
• > • •
< • • •
• • < •
• • < •
• • < •
• • < •
< • • •
-,174 66 • •
-.06580 ,00660
• 0Z798 ,06990
2YIB 2Y/8 2YIB 2Y/B 2Y/B
-0,05 -0,10 -0,30 -0,60 -0,80
CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
• • < • *24399 ,24399 -.17786 -,17786 -*63066 -,63066 -,55081 -.55081
• • • • -,01154 ,39590 -,49075 ,19839 • • • • • • • •
• • < • -,13104 .39676 -.85893 ,24512 • • • • • • • •
• • • • -,24_47 ,37048 -1,12888 *25871 -,99125 .22170 -,63884 ,14948
• • • • -,32701 ,36298 -1.00356 ,23472 • • • • • • • •
• • • • -.33963 .30687 -,93830 .2Z223 -.96230 .23485 -,62517 ,15430
• • • • -.36280 ,27436 -.93538 .1984_ • • < • • • • •
• • • • -,40390 ,25626 -,90713 o17617 -.91497 *22882 -*61266 *13562
• • • • -,62118 ,26276 -,90619 ,17099 • • • • • • • •
• • < • -.43502 .23308 -.90165 .16395 -*91726 *19126 -.59181 ,10493
• • • • -.50151 ,19204 -,91130 .16349 • • • • • • • •
• • • • -*60180 ,16679 -,94888 ,12522 -,89066 o156_1 -,58135 e$$$e
• • • • -,60079 ,13898 -,95658 *09923 • • • • • • • •
• • • • -,68036 ,i0911 -,92133 *08140 -,83344 .07680 -*56252 -*00991
• • • • -,77362 • • -°88606 • • • • • • • • • •
< • • • -.73319 • • -.83202 • • -.77978 • • -.51654 • •
• • • • -.69214 .00317 -.64423 -.01424 -.73657 -.02837 -.47364 -.10621
• • • • -._6354 • • -,50287 • • -.67918 • • -,44946 • •
-*18110 < • -,32115 -.04923 -*35926 -.06397 -,62066 -.09835 -*64700 -.18456
< • • • -,17366 < • -,23184 • • -.54449 -*12341 -.42099 -,21114
-.06523 -,02840 -,02686 -,01286 -,08908 -.02_17 -.4697? -°11053 -,41566 -.223fi2
.06572 ,01663 ,10674 .06531 ,03887 .03983 -,37712 -.16726 -,40817 -.28885
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION
$$$$$ BAD PRESSURE NEASUREMENT
P R E S S U R E N E A S U P E M E N T S
























S P A N W I S E LOCATION
............................................................................................................... "--_I
2YI8 2YIB 2Y18 2YI8 2YIB 2Y/B
-0,00 -0,05 -0.10 -0,30 -0,60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
• • • • • • < • .2ZOq? .22097 -,23519 -,23519 -,67380 -.67380 -.58717 -.58717
• • • • • • • • -*04657 .39875 -.54608 .17941 < • • • < • < •
< • • • < • • • -,17027 .42009 -.95219 ,25119 • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • -*28439 .40072" -1.22211 ,27521 -.93176 .21967 -.61235 .13804
<>
• • < • • • -.36720 ,37654 -1.08166 ,27408 < • • • < • • •
• • • • • • • • -,37327 .39202 -1.03285 ,2_690 -,89600 .25920 -,60367 ,15927
• • • • • • • • -,_0329 .30983 -1.01130 .23178 • • • • < • • •
< • • • • • • • -.43751 .29169 -1,00076 ,22084 -,87990 .25181 -.59009 .14557
• • • • • • < • -,_4572 ,27034 -,98413 ,19920 • > • • • • < •
• • < • • • • • -,67016 ,26557 -.96314 ,20092 -.84214 .21770 -.57665 ,11130
• • • • • • • • -.53170 .22213 -.96361 .17487 • • • • < • < •
• • < • • • • • -,63096 ,20217 -,98216 .15fili -,81585 .17594 -.55778 $$$$*
< • • • • • • • -.63140 ,1608_ -,91681 ,13340 • • • • • • < •
• • • • • • • • -.70023 *13757 -,87543 *11275 -,77742 *09647 -,53312 *00730
• • < • • • • • -,78683 • • -.89000 • • • • • • < • < •
• • • • • • • • -.75322 • • -.76912 • • -.74734 • • -.49603 • •
< • • • • • • • -.56253 .02576 m,76331 ,00748 --.70410 --*02396 --,48000 --.10262
• • • • < • --'56676 • • --.61076 • • --.67070 • • --.46053 • •<>
• • < • --,25556 • • --,36522 -,06400 -,67798 -.05388 -,62351 -,09816 -,46724 -.18649
-,25067 • • < • • • -.26175 • • -.33548 • • -.57384 -.12611 -.45328 -.23144
-.13175 .00249 -*12811 -,03806 -.09126 -.01939 -.19714 -.02528 -,52881 -.14416 -.44fi71 -,24289
-.02190 ,04637 ,02543 ,00755 ,08990 .04384 -.01307 ,01139 -.44655 -.21547 -.46025 -.30920
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION















Pressure Data for Wing Alone at M = 0.83
The Cp data for the wing alone (fig. 2(a)) at M = 0.83 are presented in this appendix in
tables and graphs on facing pages. Angles of attack range from 0.13 ° to 10.89 °. The following

































2YIB 2YIB 2Y#8 2Y18 2Y/B 2Y/B
-0, O0 -0.05 -0 o 1_ -0.30 -0 ,bO -0 •80
CPU CPL CPU CPL CPlJ CPL C¢)U CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
< • < • < • < • ,31080 °31089 ,09Zb9 ,09;'69 .17993 .17993 *14283 ,14283
< • < • < • < • .27P12 .15137 *07421 -,05603 < • • • < • < •
< • < • < • < • ,22893 .02634 -,02963 -,Z0561 < • < > < • • •
• • < • • • • • ,15652 -,03421 -,12162 -,28302 -,26895 -,12281 .09127 -,99624
< • < • • • < • .OAQS:? -,07521 -.17421 -.Z7277 • • • • • > < •
< > < • • • • • ,05_40 -,11104 -,20405 -,28685 -,29727 -*36b0b ,00503 -,86405
< • < • • • • > .02559 -,13571 -,2417;' -,29449 < • • > • • < •
< • • • < • • • -.03009 -,13404 -,26368 -,27820 -,2b193 -,36612 -.01349 -,67526
• • < • < • • • -.04360 -°13361 -,Zq33Z -,28280 • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • < • -,08070 -.13738 -,30538 -,27041 -,25670 -,32844 -.00703 -.52723
< • • • • • • • -,14175 -,16712 -.34520 -,27015 • • • > • • • •
• • • • • • < • -.ZZLT5 -.19004 -,38653 -.ZAZ86 -,ZSb3T -,3163Z -°06243 _**_,,I,
< • • • • • • • -,2712b -,18782 -.42584 -.Z&510 < • < > • • • •
• • < • • • < > -,37138 -.20456 -.41982 -,25781 -.22937 -.29796 -.05430 -.41599
• • • • • • • • -.41152 • • -,44102 • • • • • • • • < •
• • • • • • • • -,41030 • > -°39847 • • -,22678 • • -*08386 • •
• • < • • • • • -,40084 -*ZTb53 -,33499 -.30599 -,19527 -.30087 -*09074 -,3A336
• • • • • • • • -,26977 • • -.235b0 • • -,17179 • • -*lOTb2 • •
• • • • -,04408 • • -,L3648 -,ZSbZ7 -=12:_58 -*Z;)965 -.].696b -.Z1848 -,10748 -,20ZT4
-,04307 • • • • • • -,02027 • • -.01148 • • -*07301 -,16063 -.09381 -,10509
• 05049 -,05887 *05325 -,07724 ,07218 -,05076 ,09013 -.0266Z -,07184 -.12409 -,05067 -*00613
• lObC)b ,05001 .13395 .0Z512 ,17236 ,OqO03 .18753 .1ZZ07 .07429 ,10897 *023Z5 ,08807
< • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION
***** BAD PRESSURE MEASURENENT
P R E S S U R E M E A S U R E M E N T S
























2YIB ZYIB ZYIB 2YI8 ZT/B 2YI8
-0, 00 -0.05 -0 • 10 -0,30 -0,60 -0 • 80
CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
< • < • • • • • *31114 ,31114 ,11274 ,11Z74 .15380 .15380 *18101 .18101
• • • • • • • • .26768 .19457 ,03557 ,01849 • • • • • • • •
• • < • < • < • *Z1272 *08109 -.08014 -,13650 < • < • < • • •
• • • • < • • • *12266 ,00320 -,18Z02 -,2019b -,A6937 -*18875 -*05393 -.61434
• • • • • • *05595 -,02839 -.22507 -*19645 • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • *02943 -,05654 -,26485 -,2ZOZ2 -,43292 -.24574 -,13266 -.53953
• • • • • • • • -*01Z02 -.09311 -,Z8886 -.Z3335 • • • > • • • •
• • • • < • • • -,06406 -,0892Z -,32692 -,21673 -,37511 -.24714 -,13628 -.47927
• • • • • • • • -,0829g -.10448 -,34840 -.ZZ681 < • • • • • • •
• • < • • • • • -.12033 -,1DOGE -,35512 -*23045 -*55758 -,25194 -.1052b -*43871
• • • • • • < • -,17855 -.12949 -.40648 -.21'153 • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • -,;'6147 -,15:)35 -.44629 -*20869 -,34535 -,Z2983 -*16396 ¢****
• • • • < • • • -,30614 -.16062 -,46837 -,ZZZ83 • • • • • • • •
< • • • • • • • -,41330 -,17469 -,49285 -*ZZ031 -,27979 -,23987 -,13440 -*$4029
• • • • • • • • -,45958 • • -.50149 • • • • • • • • < •
• • • • < • • • -,44621 • • -,46089 • • -,26296 • • -,14609 • •
• • < • < • • • -,45182 -,25639 -.3704"7 -,271b0 -,24151 -.26953 -.14776 -.2909b
• • • • < • • • -,29770 < • -,ZbZ61 • • -.20303 • • -.14794 • •
< • • • -,05050 • • -,14302 -,23319 -,13bgS -,2Z067 -,15810 -,19887 -,13767 -.19369
-.0_,749 • • • • • • -,03049 • • -,01855 < • -,07867 -,11810 -,11182 -,10307
,04851 -,04863 ,OfiZb3 -,07543 ,07412 -,04627 .08896 -,02317 -,0146fi -,01463 -,05440 .00704
• 10337 .05547 ,13bll ,03257 ,17643 .08642 .19175 .12343 ,11379 .10682 ,0405T .09745
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION






































S P A N W I S E LOCATION
2YiB 2YIB 2Y15 2Y/8 2Y/B 2Y/B
-0.00 -0.05 -0.I0 -0,30 -0,60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CRL
< • • • • • • • ,30q53 .30953 .11689 .11689 ,08347 .08347 .21134 ,21134
• • < • • • • • .24878 .22928 -.00576 .07256 < • • • • • < •
< • • • • • • • ,17811 ,13093 -.1285L -.04995 • • • • • • • •
• • • • < • • • .09469 ,05250 -.24506 -.13057 -.69528 -,09515 -,28208 -,32229
• • • • • • < • .02343 .01320 -.29581 -.13271 • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • -.0047I -,0152B -,31654 -.15775 -.57667 -,15370 -.30133 -.32537
< • < • • • < • -*04042 -.06358 -.34807 -.17776 • > < • < • < •
• • < • • • • • -.0Q443 -,04922 -.37666 -,16662 -.49597 -,20530 -,28995 -.31457
< • • • • • • • -,1159g -.05622 -.40407 -,1.7802 < • • • • • < •
• • • • • • • • -,15505 -,06275 -,42383 -,16534 -.45713 -,17039 -.24036 -.29804
• • < • • • • • -.21487 -.og3go -,45205 -.18207 • • < • • • • •
• • • • • • • • -,29512 -,12008 -,50029 -,17148 -.42053 -,16830 -.26446 *****
• • • • < • < • -.34574 -.13066 -.51428 -.10038 • • < • • • • •
• • • • < • < • -,66076 -.16301 -,53676 -.19073 -.34260 -.20620 -.22051 -,26818
< • < • < > • • -,4g502 < • -.57043 < • • • • • < • • •
< • • • • • • • -,4636_ < • -.49875 < • -,30638 • • -,21392 < •
< • • • • • • • -,51362 -,22655 -.40410 -,23697 -,28805 -,22904 -,20_12 -,24258
• • < • • • • • -,31571 • • -.28042 • • -,22887 • • -.19894 < •
• • • • -.05195 < • -,15358 -.21985 -.1_525 -.19800 -.16793 -.17472 -,17387 -,17884
-,05875 • • • • • • -,03601 • • -,02942 < • -.09763 l,lOgT1 -.13565 -.09625
,04997 -,03970 ,05158 -,06526 .06801 -,03701 ,08700 -,02392 .00128 -,01540 -,06295 .00974
• 10108 ,05193 ,I3071 ,03144 .17406 .08516 .lq066 ,12240 ,11452 ,10374 .04586 .09832
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS L_CATION
**_** BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
P R E S S U R E M E A S U R E M E N T S
ANGLE OF ATTAC_- 3.68 DEGREES MACH NUMBER- 0.83
S P A N W I S E LOCATION



























< • • •
< • • •
< > < >
< •< •
< • • •
< • • •
< • • •
< > < >
< > < >
< • • •
< • • •
< • < •
< •
< • • •
< • < •
<.> < •





CPU CRL CPU CPL CPU CPL
• • < • ,31526 .31526 .11613 .11413
• • • • .22621 ,26477 -.06298 ,12463
• • • • ,15567 .16831 -,19441 ,01931
• • • • ,05616 ,09962 -.317B0 -,05617
• • • • -.01424 .06315 -.35185 -.06647
< • • • -.03870 ,02709 -.37806 -.09524
< • • • -,05213 -.00183 -,40909 -.12410
• • • • -,12886 -,01171 -.42683 -,11944
• • • • -.15021 -,02538 -,45625 -.12129
• • • • -.18279 -.03003 -.47171 -.11737
< • • • -.26314 -.05726 -.51585 -,13992
< • < • -,32921 -,08810 -.56328 -,12607
< • • • -.37232 -,09443 -.56044 -,15061
• • • • -.46118 -.I1525 -.57059 -.15672
• • • • -,54736 • • -.61437 • •
• • -,49469 • • -.61209 • •
• • • • -,56676 -.20874 -.40585 -,21128
< • • • -.3198q • • -.29327 • •
-.05398 < • -.16130 -.19866 -,15601 -,15128
• • • • -,06300 • • -.03372 • •
• 0_855 -.06119 ,06281 -.03996 .08355 -.02239
,13691 .02763 .17288 .08737 .18031 ,i1616
2YIB 2Y/8
-0.60 -O,BO
CPU CPL CPU CPL
-,01521 -.01521 .13377 .13377
<> <> <> <>
<> <> <> <>
-1.00362 .00754 -.53219 -.09499
<> <> <> •>
-,79319 -,06B04 -.52927 -.15636
<> •> <> <>
-.68760 -,10084 -.48577 -.16905
<> <> <> <>
-.55197 -.11120 -,40384 -.18442
<> <> <> <>
-.47581 -.11791 -.40598 **_**
<> <> <> <>
-.38992 -,L5421 -,29672 -.20970
<> <> <> <>
-,36019 • • -.28914 • •
-.32663 -,20278 -.26752 -.20381
-,25563 • • -.25252 < •
-.19416 -.15980 -,21258 -°16016
-.i025_ -.101ql -.15480 -,08710
-,01257 -.02077 -.07706 .00392
• 11007 ,09851 ,04109 .08436
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION











ANGLE OF ATTAC v- 4,90 DEGREES MACH NUMBER- 0.83
S P A N W I S E LOCATION



























< • < •
• • < •
• • < •
• • < •
< • < •
• • < •
• • < •
• • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
• • < •
< • < •
• • < •
< • • •
< • • •
< • • •






< • < •
< • • •
< • < •
• • < •
-.05587 • •





CPII C)l CPU CPL
.32094 .32094 ,0974q .09749
•2055g .29552 -,09712 .1b124
.12685 ,21624 -,26779 .0_030
.02180 ,14806 -.3qT2g ,00562
-,05253 .10227 -,42487 -.01218
-,07308 ,06822 -*44444 -,04661
-.11128 ,04175 -,467b0 -.06313
-.16699 ,02822 -,48350 -,08219
-,18537 .01665 -.52205 -,07316
-,21624 ,OO90T -,52978 -.06698
-,2811b -,02412 -,56087 -,0q522
-,37100 -,04910 -,b1139 -,09557
-*39981 -,06034 -,62118 -,12011
-,50490 -.08750 -,64145 -.12Zg9
-.56763 < • -.65334 • •
-.56q94 < • -.6b188 < •
-,59132 -.16833 -.40546 -.18510
-.32741 < • -.30501 < •
-,16759 -,1806T -.16894 -.16478
-.05516 < • -,03426 • •
,06795 -.02871 .07754 -,01948





< • < •
< • • •
-1. 3024.0 ,06814
• • < •
-1,21124 -°01048
< • < •
-*92021 -,03699





























• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATInN
***** BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
P P E S S U R E w E A S U R E M E N T S
ANGLE 3F ATTACK, 6.21 DEGREES MACH NUMBER- 0.84
S P A N W I S E LOCATION

































• • • • • •
• • < • • •
• • • • < •
< • • • • •
• • • • • •
• • • • < •
• • • • • •
• • < • < •
• • • • • •
• • • • • •
• • < •
< • • • < •
• • • • < •
• • • • < •
• • • • • •
< • • • • •
• • • • • •
• • < • < •
• • -,06247 • •





CPU CPL CPU CPL CRU CPL
,31962 .31962 ,06753 .06753 -,21759 -.21759
.17787 ,32552 -°16128 ,19666 • • • •
*08563 ,25640 -.35472 .13661 • • < •
-.01899 ,19385 -.50874 ,06049 -1,4341Z ,11796
-*09139 ,15979 -.50319 ,04?bl • • • •
-.12573 .11829 -,5140b .00329 -1.39359 .06014
-,15086 ,08623 -,53390 -.01374 < • • •
-,206T1 ,07396 -.539bl -.02118 -1.39630 ,02638
-,22588 ,05869 -,58124 -,02217 • • • •
-°25523 ,05504 -,59692 -,02798 -1,19250 -,00875
-.31615 ,0197b -.62723 -.05275 • • < •
-°39638 -,00901 -.66860 -.04551 -.85851 -,02643
-,43694 -.02729 -,70503 -,07424 • • < •
-,54168 -,05444 -.69458 -.08719 -.46872 -,0888T
-.59139 < • -,73629 • • • • • •
-°59263 • • -,72827 • • -,39701 • •
-,61883 -,13936 -,54148 -,15547 -.38178 -,13840
-.37447 < • -,29551 • • -,30065 • •
-.17365 -.157bb -°16004 -.14834 -,21029 -.13054
-.05903 • • -,04139 • • -,11425 -,09356
,06241 -.02567 ,06727 -,00937 -.02420 -.0144T




















• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LqCATION










ANGLE OF ATTACK" 7,47 DEGREES MACH NUMBER- 0.84 CONFIGURATION : TAILS OFF
2yIB 2YIB 2YIB ZYI8 ZYIB ZYI8
-0.00 -0,05 -0.10 -0,30 -0.60 -0,80
XIC CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
0,000 < • • • • • • • ,31443 ,31443 ,02680 ,02680 -,zgqo? -=ZgqO7 -.33551 -,33551
,005 • • • • • • • • .14182 .34870 -,21066 ,20910 • • < > < • • •
,015 < • • • < • • • .04948 .29587 -,44093 .16578 • • • • • • • •
• 025 • • • • • • • • -,05_79 .23513 -.60113 ,12206 -1.52741 .16009 -,89678 .14769
,040 • • • • • • • • -,13665 ._0678 -°58658 ,O91qq • • • > • • < •
°050 • • < • • • • • -,16183 °15636 -.59067 ,05906 -1.53050 ,10327 -,79686 .09395
,065 < • • • • • • • -,19360 .12886 -,60229 .03591 • • < • < • • •
.075 • • • • • • • • -.24601 ,11132 -.6059b ,0_491 -1.54202 ,07182 -°78777 ,06041
• 090 • • < • • • • • -.28727 .09899 -,634%8 ,01868 • • < • • • • •
.100 • • • • < • • • -.29281 .09005 -.65559 ,00795 -1,50689 .04251 -,75665 ,02381
• 125 < • • • • • • • -,34715 ,05173 -,68844 -.00598 • • < > < • • •
• 150 < • • • • • • • -,4429q .02915 -,73323 -.00508 -1o13274 °01169 -,71994 _
.200 • • • • • • • • -,45891 .02139 -,75358 -.04202 • • • • • • • •
,250 < • < • • • • • -.56311 -.01767 -,75901 -,05163 -,83482 -,04301 -,bOOZ8 -,07349
.300 • • < • • • • • -,64922 • • -,T9390 • • • • • • < • < •
,350 • • < • • • < • -.63650 • • -.T7010 < • -,37650 < • -.50577 < •
.450 < • • • • • • • -.66500 -.11116 -,76286 -.12782 -,35124 -,10932 -,62806 -,12162
,550 • • • • • • < • -,46395 • • -.28524 • • -,30396 • • -°35592 • •
,650 • • • • -,06050 • • -,18449 -,12953 -,16569 -,12851 -*20442 -,12443 -,29210 -.13283
o750 -*05773 • • • • • • -.06040 • • -,04636 • • -,12123 -°08665 -,22175 -,09936
,850 ,04172 -,0174g ,04774 -,04311 .06548 -,02151 ,05990 -,01271 -,01988 -°03170 -,1%824 -,06476
• 950 .i0300 ,0684b ,13732 ,03545 ,18278 ,09043 °15765 ,09552 ,08871 ,07227 -°07701 -,0384b
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATIflN
****_ BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
























ANGLE OF ATTACK" 8.b6 DEGREES MACH NUMBER- 0,84 CONFIGURATION = TAILS OFF
ZY/B 2YIB 2Y/B 2Y18 2YIB 2YIB
-0.00 -0.05 -0,10 -0.30 -0.60 -0,80
CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU COL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
• • • • • • • • ,2994_ ,29949 -,00849 -,00849 -,37689 -,37685 -,37594 -,37594
• • • • • • • • ,11458 ,36234 -.78445 ,2Z808 • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • < • ,01071 ,33412 -,54197 ,21253 • • • • • • • •
• > < • • • • • -.09122 .27777 -,71891 ,16188 -1.57359 .17897 -,76272 ,14900
< • • • • • • • -,17920 .24058 -.68058 .13554 • • • • • • • •
< • • • • • • • -.19998 ,19697 -,65605 ,10488 -1,56165 ,143q7 -,71262 °11407
< • • • • • • • -,23047 ,17539 -,67328 ,08556 • • • • • • • •
• • • • < • • • -.28231 .15838 -.65902 .07812 -1.93031 ,12454 -,68542 ,09757
< • • • • • • • -.29141 .13664 -.68435 ,05619 • • • • • • • •
< • • • • • • • -,31850 .12778 -,69993 ,06183 -1,35704 .08883 -.67096 ,05045
• • < • • • • • -,39014 ,09688 -.72616 ,03238 • • < • • • < •
< • • • • • • • -.47587 .0622Z -.78205 °02368 -1.27838 ,04550 -,65192 _ee
• • • • • • • • -.48241 ,04956 -.79146 -,00622 • • • • • • • •
< • < • • • • • -,98826 ,01973 -.82050 -,00749 -1,12123 -,01261 -*60945 -*06065
• • < • • • • • -.6745Z • • -.85069 _ • • • • • < • • •
< • • • • • • • -,65792 • • -,_2771 • • -°84049 • • -°54941 • •
• • -,68795 -,08835 -,79031 -,09912 -°63290 -,08950 -.47918 -.11399< • • • • •
<> • • < • • • -,55406 • • -,31123 • • -,49949 • • -,42015 • •
• • • • -,06646 • • -,20398 -.11009 -,18925 -,I1732 -,29095 -,11912 -,36592 -,16359
-,06497 • • • • • • -,07389 • • -,06815 • • -,19044 -,09626 -.32043 -,15382
,03087 -,00903 ,03777 -,03929 ,06000 -,02020 ,03133 -,01994 -,05864 -,05Z38 -,25708 -,13260
• 09463 .0629fl ,12779 .02981 ,17817 ,08846 .13986 ,09181 ,00760 .02006 -.22770 -,15016
• • NO PRESSURE _ORT AT THIS LOCATION












































-. 09217 • •
°01120 -.01237
• 08186 .06190
2YIB 2YIq 2YIB 2YIB 2YIB
-0.05 -O,lO -0.30 -0.60 -0,80
CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
• • • • .28470 .28470 -.05915 -.05915 -.45081 -,45081 -.42405 -.42405
• • • • *0925g .38447 -.35460 .22888 • • • • • • • •
< • • • -.01705 .35797 -.59307 .22928 < • < • • • < •
< • • • -.14521 .31486 -.83678 .19932 -1.ZqZSO ,19401 -.66903 .15Z66
< • • • -.21772 .27954 -.75556 .17194 < • • • • • • •
• • • • -.23616 .23928 -.73807 .14313 -1.30946 .17518 -.63468 .13163
• • • • -.26618 .20675 -.75679 .1Z042 • • • • < • • •
< • • • -,30930 .19006 -,73039 .11056 -1.29638 .1635T -,62858 .10636
• • • • -,32747 .17738 -.73435 .09958 • • • • • • • •
< • < • -.35239 .16134 -.74344 ,09123 -1.08080 .11118 -.61702 .06876
< • • • -.41616 .12936 -.78629 .07091 • • • • • • • •
• • • • -.51466 .10280 -.81763 .05947 -1.08150 ,08502 -.60254 **_*_
• • < • -.53163 .07606 -.83774 ,0Z987 • • • • < • < •
• • • • -.59644 .04389 -,88720 ,01588 -1.00q13 *02240 -.56728 -°04200
• • • • -,69887 • • -.89498 • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • -,67942 • • -.88509 • • -,q3Z08 < • -*SZ875 < •
• • • • -,72870 -.05542 -,84323 -.07311 -.81145 -.07142 -.69056 -.11261
• • • • -.57089 • • -,35309 • • -.67811 • • -.4_204 < •
-.09594 • • -.22767 -.10015 -.24311 -.098Z6 -.54597 -.11301 -.40016 -.16911
• • • • -,09806 < • -.12343 • • -.40718 -.11247 -,36247 -,18739
• 01859 -.03761 .04443 -,01880 .00276 -.02164 -.28175 -.08435 -,32844 -,17689
• 11328 .02633 .16618 .08525 .11245 .07880 -.17718 -.0566T -.29923 -.21442
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIK LqCATInq
**_** BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
P R E S S U R E 'I E 6 S U R E M E N T S
























2YIB 2YIB 2YI5 2YIB 2YIB 2YI8
-0.00 -O.O5 -0.10 -0.30 -0.60 -0,80
CPU C"L CPU C_L CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
< • • • • • • • .26952 ,26952 -,10752 -,10752 -.49839 -.49839 -.44854 -.44854
< • • • • • • • ,0560q ,40172 -.39520 .22207 • • • • • • • •
• • < • • • • • -.05492 .38637 -.70110 .25061 • • • • • • • •
< • • • • • • • -.17905 .35275 -.93506 ,22314 -.93735 .21650 -.63181 .14881
< • • • • • • • -.25468 .31744 -.848q8 .20664 • • • • < • < •
< • • • • • • • -.27118 .28003 -.81969 .17570 -,90380 .20669 -,59611 ,13654
< • • • • • • • -.30052 .24182 -.83460 .15727 • • • • • • • •
< • • • • • • • -.34426 .22645 -.81007 °14667 -.90448 .19270 -.60818 °10329
• • < • < • • • -.35g31 .20912 -.81340 .13984 • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • -.37422 ,20047 -.80159 ,12910 -.87461 .14792 -.58975 .06975
< • • • < • • • -.45163 .15826 -.82785 ,11045 • • < • • • • •
• • • • • • • • -,54000 ,1349Z -.85373 .0qZ80 -,84031 .11694 -,56765 *t#**
< • • • • • • • -,56287 .11060 -.86726 .06948 • • • • < • • •
< • • • • • • • -,615q4 .08540 -.89275 ,04384 -.78938 °04008 -,54808 -,03646
• • • • < • • • -.71675 • • -.89258 < • • > • • • • • •
< • • • • • • • -.71749 • • -.82653 • • -.75073 • • -.50505 < •
• • • • • • • • -.73940 -,03026 -.75578 -.05082 -.69422 -.06553 -.47305 -.12337
• • • • • • • • -.4q431 • • -.51783 • • -.64159 < • -.44040 • •
• • • • -.17456 • • -.30854 -.08336 -.34761 -.09313 -.59325 -,11965 -.41352 -.19786
-.1835Z • • < • • • -.18360 • • -.Z2911 • • -.509_2 -.12824 -.38506 -.22116
-.05118 -,01681 -.04207 -,03858 -.03050 -,02119 -.07345 -.03049 -.42543 -,12538 -.37800 -,215%5
.0490T ,05105 ,07746 .01225 ,12975 ,07640 .05965 .05307 -.35201 -,16311 -,35403 -,26154
• • NO PRESSURE "OPT AT THIS LOCATION
















a = 10.89 °
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Appendix D
Pressure Data for Wing With Small Vertical Tail at M = 0.75
The Cp data for the wing with small vertical tail (fig. 2(b)) at M = 0.75 are presented in
this appendix in tables and graphs on facing pages. Angles of attack range from -2.34 ° to







I'IIliX_DING PAC__ BGANK _T F_M,_D
5" 5T
OF pOOR QUALITY
P R E 5 U R E MEASUREMENTS
ANGLE OF ATTACK--2.34 DEGREES MACH NUMBER- 0.75 CONFIGURATION : SMALL TAILS(V2) ON



























< • • •
• • < •
• • < •







• • < •
• > • •
• • < •
• • < •
< • • •
• • < •






CPU CPl CRU CPL
.27520 .27520 .059%7 ,059%7
,29216 ,0%333 .i0559 -.24193
,25330 -,12382 .06418 -.%70%5
.19821 -,18q43 .00380 -,48039
•13150 -.21630 -,05704 -,50002
,10392 -,22749 --,OBqq7 -,43262
,07251 -.24281 --.13494 --.41355
•02497 -,23639 -,16263 -,39629
,00147 -.23529 -,16943 -.37833
-,02506 -.23159 -,19%55 -,37583
-,08%32 -.2%852 -,_215g -.35353
-,16q28 -.26188 -.26658 -.30510
-.21612 -.25301 -.28q18 -,32316
-.28730 -,2bOO@ -.28961 -,30793
-.31644 • • -.3006% • •
-.3057g • > -.28955 < •
-.3024b -.30676 -.23780 -,32180
-.21756 • • -.1738% • •
-,Oqq56 -.25274 -,i0857 -,Z39%9
-.02477 • • -,06520 • •
•05094 -.05q73 .03081 -.04570
.14260 ,05q55 .16078 .i0578
2YI8 2YIB
-0,60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
• 13254 ,13254 -°16167 -.16167
< • • • < • • •
< • • • • • • •
,00804 -,83687 .23016 -1.31353
• • • • • • < •
-. 03004 -.63510 .19574 -1.20565
< • • • • • < •
-.05347 -,61795 ,16200 -1.14995
< • • • < • • •
-, 05949 -,50306 ,14703 -1.02835
• • • • • • < •
-,07q12 -,42336 ,11026 -,95115
• • • • < • < •
-,07575 -,39697 .06558 -.73042
• • • • • • < •
-. 078b0 • • ,0389% < •
-.08157 -,34625 .00640 _w_$_
-.07%60 • • -.Olq2q • •
-,08218 -.22883 -,0%482 -.21123
-°06369 wWt_,1, -.04957 _$$_
-.OOb16 -.03105 -.05778 -.08210
• 0746% .09110 -.01496 _*_
< • NO PRESSURE R_RT AT THIS LDCATION
e_ee BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
























ANGLE OF ATTACK- -1.15 DEGREES MACH _IJMBER, 0.75 CONFIGURATION = SMALL TAILS(V2} ON
S p A N W I S E LOCATION
2YI8 2Y/B 2YIB 2YIB
-0.00 -0.05 -0.10 -0.30
CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
< • • • • • < • .2q077 ,29077 ,0q702 .0g702
• > • • • • • • .27624 .09212 ,0g025 -.13%7%
< • • • • • • • .2432B -.05780 .01064 -,32637
• • • • • • • • .15871 -.14036 -,0418q -.37237
• • • • • • • • .10410 -.16167 -.11120 -.39804
< • • • • • • • .OTqb5 -,18838 -,14359 -,35978
< • • • • • • • .03427 -.lq64% -.17%L0 -.35391
• • • • • • < • -,01291 -.lqO14 -,205qg -,33810
< • • • < • • • -,03103 -.19559 -,22513 -,31949
• • • • < • • • -.063q3 -,lq562 -,22585 -.31713
• • • • • • • • -.12234 -.213g0 -.28334 -.31304
• • • • -.20652 -.22%02 -.30959 -.26534
• • < • • • • • -.2406g -.221%3 -.322ql -.2gO6B
• • • • • • • • -,32288 -.22792 -.33%20 -,27430
< • • • • • • > -.34607 • • -.344%2 < •
< • < • • • • • -.34564 • • -.32137 < •
• • • • • • • • -,32284 -,28027 -.26797 -.2g05%
<> • • • • • • -,23427 • • -,19994 < •
• • • • -.0522q < • -,1217q -.233%7 -,12956 -,22%75
-.04634 • • • • • • -.03283 < • -.07%02 • •
•02006 -,06229 .02707 -.08626 ,04203 -.05867 .02011 -,0%394
• 06609 .03180 ,OqqB6 .00952 .13gAq ,05815 .15862 .10375
2Y/B 2YIB
-0.60 -0,80
CPU CPL CRU CPL
,18975 .18975 -.00750 -.00750
• • < • • • • •
< • • • • • • •
-,08408 -,59873 .200%% -1.266T1
-,11670 -,48966 ,12968 -I,0903R
• • • • • •
--,i1918 -°47826 °i0243 -.79933
• • < • • • • •
-.12902 -.41816 °07500 -,72858
-, 13832 -,35096 .05869 -,6093g
• • • • • •
-,12543 -.33046 ,01697 -.4887A
-.11803 < • -.OlSOq • •
-,11361 -.31245 -,03078 _,,I, e,e t,
-. 10145 < • -,05295
-,08870 -,21583 -,07106 -. 21493
-,07745 ee _w,I,e -,06881 (,WIWI_,_
-°01727 -,02527 -,05416 -.0542q
• 08%71 .087g0 -.00622
• > NO PRESSURE OQRT AT THIS LOCATION
_*_ BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
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ANGLE JF ATTAC_, .07 DEGREES MACH NUMBER- 0,76
S P ^ N W I S E L 0 C A T I 0'4



























• • • >
• • < •
< • • •
• • • >
• • < •
• • < •






CP!.l COL CPH CPL
• • • • ,29668 ,2Q668
• > • • ,26265 .1249g
• • • • .20682 .00721
• • • • ,12821 -,07831
• • • • .06956 -,I0200
• • • • ,03602 -.13267
• • • • .0053g -.1438_
< • • • -.0%811 -.15111
• • • • -.06709 -.15554
• • • • -.09435 -.15345
• • • • -.16653 -.17%19
• • • • -.23660 -.18957
• • < • -.27879 -,1858A
< • • • -,35520 -olQ6qq
• • • • -.37160 • •
• • • • -,36034 • •
• • • • -.36165 -,25654
• • • • -,25470 • •
--,05043 • • -.1300q -.21875
• • • • -.0497q < •
• 01125 -.07991 .02988 -.05071
,Og3g2 ,OOg03 .13753 .06506
2YIB 2YIB 2YI8
-0,30 -0.60 -0.80
CPU CPt CPU CPL CPU CPL
•i1611 .11611 .20519 .2051g .11038 .11038
,07226 -.045_g • • • • • • < •
-.0273g -.23127 < • < • • • < •
-.10904 -.2732g -.21206 -.38720 .116_1 -.q8857
-,16920 -.30214 < • < • < • < •
-.2OO_g -.28697 -,22280 -.35355 .043_7 -.86892
-.22680 -.28282 < • • • < • • •
-,25754 -,27050 -.2184q -,35266 ,02_81 -,63301
-.26742 -,ZTZT4 • • • • • • • •
-.28756 -.255_8 -.21218 -.32154 .00715 -.56295
-.32967 -,25650 • • < • • • < •
-,3589g -.22365 -,20Z59 -,28382 -,03015 -,47830
-.37603 -.24527 < • • • • • • •
-.36661 -,23437 -.1703_ -.27894 -.04388 -.40600
-,38014 < > • • < • • • < •
-.35458 • • -.15876 • • -.06152 < •
-.29266 -.266ql -.13526 -.Z6859 -,08032 *****
-.22770 • • -.11616 • • -.09491 • •
-.1_053 -.21097 -.11251 -.20100 -.09368 -.198_5
-.09338 < • -.09097 ***** -.08758 *****
• 01280 -.03gZ8 -.02132 -.02272 -.05300 -.02%65
•15747 .10071 .08531 .08186 .01336 *****
• • NO PRESSURE _ORT AT THIS LqCATION
***** BAD PRESSURE _EASUREMENT
P R E S S U R E N E A S U R E M E N T S
A,4GLE DE ATTACK, 1.25 DEGREES MACH NUMBER- 0.75 CONFIGURATION z SMALL TAILS(V2) ON



























• • < •
< • • •
• • < •






C°U CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
• • • • ,30203 .30203 .13062 .13062
• • < • ,23800 ,17_08 .03_25 ,02375
• • • • .18938 .05385 -.07920 -.12819
< • • • .10_12 -.02041 -.18431 -.19398
• • • • .03778 -.05430 -.22459 -.21782
• • • • .00450 -.08733 -.2_940 -.22556
< • • • -.03177 -,10402 -.28578 -.21385
• • • • -.083_8 -.10784 -.31762 -.2113g
• • < • -,1092_ -,11300 -.33656 -.20952
• • • • -,13676 -,11707 -,33792 -,21060
• • • • -.lq015 -.1_158 -.37599 -.21058
• • • • -.26814 -.16313 -._0502 -.18857
• • • • -.31388 -.15q17 -.41775 -.21357
• • • • -.40596 -.16q32 -.41088 -.20784
• • • • -.41526 • • -.4209Z • •
• • • • -.4070q • • -._0077 • •
• • • • -.37567 -.22652 -.33385 -.2_043
• • • • -.27044 • • -.2362g < •
-.06467 < • -.14158 -.2028q -.15340 -.18928
• • • • -.06371 • • -.10918 • •
.O02qO -.06532 .02518 -.04760 -.00589 -,03630
.Oq690 .01041 .13857 .06592 .I5349 ,09695
2Y/B 2Y,'B
-0,60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
.17187 .17187 .18862 .18862
< • • • • • • •
-.37391 -.23435 -.00051 -.67127
• • < • < • • •
-.35144 -.236q2 -.08330 -.56227
< • < • < • • •
-.31268 -,26157 -.08A58 -,50966
-. 301%1 -,23524 -o0871q -o%4156
• • < • • • < •
-.27363 -.21996 -,10291 -. 36%t,8
• • • • • • < •
-,22040 -.Z2%85 -. 105/,8 -.32990
-.19555 • • -.11512 • •
-. 18046 -. 2_,231 -,13187 *****
-.13586 • • -.13223 ,c •
-.13354 -.18272 -. 12464 -, 19_.56
-. 09662 ***** -.1045 t , **_**
-.01832 -.02770 -.06065 -.01421
.0868Z .09025 .Olqlb *****
• • NG PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LnCATION


















ANGLE OF ATTACK- 2.36 DEGREES MACH NUWBER= 0.75
S P A N W I S E L 0 C A T I 0 _1



























• • < •












CPU CPL CPU CPL
,31557 ,31557 .12974 .1297k
.21497 ,20927 .000%4 ,07481
,15478 .09758 -.14063 -,0%630
•07045 .03301 -.Z%Zg8 -.I1909
-.00155 -.00339 -,29189 -.14642
-.032%7 -.0517% -,31826 -.15971
-.07209 -.06429 -.34532 -.17083
-,i1826 -.07125 -.36026 -,16456
-,14244 -.07443 -.39428 -,15927
-.17302 -.07599 -,39796 -.17073
-.22834 -.10578 -.43405 -.16114
-.30203 -.12677 -.46170 -.14486
-.34315 -.12985 -.40785 -.18621
-.%1796 -.14100 -.45852 -.17634
-.44735 • • -._5639 < •
-.43312 • • -._3295 • •
-.%0215 -.21515 -.35890 -.22134
-.28q19 • • -,2594B • •
-,15593 -.18450 -.16790 -.17410
-.06796 • • -.12125 • •
•01551 -*04541 .00038 -.03227
• 13014 .0640B .14548 .09443
2Y/B 2YIB
-0.60 -0,80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
• 12100 .12100 .2264B .22648
• • • • • • • •
< • • • • • • •
-.54973 -.10543 -.15464 -, 36629
-.47112 -.13957 -.21657 -. 37264
• • • • • • • •
-.43085 -,16966 -.22134 -.32945
• • • • • • • •
-,38226 -.16513 -.18290 -,31653
• • • • • • < •
-,35718 -,16090 -.18744 -,27613
• • • • • • • •
-.27632 -.18353 -,17106 -,25696
• • • • • • • •
-.Z4155 • • -.178E0 • •
-. 20374 -.21137 -.17499 ')_'_'
-.16048 • • -.17580 • •
-,14558 -.16904 -.16422 -.17413
-.11322 _t_,P -.12352 ttttt
-.03381 -.02419 -,07690 -.00875
.09032 ,08093 .02505 _tt,_,
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION
_*_ BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
P R E S S U R E N E A S U R E M E N T S
ANGLE OF ATTACK. 3.51 DEGREES MACH NUMBER- 0.75
S P A N W I S E LOCATION



























• > • •







< • • •






CPU CPL CPU CPL
• 31261 .31261 ,12836 .12836
• Z0250 ,23982 -,03367 ,13062
• 1321g .14600 -.21028 ,02130
• 03345 ,06706 -,31636 -,05761
-,OAO14 .03721 -.35712 -.08779
-,06988 -,00125 -,38352 -.09662
-.10759 -.01875 -.%1267 -.11143
-.15519 -.02899 -,42897 -,11447
-,1TOg5 -.03807 -,44189 -.11636
-.20042 -.04099 -.44794 -,1Z149
-.26241 -,07006 -,48688 -,14022
-.35194 -,08959 -,51308 -,11288
-,38351 -.10179 -.51780 -.14534
-,46260 -.11074 -.50198 -.13854
-.48207 • • -.49939 • •
-.46072 • • -.46028 • •
-.41553 -.18454 -,37693 -.18875
-.30601 • • -,Z7542 • •
-.17312 -,16943 -°19460 -,15948
-.07969 • • -.13909 • •
•01116 -.04021 -,01064 -,03323
°13329 ,06755 ,14037 .08941
2YIB 2YIB
-0,60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
• 03388 ,03388 ,16876 .16876
< > • • • • ,( >
< • • • • • < •
-.76218 .00182 -.38440 -.14394
• • • • • • < •
-,65618 -.04818 -.%0835 -.19895
• • < • • • • •
-,52661 -,08886 -.37836 -.18915
• • • • • • • •
-.493%6 -,09807 -.31127 -,19271
-,43384 -,10628 -,2B;._07 -,20225
-,33080 -,14836 -.24698 -.20829
• • • • • • • •
-,27931 • • -,24106 • •
-,23670 -,18430 -,23339 _,_t_,_,
-,18Z48 • • -,21940 • •
-.15379 -.15178 -.18831 -*154%6
-.11420 _,_,,h _,_, -.14675 '_ _' _'_'_'
-.03794 -.01679 -.08651 -,01003
.08368 .07582 .01022 O_,_
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LgCATIQN
_ BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
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ANGLE OF ATTACK- 4.68 DEGREES MACH NUMBER" 0.75 CONFIGURATION = SMALL TAILS(V2) ON
2YI8 ZY/B 2YIB 2YI8
-0.00 -0,05 -0.10 -0,30
CPU CPL CRU C¢'L CPU CPL CPU CPL
< > < • < • < • ,307q5 ,30705 ,11138 ,11138
< > < • < • < • .1782q ,27131 -,08453 ,16370
< :. < • < • < • ,00628 ,L8817 -,2940g ,074g_*
< > < • < • < • -.00177 ,12258 -,40207 ,009q8
< > < • • • < • -,08528 ,08149 -,t',_,460 -.02276
< • < • • • < • -.1101q .06300 -.45155 -,04496
< > • • • • < • -.15000 .02197 -,46217 -,05528
• • • • • • < • -.lq519 .01125 -,69761 -,06433
< • < • < • < • -.2114g ,00644 -.50081 -,07403
< > < • < • < • -,25183 -,00999 -,51666 -.07967
< • < • < • < • -,30401 -,03051 -,56284 -,0883L
• • • • < • -,37850 -,05506 -.57991 -,08178< >
• > • • < • • • -.61175 -.06809 -,57051 -,I0923
• • < • -,_,q619 -,08193 -,55260 -,11067< > < •
• > < • • • < • -.50889 • • -,56223 < •
• • < • < > < • -,49116 < • -°69402 < •
< > • • < • < • -.45089 -,15913 -,41758 -,15454
< > • • < • < • -,31581 < • -,29807 < •
< • • • -,09814 • • -,18423 -,16814 -.19651 -,1_.036
-,08756 < • < • • • -.09053 • • -.14430 • •
-.01680 -.02788 -, 00573 -.05285 °00037 -.03821 -,0162q -,0317q
,(J58_3 .06160 .OBbqg .01811 .12908 ,06701 ,13877 .08833
2Y/B 2YIB
-O.bO -0,80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
-.08989 -,08989 ,06496 ,06696
<> <> <> <>
<> <> <> <>
-1.05808 ,07683 -,65389 *00588
<> <> <> <>
-,84972 ,01734 -,644Z? -,06222
<> <> <> <>
-.66386 -,02169 -,56832 -,08803
<> <> <> <>
-.57735 -,03147 -,48697 -,10436
<> <• <> <>
-,5Z077 -,05939 -,40443 -,11595
<> <> <> <>
-,38865 -.10623 -,32348 -,15556
<> <> <> <>
-.3197Z < • -.31143 < •
-,27101 -,1550g -,28782 ****t
-,20964 < • -,26740 < •
-,16751 -,13800 -,22880 -°13788
-,13024 ***¢* -,17172 t***$
-.06226 -.0259q -.Ogqll -.01095
• 08515 .06756 .01066 _*tO
< • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LgCATInN
•**** BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
F R E S 5 tJ R E M E A S U R E M E N T S
AdGLE 3F ATTACK- 5.89 DEGREE_ MA_H _"J_BE_- 0.76 CONFIGURATION z SMALL TAILS(V2) ON
2Y/B 2Y/8 2YIR 2YlB
-0.00 -0,05 -0,10 -0,30
XIC CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
0,000 < • < • < • • • ,30215 ,30215 ,07862 ,078_2
• 005 < • < • < • < • ,13988 .29655 -.1388g ,18857
• OL5 < • • • < • < • ,05941 .23349 -.38087 ,12945
,025 < • < • < • < • -,04_07 .16545 -,6q337 ,06335
.060 < • < • • • < • -.12607 ,13216 -,5220_ .02337
• 050 < • < • < • < • -,1668q .09168 -.52148 ,01272
• 065 < • • • < • < • -,17q89 ,05870 -,5424g -,00639
.075 < • < • < • < • -.23247 ,0_q85 -,55693 -,01945
• OqO < • < • • • < • -.24660 ,03690 -,58311 -,02476
• 100 < • • • < • < • -,28126 ,03280 -,57795 -.OZq20
,125 < • • • • • < • -.33921 -,00234 -,60454 -,05186
•150 < • < • < • < • -,41q05 -,0253g -°63176 -,06242
• 200 < • < • < • < • -.6505_ -.03438 -,61892 -,06552
• 250 • • • • < • < • -°52377 -,05296 -,58285 -.08250
• 300 < • < • < • < • -.54602 • • -,58732 • •
,350 < • • > • • • • -,52370 • • -.52571 • •
• 450 < • • • • • • • -,45q43 -,13540 -,_33q0 -,16005
• 550 < • • • • • • • -,33235 • • -,30gbO • •
• 650 < • • • -,10127 • • -,lgLSQ -,13719 -,20881 -.12650
,750 -,10058 < • • • • • -.og392 • • -.15663 • •
,850 -,01398 -,02172 -,00760 -,04305 .00109 -.02635 -,02116 -,02168
,950 .05637 ,04585 ,05666 ,01506 ,1_556 .06924 ,12569 .OTqb5
2YIB 2YIB
-0.60 -0,80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
-,22799 -,2279g -,1529g -.1529g
• • • • • • < •
-1,45228 ,L3570 -1,04985 ,109gl
• • • • • • < •
-1.16005 ,08024 -,94860 .04119
• • • • • • • •
-, 756cj0 ,03875 -.83334 -,00297
-*58670 ,01810 -,58420 -,0Z956
• • • • • • • •
-,59386 -.01056 -.52474 -t05671
< • • • • • < •
-.64398 -,05072 -.40933 -,10034
• • • • • • < •
-,3553q • • -.36831 < •
-,29704 -,11882 -.33750 _'_*_
-, 22815 • • -, 30178 • •
-,17813 -,123q3 -,25444 -, 12944
-,13955 _tttt -.18388 ***,1,*
-,06995 -,02134 -,09641 -,01779
.06955 ,05q7q ,00905 _*e**
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS L3CATIgN














ANGLE OF ATTACK- 7.09 DEGREES MACH NUMBER- 0,75 CONFIGURAIION : SqALL TAILS(V2) ON
2Y/B 2YIB 2YIB 2Y/B ZY/8
-0,00 -0.05 -0.10 -0.30 -0.60
X/C CPU CRL CPU C_L CPU CPL CPU CPL CRU CPL
0.000 • • < • • • • • .29543 ,29543 ,03634 ,03634 -.3bOOZ -.36002
,005 < • • • • • • • .i0q58 ,31714 -,20824 ,20419 • • • •
,015 • • < • • • < • .02539 ,26890 -,47801 ,15663 • • • •
•OZ5 • • < • • • • • -,08g61 ,21687 -,60965 *i0916 -I,56368 ,17646
•040 • • < • < • • • -*16560 *17010 -.61536 ,07829 < • • •
,050 < • < • < • • • -,19340 *13212 -,61020 .05973 -1.47472 .13066
• 065 < • < • < > < • -.22837 ,10368 -,6234q .03954 < • • •
• 075 < • • • • • • • -,27538 .09027 -.64176 ,02675 -1.Z1277 .0@395
.090 • • < • • • • • -.29041 ,07394 -.65934 .0110q • • < •
• 100 • • < • • • • • -,32240 .07632 -.64897 .O07qO -,q7828 .05965
• 125 • • • • < • • • -,37889 °04066 -.67801 -,00203 • • • •
•150 < • < • • • • • -,45477 .01559 -.69012 -.01243 -.77246 .03490
• 200 • • • • • • • • -,48507 ,00184 -,68268 -*03766 • • • •
°250 < • • • • • • • -.56516 -°0215q -.64597 -,04627
• 300 • • • > • > • • -.57638 • • -,62766 < •
°350 • • • • • • • • -.55562 • • -.56729 < •
,450 • • • • • • < • -,49715 -.10579 -,46422 -,1132q
• 550 < • • • • • • • -,35082 • • -.32715 • •
°650 • • • • -,10238 • • -.20335 -°11372 -,21656 -,11524
• 750 -,10297 • • • • • • -,10205 • • -.15663 • •
• 850 -°02011 -,00604 -°01625 -,03600 -,00272 -,01040 -,03035 -.01540





• • < •
• > < •
-1 °37746 ,14732
-1o29209 .00150




-.40581 -.02691 -.48723 -.06080
-.38928 • • -.43010 • •
-,31575 -.00835 -.37423 ***_*
-,23700 • • -.32237 < •
-.19783 -.10511 -.2661 c, -.11260
-,14674 (,4,*,[,* -,10208 *****
-*06400 -,02014 -.10125 -.03005
•05971 .06227 ,01467 ***=*
< • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION
***** BAD PRESSURE _EASUREMENT
P R E 5 S U R E e,i E A $ U R E M E N T S
























ZYIB 2Y/B 2Y/B 2YIB
-0.00 -0.05 -0,10 -0.30
CPU CPl CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
< • • • • • • • .28004 ,28004 -*01043 -,01043
< • < • • • • • *07122 ,33956 -,28781 ,19861
< • < • • • • • -.01968 .30547 -,58461 .17868
< • • • • • • • -,12462 ,25607 -,71593 ,15013
< • • • < • • • -,21644 ,21770 -,72077 ,11502
< • < • • • • • -,23881 .17842 -,68901 ,10060
• • • • • • • • -.27074 ,14400 -,70686 .08034
• • • • • • < • -.30082 ,12067 -,71847 .07030
• • < • < • • • -.33443 °11813 -,73453 .05773
< • < • • • • • -,36385 ,11114 -.72551 ,05417
• • • • • • < • -.4147_ .07825 -,73093 ,03577
< • • • • • • • -.4953_ ,05064 -,77583 .0Z391
< • < • • • • • -,52607 *03121 -,763q7 .00300
< • < • • • • • -.60570 .01551 -.70007 -.01260
< • < • • • • • -,61924 • • -.67044 • •
• • • • • • • • -.50277 • • -.61392 • •
<'> • • • • • • -,52664 -.07525 -,49832 -.08300
• • • • • • • • -.37130 • • -.33806 • •
• • < • -.11232 • • -.21681 -*oqoql -.Z2590 -*00315
-,10670 • • • • • • -,11338 < • -.16478 • •
-.02512 .00324 -.02000 -.02831 -,00860 -.01300 -.03501 -,01110
,0_772 ,05456 .07030 .0207% .12670 ,07027 ,10333 .07605
2YIB 2Y/B
-0,b0 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
-,47940 -,47040 -,38661 -,38661
< • • • • • < •
• • < • • • < •
-1.51951 ,10550 -,78875 ,16960
< • < • • • • •
-1,_4865 .16873 -.71781 .13137
< • < • • • • •
-1.37908 .13551 -,69372 .09203
• • • • • • • •
-1,2964q .I1469 -,67793 .05764
• • • • • • • •
-1,25047 ,06795 -.63522 ,02310
• • • • • • • •
-,85937 .01272 -.56146 -*03696
• • • • < • < •
-,46018 < • -,48748 • •
-, 28608 -,07190 -,A2032 **_'_*
-,21033 • • -,36_38 • •
-, 17790 -.00_.33 -.29681 -. 12133
-.14263 _'**** -*2_020 **_'$
-,07055 -.026_6 -.17608 -,07024
•03127 ,06820 -,11916 **_'*_'
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LgCATION















ANGLE OF ATTACKs g,_5 DEGREES VACH NUMBER- 0.75
S P A q W I S E LOCATION



























• • < •
< • < •
< • • •
• • < •
< • • •
< • < •
< > • •
• • < •
< • < •
< • • •







• > < •
• • < •
< • • •
< > • •
• • < •
• • < •
< > • •
< •< •
• • < •
< • • •





CPU CFL CPU CPL
.267q0 .267qO -.Ob7q4 -,06794
.03874 .35793 -.35351 .Z0045
-.06637 .33492 -.68598 ,20488
-.18016 .Z9344 -.84453 .19075
-°26531 °25180 -,81002 ,163ZI
-.28133 .21498 -.77636 .14358
-.31151 .18805 -.77870 .11868
-.35953 .16783 -.78239 .11245
-,37220 .16258 -,79913 .09868
-.40065 ,14276 -.81366 .08964
-.45282 .II152 -.81259 .07198
-.53065 .08732 -.84445 .04484
-.55qg7 .06466 -.80124 ,03424
-,63648 ,04411 -.75493 .02249
-.64868 < • -.75588 < •
-.62915 • • -.64850 • •
-,54314 -.05289 -.51726 --.05453
--.38317 • • --.36037 • •
-.23171 -.08230 -.Z3371 -.06q53
-.11768 < • -*lb_Z6 • •
-.01164 -.O07qg -,03gZ1 -.01643
,12811 ,07450 .0q013 .06727
2YIB 2YI8
-0.60 -0.80
CRU CPL CPU CPL
-.59869 -,59869 -°40013 -,48013
• • • • < • < •
• • < • • • • •
-1.55222 .Z0531 -.71380 .17936,
• • • • • • < •
-1.50600 .19915 -.68814 .16260
< • < • • • < •
-1.48187 .16766 -.67080 .13280
• • < • • • < •
-1.48504 o14425 -,047Z2 • 10000
• • • • < • < •
-1,45876 .10159 -.63678 .06614
• • • • < • < •
-1,27580 .041_0 --.5790Z --.01779
• • < • • • • •
-.76806 < • -.52572 < •
-.28022 -.05096 --.48568 ,11_ _l,__
-.15476 < • -.44081 < •
--.1_193 -.OQ030 -,38_89 -.13829
-.08794 -.03574 -.31944 -.12924
.00884 .03605 -.28325 *_+_
• • NO PRESSIJRE PORT AT THIS LOCATION
*_** BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
P R E S S U R E M E A S U R E R E N T S
ANGLE OF ATTACK- 10,_7 DEGREES MACH _'UNBER= 0.75 CONFIGURATION = SMALL TAILS(V;') ON




0.000 < • • •
.005 • • • •
• 015 • • < •
• OZ5 • • • •
,0_0 • • < •
• 050 • • • •
• 065 • • • •
.075 • • < •
.090 < • • •
•I00 • • • •
•125 < • • •
• 150 • • • •
• 200 • • • •
• 250 • • • •
• 300 < • • •
• 350 • • • •
•450 < • • •
•550 < • • •
• 650 • • • •
•750 -.12394 < •
• BSO -,03172 .01445
• 950 ,04099 .06268
2YI8 2Y/B ZYI8 2YIB ZYIB
-0.05 -0.10 -0.30 -0.60 -0.80
C_U C_L CPU CPL CPU CPL CDU CPL CPU CPL
• • • • ,24621 .24621 -,14057 -.14057 -.71037 -.71037 -.55029 -.55029
• • • • -.00798 .36710 -.43610 .18812 < • • • • • • •
• • • • -.i1997 .36053 -.82089 ,Z1579 • • • • < • < •
• • • • -,22607 .327q4 -.95871 .22058 -1.52673 .Z0726 -.69190 .17360
• • < • -.31274 .Z9596 -.93034 .19691 • • • • < • < •
• • • • -.33298 .25895 -.88522 .17580 -1.46009 .2Z087 -.66003 .17662
• • • • -.35840 .22663 -.87322 .16798 • • < • • • < •
• • • • -,40416 .20777 -._6863 .151_5 -1.43131 .ZO4Z5 -.64899 .15347
• • • • -.41124 .19571 -.87045 .13_70 • • < • • • < •
• • < • -,44088 ,18242 -,88340 ,12614 -1.41818 .18008 -.62700 .12093
< • • • -.50503 .15439 -,88477 ,i023Z • • • • < • < •
• • • • -,57343 .12111 -.91792 ,07429 -1.39768 ,13453 -.59518 .08333
• • • • -.59786 .10138 -.86779 .07125 • • < • • • • •
• • • • -,67240 .07988 -.83913 .05350 -1.30870 .06832 -.55490 .00739
• • • • -.69598 • • -.80889 • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • -.64772 • • -.67758 < • -1.12062 • • -.51061 < •
• • • • -.56758 -.02436 -.53286 -.02937 -.84331 -.02712 -.46972 #_O
• • • • -.40275 < • -.38421 • • -.55205 < • -.42800 • •
-.12397 • • -.24388 -.05837 -.24609 -.06126 -.29830 -.08076 -.40361 -.14290
< • • • -.1322_ < • -.17234 • • -.18073 _ -.38764 _$$_
-,02126 -,01416 -.00768 -.00035 -.05443 -.00874 -.11856 -.05049 -.36208 -.16556
•06788 .02100 .12581 .07303 .06730 .06351 -.04822 .00127 -.353Z0 _o_
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PRESSURE WEASUREMENTS
ANGLE OF ATTACK- 11.87 DEGREES ,ACH NUMBER- 0.75 CONFIGURATION ; SMALL TAILS(V2) ON
ZYIB ZYIB 2YI_ 2YIB
-0,00 -0,05 -0,10 -0.30
XIC CPU CPL CRU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
0,000 < • < • < • < • .Z2321 .22321 -.20526 -.20526
,005 < • < • < • < • -,04942 .38015 -,51g67 ,16471
• 015 < • < • < • < • -,17003 ,38683 -,94313 ,21986
• OZ5 < • < • < • < • -°27660 ,36674 -1,17602 .24673
,OAO < > < • < • < • -,35778 .32898 -1,03859 °23568
.050 < • < • < • < • -,37750 .29915 -.q8783 .21696
,065 < • < • < • < > -,40451 .26530 -,96035 ,Z0104
,075 < • < • < • < • -.44455 ,24384 -.94155 ,18703
• 090 < • < • < • < • -.AA602 ,23646 -.95210 ,17759
,100 < • < • < • < > -.46Q88 ,Z2040 -,96381 ,16753
• 125 < • < • < • < • -,54216 .L8523 -.96259 ,14393
• 150 < • < • < • < • -.62252 ,16299 -,96076 ,10531
• 200 < • < > < • < • -,63434 .13204 -,93738 ,10566
< • < • < • -.70965 ,11668 -,91485 .08468• 250 < •
• 300 < • < • < • < • -,73358 < • -.86267 < •
.350 < • < • < • < > -,68587 < • -.68243 < •
,450 < • < • < • < • -,59004 ,00169 -,58890 -,00639
• 550 < • < • < • < • -.42448 < • -,41Z07 < •
• 650 < > < • -,13515 < • -,26302 -,03066 -,28000 -,04355
• 750 -,13689 < • < • < • -,13962 < • -°19636 < •
,850 -,04ZBZ ,02110 -,03706 -.01425 -,01679 ,00651 -.07577 -,00488
,950 ,03700 ,06414 .06603 .01992 .11815 .07648 ,05537 ,04776
2YIB 2YIB
-0,60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
-.80885 -.80885 -.62337 -,62337
< • < • < • < •
< • < • < • < •
-1,31426 ,20625 -,65890 ,15307
< • < • < • < •
-1.24815 .24768 -,63792 .18556
< • < • < • < •
-1,23217 .22831 -.61769 ,16212
< • < • < • • •
-1,22211 ,20841 -,60821 .13356
• • < • • • • •
-1,18703 .17371 -°58083 .09860
< • • • • • • •
-1.16368 .09771 -,55079 .OZ300
< > • • • • < >
-1,10266 • • -,51236 • •
-, 97106 -,00957 -.4?852 *****
-,60592 • • -,45522 • •
-,61553 -,07606 -,A3584 -.14684
-,46162 ,I,**$# -.41738 _$*_
-.33381 -.07778 -.39981 -.18804
-.21074 -.05139 -.38850 _**,1,*
• • NO PRESSURE PqRT AT THIS LOCATION
*t_*t BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
P R E S S U R E M E A S U R E N E N T S
ANGLE OF ATTACK- 13.00 DEGREES MACH NtJNBER- 0.75
S P A N W I S E L 0 C A T I 0 _1
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• • < •
• • < •
• • < •
< • < •
< • • •
< • • •
• • < •
-.16556 < •





CPU CPL CPU CPL
.19462 ,lq46z -,Z7772 -.Z7772
-.00542 .37958 -,59174 .13878
-.21212 ,40855 -1,04813 ,21585
-,33155 ,396_3 -1,31976 ,26818
-.4L184 .36659 -1,16640 .26459
-.42034 ,33157 -I.08679 .24534
-,4A228 ,30213 -i,05983 ,22963
-,48086 ,Z7810 -1.03233 ,22086
-,49313 .26895 -1,01021 .20037
-.51489 .25859 -1.01611 .20369
-,57218 .21845 -1,02670 ,17601
-,64984 ,19467 -1,02957 ,13695
-.66939 .16798 -.99202 .13459
-,72614 +14336 -,90394 .11657
-.74932 • • -,77513 < •
-.69249 • • -.76912 • •
-,59273 °03413 -,61474 .01401
-,44569 • • -.45239 • •
-.29167 -.02251 -.31745 -.03229
-,17436 • • -,27145 • •
-,05496 .00670 -,15696 -.01442
•09341 .06063 -,00904 °03104
2Y/B 2YIB
-0,60 -0,80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
-.83863 -.83863 -.61689 -.61689
• • • • < • < •
< • < • • • • •
-1.09671 .20793 -.64253 .13751
• • < • • • • •
-1.07583 ,26956 -.62433 ,17614
• • • • • • • •
-1.03268 ,25856 -,60699 .16093
• • • • < • • •
-1,03409 ,23213 -.60791 .12995
• • • • < • • •
-,94337 .19003 -.58262 ,i0035
• • • • • • • •
-.85461 .i1693 -.55A02 .02165
• • • • • • • •
-,80910 • • -,52800 • •
-,74363 ,00089 -.50359 *****
-,69075 • • -,48429 • •
-,64113 -.08050 -,A7362 -.17242
-.86513 ***** -.A7050 *****
-.A9043 -.10519 -,44397 -,22228
-,40327 -,16075 -,44693 *****
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATInN
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Appendix E
Pressure Data for Wing With Small Vertical Tail at M = 0.80
The Cp data for the wing with small vertical tail (fig. 2(b)) at M = 0.80 are presented in
this appendix in tables and graphs on facing pages. Angles of attack range from -2.33 ° to











ANGLE OF ATTACK, -2.33 DEGREES MACH NUMBER- 0.81 CONFIGURATION z SMALL TAILS{V2) ON



























< • < •
< • < •
< > < •
< • < •
< • < >
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
• • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • • •
< • < •
< • < •
< • • >






CPU COL CPU CPL CRU CPL
< • < • .28555 .28555 ,05349 .05349
< • < • .30505 ,05TgT .10689 -.2324T
< • < • .26778 -.10409 ,060Bb -.44198
< • < • ,205q3 -,18411 ,OOl7B -,4B723
< • < • ,15028 -,20267 -.05986 -,50191
< • < • .12594 -.2258q -.09808 -.44777
< • < • ,07831 -,23314 -*13566 -,44067
< • < • .03287 -,23367 -,16396 -.40695
< • < • .01850 -,22b86 -,17324 -,38887
< • < • -.0251_ -,23052 -,19523 -.38221
< • < • -.07950 -.24763 -.24094 -.36497
< • < • -,15105 -.25969 -.2761q -.30939
< • < • -.21081 -.25875 -.29471 -.33971
< • < • -.29909 -.26565 -.30932 -.32424
< • < • -.32543 < • -.32513 < •
< • < • -.32997 < • -.30091 < •
< • • • -.32139 -,32313 -.26502 -.35032
< • < • -.22742 < • -.18187 < •
-,03985 < • -.10447 -.27216 -.09816 -.25309
< • < • -.024T0 < • -.06908 < •
• 03078 -,08888 .04577 -.06172 .02733 -.04578
,11065 .01732 ,1512q ,075q9 ,16641 .11598
2YIB 2Y/8
-0.60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
,13749 .1374g -612073 -,12073
< • < • < • < •
< • < • < • < •
•00050 -.83040 ,23Z08 -1,22779
< • < • < • < •
-.03544 -.64713 .18775 -1.18462
< • < • < • • •
-.06265 -.65200 .15840 -1,16361
• • • > • • < •
-, 07153 -,53076 ,13835 -1.13414
• • • • • • < •
-.0873? -.43gb8 .10939 -1.07276
< • < • < • < •
-.07587 -._,0569 .06604 -.92812
• • < • < • < •
-,08119 < • .03751 < •
-.08052 -, 36605 .00545 _e_,
-.0732_. < • -.02634 < •
-.08232 -,24181 -.04676 -,1TAg3
-.07022 ,I,,[, ,t W_, -.05437
-.01103 -,03314 -.05glb -,08239
• 08712 .10065 -.01797 ,eeeee
< • ND PRESSURE P_RT AT THIS L_CATION
**_ BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
P R E S S U R E M E A S U R E M E N T S
ANGLE OK ATTACK- -1.13 DEGREES MACH NUMBER- 0.81 CONFIGURATION : SMALL TAILS(V2) ON
























2Y/B 2Y/B 2Y/q 2YIB 2YIB 2YIB
-0.00 -0.05 -0.10 -0.30 -O.bO -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
• • < • < • < • .2g635 .29635 .09105 ,09105 ,18192 .18192 .01491 .01491
< > • > • • • • ,28991 .10776 .09595 -.13954 < • • • • • < •
< • < • < • < • ,24690 -.04853 ,01943 -.32543 • • < • • • • •
• • < • • • • • .18118 -,11542 -,05548 -,38084 -.lO91b -,60108 ,18136 -1,23616
< • < • • • < • .11660 -.14790 -.1157b -.40358 < • • • < • < •
• • • • < • < • .0R771 -.17440 -.13680 -.36681 -,14129 -,50519 .12281 -1.15195
• • < • < • < • *04616 -.18q15 -.lSll6 -,35654 < • • • • • • •
< • < • • • < • .00161 -,19194 -.21353 -,34457 -,13186 -,49326 .10333 -°91298
< • • • < • • • -,02510 -.18517 -°22503 -.3254T < • < • • • • •
< • < • < • < • -,04927 -.lgl60 -,24671 -.32gbb -,14995 -,42494 *07948 -.77410
< • • • < • < • -.10711 -.20950 -.2824q -,30513 < • • • • • • •
< • < • • • < • -.19411 -.23210 -.32290 -.26710 -,14891 -.36053 .04732 -.61612
< • < • < • < • -.24547 -,22361 -,34713 -.30082 • • • • < • • •
< • • • • • < • -,32972 -.23517 -.35214 -.28768 -,13695 -,34853 .01670 -,50543
< • < • < • < • -.35684 < • -.36292 • • • • < • • • < •
< > < • < • < • -.3667b < • -,3466g • • -.11645 • • -.01897 • •
< • • • < • < • -.35374 -.28908 -.28508 -.32252 -,10594 -.32846 -.03443 *****
< • • • < • < • -.24675 < • -.20041 • • -.09754 • • -.05313 • •
< • • • -.05275 < • -.12696 -,25791 -.12058 -,23344 -.09752 -.2245g -.07744 -.21427
-,0502q < • < • • • -,03322 < • -.08b12 • • -.08503 ee_e_ -.06955 #_e
• 02411 -.0604q .0237b -.0B175 .04532 -.05590 .02243 -.03891 -.01239 -,02301 -.05973 -.05453
• 07630 .04446 ,i0545 ,01836 .14577 ,06994 .16T19 .11557 .09209 .i0300 -.00098 _e_
< • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION



















ANGLE OF ATTACK- ,08 DEGREES HACH NUMBER- 0.80 CONFIGURATION z S_ALL TAILS(V2) ON



























< • • •
• • < •
( • • •
< • • •
-, 0602% • •
.01520 -.06137
•07752 °0%652
2Y/B 2YIB 2Y/B 2Y/B
-0.05 -0.I0 -0,30 -0.60
CPU CPL CP_I CPL CPU CPL CPU
• • • • ,306q5 ,30695 .I0634 .I063_ ,19314
• • • • .27313 ,L%770 .07517 -.05379 • •
• • • > .22q30 .00604 -,01866 -,22%51 • •
• • • • .15278 -.06333 -.llO70 -.2gI08 -,23687
• • • • .08414 -.10172 -o169%3 -,30869 • •
• > • • ,05118 m,12229 --.20109 --.29272 -.2%536
• • • • ,01761 --.140q9 --,23991 -.29465 • •
• • • • -.0342b -.14471 -,26092 -.2@524 -.2%353
• • • • -,05658 -.1%8q0 -.28232 -,27%31 • •
• • • • -.09398 -,1%896 -,29726 -.27617 -.231%8
• • • • -.14341 -.17704 -,33155 -.26331 • •
• • • • -.2353% -.19627 -,37281 -.23336 -.22367
• • • • -,27570 -,19336 -,40299 -.26073 • •
• > • • -,37256 -.2067% -,39290 -.25078 -.18292
• • • • -.39867 • • -,%OB6_ • • < •
• • • • -,3909% • • -.3835L • • -*ib5%b
< • • • -.38573 -.276q5 -,32352 -,2859% -,13997
• • < • -.26618 • • -.Z1860 < • -.11744
-.05949 • • -.13556 -.2392% -.14%37 -.2246% -.109%5
• • • • -,0497q • • -,09880 • • -.0982q
• 01990 -.07815 .0339% -.05350 .01323 -.03292 -,01726





• • • • • •
-,%1516 ,i1653 -1.01755
-.36308 °02729 -.88740
< • • • • •
-.37891 .01836 -.67598
-.32782 .01%%2 -,Sb3q2
• • • • • •
-.2q538 -.03180 -,49558
• • • • • •
-o29q29 -.03827 -,%1913
• • -.06777 • •
-.29025 -,08362 $$$$$
• • -.09642 • •




• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION
$***# BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
I_ R E S S U R E '4 E A S U R E N E N T S
ANGLE OF ATTACK- 1.Z9 DEGREES MACH NUSBER- 0.80
S P A N W I S E LOCATION


























CPU CPL CPU COL
• • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • •
• • • • < • < •
• • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • •
• • < • < • • •
• • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • •
• • • • < • • •
• • • • < • • •
• • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • •
• • • • • > • •
• • • • • • • •
• • • • • •
• > • • < • • •
< • • • -,07094 • •
-,06856 • • • • • •
.00570 -.050_5 .01168 -.07593
,0760% .0%067 ,09853 .02155
2Y/B 2Y/S
-0,i0 -0.30
CPU CPL CPU CPt
• 31530 .31530 .1220g .12209
.25979 .18936 .03%15 .01718
• 20612 ,06_55 -,07922 -,1192%
.i165% -.00702 -.18%16 -,20231
,05274 --.0%010 --.23881 --.2Z3%0
,02183 -,OTqbq -,2b055 -.22535
-,02105 -.09591 -,28TI0 -.22%34
-.06710 -.10212 -,32064 -,22%55
-.09082 -.102%5 -.33799 -,2156%
-.1255% -,11250 -,35370 -,2178%
-,18562 -.13869 -.39647 -,21988
-.26880 -.157%8 -.42%27 -.185%1
-.31002 -.I5746 -.%%677 -,_2552
-,%08%3 -.176%7 -,%5011 -.21890
-.%3215 • • -.%5276 < •
-.%3006 • • m.%2432 • •
-.40735 -.24674 -.35179 -.25098
-,28911 • • -.24775 • •
-,14680 -.22018 -,15711 -,20556
-.06051 • • -.11731 • •
.02855 -.05325 .00603 -.0370%
.142ql ,07353 .16218 .10748
2YIB 2YIB
-O.bO -0,80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
• 17221 ,17221 .18q08 .18908
• • • • • • • •
• • < • • • • •
-,%0252 -.23%%8 -,01080 -,b%b14
• • • • • • • •
-.38%33 -.2%124 -.09335 -. 58598
• • • • • • • •
-. 3379% -.27138 -.09930 -.50883
-,32079 -.25138 -°09188 -,45425
-.30625 -.22376 -.I160L -. 3Tbbl
• • • • • • • •
-,2375q -.24142 -.11375 -.3%517
-,20%bl • • -,1249% • •
-.18537 -,26362 -.1359 L, $$$$$
-. 14284 • • -.13833 • •
-.12956 -.18932 -.13577 -.19536
-, 11037 $$$$_ -,10543 #$$$$
-,02%87 -,0;'103 -,05725 -,00705
• 1011% .09689 ,03052 $$$$$
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LqCATION

















ANGLE OF ATTACK- 2.44 DEGREES • WACH NUMBER- 0.80 CONFIGURATION z SMALL TAILS(V2) ON



























< > < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< > < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< > < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
• • < •
• • < •
< > < •
• >< •
-,07627 < •
• 00773 -. 04172
•06843 .04843
2YIB 2YIB 2Y/8 2Y/B 2YIB
-0.05 -0.10 -0.30 -0.60 -0.80
CPU CPL CP_J CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
< • < • .32130 .82130 .12829 .12829 ,12213 .12213 .22350 .22350
< • • • ,24067 .21828 .31159 .07398 < • < • < • < •
< • < • ,17328 ,11348 -.13864 -,04437 < • < • < • < •
< • < • .08624 .04410 -,24972 -,12414 -.62128 -.10428 -.20225 -.38831
< • < • .01946 .00315 -.28640 -.15933 < • < • < • < •
< • < • -.01731 -,03194 -,31670 -.16185 -.53596 -,13424 -.25726 -.36632
< • < • -.053bg -,05384 -,34040 -.17349 < • < • < • < •
< • < • -,10715 -,06193 -.3778b -,lbb24 -,44501 -,17795 -.22565 -.33021
< • < • -.11708 -.07009 -,3g333 -.17167 < • < • < • < •
< • < • -.16080 -.07397 -.409_4 -.17392 -.41560 -.17323 -,18922 -,31718
< • < • -.22121 -.10351 -.44601 -.17446 < • < • < • < •
< • < • -.30004 -.12064 -.47476 -°15068 -.37633 -,16484 -.21153 -,28832
< • < • -.35384 -.13053 -.50795 -.18588 < • < • < • < •
< • < • -.43950 -°14150 -.48q69 -.18644 -.30086 -.19803 -,17788 -.27435
< • < • -.46326 < • -.50487 < • < • < • < • < •
< • < • -,45306 < • -._4987 < • -,24455 < • -.18144 < •
< • < • -,44005 -.21870 -.37857 -.23181 -,20744 -°21903 -,18836 _V_#
< • < • -.3011b < • -.26835 < • -.16447 < • -.17971 < •
-.08031 • • -.15838 -.20112 -.16619 -,19186 -.14128 -.17950 -.lbfi11 -.17563
< • • • -.07056 < • -.13971 < • -.11339 _ -.12823 _e_
,00742 -.06815 .02133 -.03871 .00455 -.03284 -.02776 -.02068 -,07250 -,00042
• 10071 .02392 .14334 ,07041 .15978 .10272 .10292 .08865 ,03369 _e
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION
• e*_* BAD PRESSURE MFASUPEMENT
P R E S S tl R E M E A S U R E M E N T S
ANGLE OF ATTACK- 3.60 DEGREES MACH NUMBER- 0.80
S P A N U I S E LOCATION


























CI"U CPL CPU COL
< • < • < • < •
< • < • < • < •
• • < • < • < •
< • < • < • < •
< • < • < • < •
< • < • < • < •
< • < • < • < •
• • • • • • < •
< • < • < • < •
• • < • < • < •
< • < • < • < •
< • < • < • < •
< • < • < • < •
< •< • < > < •
< • < • < • < •
< • < • < • < •
< • < • < • < •
< • < • < • < •
< • < • -.08700 < •
-,0S371 < • < • < •
-.002 8A -.03985 -, 00125 -.05570
°07121 ,05158 .i0081 ,02389
2YIB 2YI8 2YI8 2YI8
-0.10 -0.30 -0.60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
• 32379 .32379 .11822 ,i1822 .02180 .02180 .17384 .17384
• 22320 °25658 -.0251b ,12093 < • < • • • < •
,14691 .15661 -.19910 ,01939 • • < • • • < •
.05469 .09132 -.31924 -.05331 -.85997 -.00146 -.42303 -.12%85
-.02248 .05269 -,35218 -.08612 • • • • • • < •
-.04966 .00915 -.38090 -.10370 -.74787 -,05365 -.45274 -,18952
-.09185 -.00872 -.40193 -,11931 • • < • • • < •
-.14079 -,02097 -.43507 -.11835 -.5751_ -.10277 -.39584 -.18637
-.15970 -.02758 -*%fi106 -.11562 • • < • • • < •
-.19370 -.04320 -.46743 -.12959 -.50733 -.10656 -.32785 -.19782
-,25186 -.06758 -.49849 -.13739 • • < • • • < •
-.33599 -,09364 -.53718 -,11452 -.46688 "*11581 -.32535 -,20165
-.37922 -.09663 -.55800 -.15539 < • • • < • < •
-._73bb -.I1943 -.54552 -,15118 -.35200 -.14999 -,2fiq91 -.21b05
-.50498 • • -.54866 < • • • • • • • < •
-.49111 < • -.50180 • • -.29465 • • -.25591 < •
-.47006 -.19356 -.40771 -.20700 -.23525 -.19618 -,23573 ee_
-.31?85 < • -.27917 < • -.18533 < • -.23498 < •
-.17065 -.18529 -.18067 -.17329 -.15984 -.16299 -.20020 -.lb119
-.0748S • • -.142bi • • -.11983 _#_ -.14895 e_e_
.01070 -.04054 -.00196 -.03572 -,03562 -.02065 -.08048 -,O08Og
• 14177 .07537 .15027 ,10092 .09895 .08597 .02925 _e_v_
• • NP PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LqCATION










ANGLE OF ATTACK= 4.79 DEGREES qACH NU_BE_= 0,80 CONFIGURATIOH _ SMALL TAILS(V2} ON
2¥1B 2YIB 2Y18 2YIB
-O,O0 -0,05 -0,10 -0,30
X/C CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU COL CPU CPL
0o000 < • < • < • < • .32741 °32741 ,10151 ,10151
,005 < • < • < • < • .19082 .28088 -,07447 ,16181
• 015 < • < > < • < • ,12609 .20218 -,27894 °08203
oOZ5 < • < • < • < • ,00684 ,14451 -°39739 .00975
°040 < • • • • • < • -.05843 °08816 -°43317 -°02642
• 050 • • < • < • • • -.00254 .ObOZ4 -,4_4Z0 -,04231
• 065 < • < > • • • • -.12679 ,03156 -,47207 -,06342
,075 < • < • < • < • -,17544 .02041 -,49570 -.06940
• 090 < • < • < • • • -.19739 .00745 -.52501 -,07755
,100 < • < • < • • • -.22793 .00012 -,52536 -,08607
• 125 < • < • • • < • -.28610 -.03184 -,56985 -,08883
• lSO < • • • • • < • -.37477 -.05307 -,59354 -,08882
• 200 < • < • • • < • -.41Z09 -.06505 -°61506 -.11211
• 250 < • < • • • < • -°51005 -.08978 -.60765 -,11824
• 300 < • < • < • < • -.55605 < • -,58526 < •
• 350 • • • • • • < • -,5172Q • • -,53929 • •
• 450 < • < • • • < • -.49435 -.168?5 -,_3096 -,17596
• 550 < • • • < • < • -.33373 < • -.Z9757 < •
• 650 • • < • -.09389 • • -,18632 -,16857 -,19397 -.15918
• 750 -,09338 < • • • < • -.08264 • • -,15191 • •
,850 -.00327 -,03350 ,00072 -,0555E .00820 -.03108 -,00734 -.02545
.950 .06765 .05143 .09403 ,02181 .13953 .07470 .13985 ,09378
2YIB 2YI8
-0.60 -0,80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
-,10251 -,10251 °03632 .03632
< • < • < • • •
• • • • < • < •
-1,19947 ,06751 -,76804 ,00892
< • • • • • • •
-1,03_'06 ,01260 -,71691 -.0562t
< • < • • • < •
-,65848 -,03168 -.61419 -, 07876
< • • • < • • •
-,61313 -.04q66 -,51043 -, 10169
• • < • • • < •
-.54608 -,05889 -.45005 -,12394
• • • • < • • •
-o41_'41 -,11493 -°34194 -,15604
• • • • • • < •
-,33809 • • -°32896 • •
-.27174 -,16336 -,20401 (,,/, _,t •
-.20631 • • -.27502 < •
-, 16538 -,14275 -.23 _.Z _, -. 14661
-,03780 -,01950 -.09226 -,01325
,09078 .07717 ,03162 _$_
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LnCATIDN
_$_ BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
P R E S S U R E H E A S U R E M E N T S
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 6,04 DEGREES MACH NUMBER- 0,80
S P A N W I S E L D C A T I 0 N




O,O00 < • < •
• 005 < • • •
• 015 < • < •
,OZ5 < • < •
,040 < • < •
• 050 < • < •
• 065 < • • •
• 075 < • < •
.090 • • • •
• 100 < • < •
• 125 < • • •
• 150 • • • •
,200 • •
• 250 < • < •
• 3DO < • • •
• 350 < • < •
.450 • • < >
• 550 • > < •
.650 < • • •






< • • •
< • • •
• • < •
< • • •
• • < •
• • < •
< • • •
• • < •
< • • •
< • • •
-,09998 < •





CPU CPL CPU CPL
,31823 ,31823 ,07375 ,07375
• 16665 ,31611 -.13306 ,1888T
,08380 °24569 -,36831 ,12928
-,03334 ,19130 -°48812 ,06163
-,09992 .13923 -.51594 ,02759
-.12821 .09502 -.52142 ,00912
-.16912 ,07298 -,53833 -.00658
-.22079 °06089 -,56062 -,02245
-,23428 ,05051 -,57531 -.02322
-.26816 ,03498 -,60093 -,04098
-,32840 ,01162 -.63083 -.05109
-,40663 -,01831 -,67449 -,04582
-,44497 -.03404 -.64844 -,08231
-,53694 -,04710 -,66796 -.08457
-,58070 < • -.69334 < •
-,55945 < • -,57683 < •
-.53732 -,15155 -.45577 -,14595
-.35035 < • -,31452 • •
-.19523 -.13903 -.19640 -,1382_
-,09544 • • -.15842 • •
• 00766 -,02630 -,009_1 -.02533
• 13665 .07794 .13650 ,08642
2YIB 2YIB
-0,60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
-.22017 -,22017 -.15490 -.15490
• • < • • • < •
< • • • < • < •
-1.52966 .12611 -1,17469 , I0982
• • < • • • < •
-1.39698 ,07397 -1,06174 ,03675
-1,22203 ,02927 -,98608 ,OOqll
• • < • • • < •
-,81196 .00735 -.67407 -, 02021
< • < • < • < •
-,60568 -,01443 -,56752 -.05653
• • < • • • • •
-,45869 -,07357 -._,3240 -,!0738
• • • • < • < •
-,37130 • • -.39831 < •
-,29449 -,12791 -,35610 ,I, _ ,I,_, ,I.
-,22600 < • -.31080 < •
-,18206 -,12860 -,26067 -,13135
-,14954 4,tt<,d, -.17942 ,;,,I, t,,(, _,
-°04873 -.01889 -°09371 -.01459
,07862 ,07311 ,02983 _'_'_' _
• • NO PRESSURE "OPT AT THIS L_CATION


































ANGLE OF ATTACW= 7.29 DEGREES MACH NUMBER- 0._0 CONFIGURATION z SMALL TAILSiV2) ON
2Y/B 2YIB 2YI8 2Y/8 2YIB 2YI8
-O.O0 -0.05 -0.10 -0.30 -O.bO -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CRL CPU CPL CPU CPL
< • • • • • • • ,31026 .31026 .0365g ,03059 -.33570 -.33570 -.33914 -.33914
< • • • < • • • ,12351 .33545 -.20130 .20900 • • < • < • • •
< • < • • • < • .04169 .28643 -.46785 .17823 • • • • • • • •
• > < • < • < • -.06784 .23545 -.58242 .i171T -I.66098 .16250 -1.26849 .13949
< • • • • • < • -.15]52 .18859 -.60305 ,08555 • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • < • -.17623 .14245 -,59513 .05744 -1.54165 .11964 -1.23769 .08415
< • < • • • < • -.20467 .12182 -.61432 .0379T • • • • • • • •
< • • • • • • • -.25843 .lOlg6 -.63073 .02384 -1.50572 .08714 -I.i1352 .05442
< • • • • • • • -.27842 .08850 -.67113 .OIBOl • • • • • • • •
< • • • • • • • -.30320 .08062 -.66575 .01044 -1.26423 .05887 -.Tg688 .02066
< • • • • • • • -.36896 .04704 -.68038 -.00439 • • • > • • • •
• • • • < • • • -.44926 .01728 -.73760 -.00890 -1.07713 ,02068 -.64261 -.01507
< • • • • • < • -.48415 -.00268 -.7337g -.04012 < • • • • • • •
• • • • • • < • -,56778 -.01448 -.70523 -.04543 -,50176 -.03116 -.49435 -.06598
< • < • • > • • -.648Tg • • -.74872 < • • • • • • • • •
• • < • • • • • -.58606 • • -.71638 < • -.35758 • • -.41610 • •
< • • • • • • • -.59557 -.I1218 -.46920 -.i1640 -.29612 -,i0349 -.358g7 _*
< • • • • • • • -.36070 • • -.32932 • • -.21635 < • -.3011g • •
< • • • -,10442 • • -.19970 -,12634 -.20875 -.12014 -.17763 -,11407 -.24046 -.13061
-.09976 < • • • • • -.10212 • • -.15533 < • -,13700 _***_ -.16438 **_
-,01319 -.01111 -.00898 -.03987 .00281 -.02161 -.01817 -.01580 -.0524g -.02003 -.OgSlO -.03711
.06593 .05383 .09542 .02755 .1365g .08002 .Ii087 .08135 .06836 .06652 .00115 _t_
• • :_0 PRESSURE RORT AT THIS LOCATIDN
***** BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
P R E S S U R E M E A S U R E M E N T S
ANGLE OF ATTACK- 8.51 DEGREES MACH NUMBER- 0.80 CONFIGURATION ; SMALL TAILS(V2) ON
























2Y/B 2Y/B 2YIB 2Y/8 2Y/B 2YIB
-0.00 -0.05 -0.10 -0.30 -0.60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU COL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
• • • • • • • • .29658 .29058 -.01301 -.01301 -.42742 -.42742 -,39516 -.39516
• • • • • • < • .i0418 .35329 -.26035 .22170 • • • • • • < •
• • • • • • < • .O004g .32420 -.54425 ,lggg8 < • • • < • • •
< • • • • • • • -,11300 ,28001 -.08338 .16180 -i.T3702 .18223 -.77157 .16198
< • • • • • < • -.1953_ .22454 -.70022 .11772 • • • • < • < •
< • < • • • • • -.21017 .18386 -.68595 .10861 -1.65746 .1626q -.76524 .12177
• • • • • • • • -.24876 .16180 -.67020 ,085Zg • • < • < • < •
• • • • • • • • -.29351 .14867 -.69733 .06794 -1.61069 .12044 -.69032 .09324
• • • • • • • • -.30376 .13240 -,70795 .05728 • • • • • • < •
• • • • • • • • -.34120 .11371 -.73253 .05602 -1.51753 .09865 -.70247 .06221
< • • • • • < • -,40121 ,08112 -.70178 ,03350 • • • • < • < •
• • • • • • < • -.4q007 .05813 -.79505 .01777 -1.33800 .06163 -.63200 .02583
< • • • • • < • -.50838 .03643 -,79880 -.00770 • • < • < • < •
< • • • < • • • -.6i17i .01543 -.79034 -.01299 -.9g133 .00596 -.5583g -.04752
< • • • • • < • -.66q98 < • -.80044 • • • • • • < • • •
< • • • • • < • -.6293g • • -.77241 • • -.42749 • • -,505Z4 < •
< • • • • • • • -.67921 -,07qOg -.47095 -.O85gq -.28259 -.08069 -.40896 ****_
< • • • • • • • -.30871 • • -.33300 • • -.lg783 < • -.35g18 < •
• • • • -.1034g • • -.22070 -.10598 -.22058 -.09775 -,16068 -.10396 -.30582 -.13914
-.10528 • • < • • • -.i0101 • • -.15419 • • -.12888 ***** -,2435g *_**_
-.01505 -.01045 -.01288 -.03640 .00005 -.01335 -,03455 -,02008 -.06930 -.03_52 -.19841 -.09815
.00108 .05705 .09323 .03063 .1356g .07R13 ,09640 .07581 .04168 ,05654 -.15279 **_**
< • NB PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LqCATIDN






































P R E S S U R E 'i E A S U R E M E q T S
ANGLE OF ATTACK- 9,68 DEGREES MACH NIIIBER- 0,81 CONFIGURATION s SMALL TAILS(V2) ON
2YIB 2YI8 2YIB
-0.05 -0.10 -0.30
CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
< • < • < • ,28514 .28514 -.05278 -,05278
< • < • < • .07119 .37291 -,32729 .21963
< • < • < • -°03746 ,34835 -,63271 ,22775
< • < • < • -.15g32 .32372 -,81166 .19411
< • < • < • -.23904 ,27003 -,77667 ,16774
< • < • < • -.25150 ,22772 -,77693 ,1_744
< > < • < • -,28896 ,19841 -.76_27 ,12526
< • < • < • -,33415 ,18104 -,75759 ,10871
< • < • < • -,34758 .16650 -,76684 ,10110
< • < • < • -,37934 .15820 -,78074 .08933
< • < • < • -.43954 .12071 -.81856 ,07790
< • < • < • -.52526 ,09180 -.85892 ,04881
< • < • < • -.54514 .06964 -.85503 ,03139
< • < • • • -.64025 .05080 -,85016 .01512
< • • • < • -.70195 < • -.88496 < •
< • < • • • -.67347 < • -,84464 < •
< • < • < • -.70108 -,05335 -,48611 -,06313
< • < • < • -.38735 < • -,35258 < •
< • -,10578 < • -.22420 -.08334 -,23472 -,086_0
< • < • < • -.11523 < • -,16760 < •
-,00366 -,02062 -.03535 -.00272 -.00967 -.04929 -.01620









CPU CPL CPU CPL
-,52214 -.52214 -.45039 -,45039
< • < • < • < •
< • < • < • < •
-1.65315 ,1937_ -.68609 .16564
< • < • • • < •
-1.60098 .19149 -.66442 .14699
• • < • < • < •
-1,_9899 ,16054 -,65021 ,11600
< • < • < • < •
-L.52136 ,13443 -.63814 .08477
< • < > < • < •
-1,39334 .09122 -,60947 °04913
< • < • < • < •
-1,20860 ,03394 -,55539 -,02333
< • < • < • < •
-.96198 < • -,48858 < •
-.69232 -,05769 -,43593 $$$$$
-,35861 < • -*39113 • •
-.23130 -,10108 -.35123 -, 14802
-.12848 **$$'*' -,31858 $_'_,l,$
-,09196 -.05279 -,28061 -,1_200
-,00949 ,01941 -,25694 _'$$$_
< • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LqCATION
_*$** BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
P R E S S U R E M E A S U R E M E N T S
























2Y/B 2Y/B 2YI8 2Y/B
-O,O0 -0,05 -0.10 -0.30
CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU COL CPU CPL
< • < • < • < • ,27430 °27430 -,11741 -.11741
< • • • < • < • ,02851 ,38207 -,39174 ,20335
• • • • < • • • -,08166 .37661 -.75462 .2362_
< • • • < • • • -,20190 .35499 -,973_9 .22011
< • • • < •
• • -.28171 .30840 -.88_64 .20733
< • • • < • < • -,29840 .27189 -.87086 .18115
< • < > < • • • -.33153 .24298 -.85202 .16026
• • < • < • < • -.37140 .22563 -,82766 ,15434
< • • • < • < • -.38739 .20808 -.82760 .13524
< • • • < • • • -,_1288 .188q3 -.84604 ,13205
< • • • < • • • -,47535 .16316 -.87323 ,10756
< • • • • • < • -,55536 ,13481 -,90863 ,07785
• • • • < • • • -,57358 .i0606 -.90474 ,06900
< • • • • • • • -.67096 .07814 -,92083 ,05657
• • • • < • • • -.73943 • • -,92125 < •
< •
• • < • • • -.72880 < • -°89156 < •
< > • • • • < • -,729_, -,02199 -,51500 -.03352
< • • • • • • • -.41716 • • -.t*0206 < •
< • • • -.13052 < • -.26381 -,06906 -,25308 -*06931
-.13661 < • • • • • -.13754 • • -,20832 < •
-.04050 .00006 -.03473 -.02867 -.01713 -.00719 -,08924 -.02160
• 0_,870 ,06019 .07625 ,02376 .13201 ,07775 ,06336 .06205
2Y/B 2YI8
-0,60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
-.61746 -.617k6 -,47456 -.47456
<> <> <> <>
<> <> <> <>
-1.25106 ,20727 -.62958 ,16711
<> <> <> <>
-1.20429 .21931 -,60670 ,15916
<> <> <> <>
-1.L6963 .18927 -.59836 .14219
<> <> <> <>
-1,14823 ,17252 -.58797 .10592
<> <> <> <>
-i 09078 ,12271 -.56336 ,06925
<> <> <> <>
-L,04229 ,06213 -,53228 -,01040
<> <> <> <>
-,93288 < • -.49291 • •
-,86522 -,04005 -,45478 _$_t
-.75063 < • -,42854 • •
-,60577 -,09026 -.39673 -,16314
-,47562 _tt_t -.38700 ¢_$_
-.37855 -.07935 -.37093 -.19548
-.25153 -,05814 -,35687 $_
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS L_CATIgN










































P R E S S U R E m E A S D R E H E N T S
























S P A N W I S E LOCATION
......................................................................................................................
2flB ZYIB 2Y/8 ZY/8 2YIB 2Y18
-O.O0 -0.05 -0.13 -0.30 -0.60 -0.80
CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
• • • • < • .24707 .2476T -.16742 -.16742 -.63348 -.63348 -.54143 -.54143
• • < • • • -.00637 .3920b -.44865 .19842 • • • • < • < •
• • < • < • -.12273 .40258 -.83099 .25137 • • • • • • < •
• • • • < • -.24806 .38390 -1.09975 .24882 -.95001 .209Z7 -.b3564 .1#_8_
• • • • < • -.32187 .34496 -.99895 .24016 • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • -.3347b .30434 -.9508L .2123b -,q5723 .2470q -.63803 .15219
• • • • • • -.3683 c/ .27922 -.q2404 .20085 • • < • < • • •
• • • > • • -.40637 .25685 -.q1167 .18631 -.02688 .;)1633 -.63168 .14139
• • • • • • -.41131 .23756 -.89538 .16789 • • • • < • < •
• • • • • • -.44291 .22653 -.<;0180 .16681 -.91_,07 .19307 -.61632 .10316
• • • • • • -.49859 .19769 -.91860 .13663 • • • • • • < •
• • • • • • -.50879 .1b174 -.95152 .10871 -.89790 .15483 -.5921;' .06285
• • • • < • -.58q38 .13930 -.94756 .09972 < • • • • • • •
< • • • • • -.68663 .11129 -.g4136 .08710 -.84013 ,0836q -.86640 -.00788
• • • • • • -.77555 • • -.91314 < • • • • • < • < •
• • • • • • -.73870 • > -,77413 • • -.76;344 • • -,5:_593 < •
• • • • • • -.65741 .00339 -.63209 -.01190 -.71680 -.08389 -.50632 eeeee
• • • • • • -.46706 • • -,46434 • • -.66630 • • -.46938 • •
• • -.17542 • • -.30033 -.05279 -.33035 -.06916 -.62493 -.10367 -.45216 -.19241
< • • • • • -.1836q • • -,22541 • • -.55689 ete** -.44717 see*e
.00183 -.07163 -.03784 -.05058 -.01540 -.14105 -.03104 -.48300 -.I1662 -.43159 -.22402
• 04572 .04841 .013q'3 .10265 .06274 -.02758 .02496 -.37677 -.14792 -.4Zq43 ,I,,t,e t. ,(,
• • NO PRESSURE PURT AT THIS LOCATION
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Appendix F
Pressure Data for Wing With Small Vertical Tail at M = 0.83
The Cp data for the wing with small vertical tail (fig. 2(b)) at M = 0.83 are presented in
this appendix in tables and graphs on facing pages. Angles of attack range from -2.42 ° to







PI_ECI_DI_IGFAGE BLANK NOT FILM_J)
89
PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS
ANGLE OF ATTACK- -2,42 DEGREES MACH NUMBER- 0,83 CONFIGURATION z S'4ALL TAILS(VS) ON



























< • • •
• • < •
• • < •
• • < •
< • • •
< • • •
< • • •






CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPt
• • • • .30190 ,30190 .05565 .05565
• • • • .31235 .06571 .11510 -.25241
• • • • ,2787T -.10168 .06163 -.43870
• • < • .21653 -.16430 -,01215 -,4795L
• • < • .16411 -.20045 -,06019 -.49525
• • • • .12594 -,22274 -,i0129 -,46058
• • • • .08676 -.22502 -*13797 -.44140
< • • • ,04438 -.22793 -.15740 -.42009
• • • • .02202 -.21885 -.18180 -.40932
• • • > -.00791 -,22581 -,20222 -,39794
• • • • -.07399 -,24778 -.24787 -.3715q
• • • • -.15720 -.26513 -.27888 -.3086q
• • < • -,207A0 -*26060 -.3213g -,35728
• • • • -.29863 -.27433 -.33058 -.33564
• • • • -.32929 • • -.34175 • •
• • • • -.34151 • • -,32618 • •
< • • • -.35020 -.33468 -.26538 -.37350
• • • • -.23540 • • -.18893 < •
-.03693 < • -.10451 -.29606 -.10485 -,26973
• • • • -.02975 • • -.07223 • •
• 03370 -.08962 .05483 -.05610 .03273 -.03565
• i1448 ,02393 ,15468 ,08399 .18033 .12646
2YI8 2Y18
-0*60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPt
.13915 .13915 -.09954 -,09954
• • • • • • < •
• • < • • • • •
-.01080 -.85875 .23t,80 -1. _'111_*
-, 06548 -. 717_.2 .19278 -1.20507
• • • • • • • •
-°07007 -.6614.0 .17107 -1.18710
• • • • • • • •
-.078L0 -.SbO7g • 1_.425 -1.15851
-.09799 -.42g_.9 .lOb(*l -1.11903
-. 08573 -./_ 36_.6 ,06992 -1.07895
• • • • < • • •
-.08210 < • .03632 < •
-.0766; _ -.39960 .00158 *****
-. 06903 < • -.01823 • •
-,08Z88 -,24670 -,04868 -,22297
--*07829 *$ **Ib -.0522_, *****
-.010(.9 -.014q0 -,05553 -.03916
• 09513 .10986 -.00627 *****
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LgCATION
***** BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
P R E S S U R E M E A S U R E M E N T S
























2YIB 2YI8 2YI8 2YIB
-0.00 -0.05 -O.lO -0.30
CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPt CPU CPL
< • • • • • • • .30971 .30971 *09295 .09295
• • • • • • • • .29959 .10940 .09873 -.15182
< • • • • • • • .25798 -.03597 .02111 -.32795
• • < • • • • • .19115 -.11677 -.05861 -.38179
• • < • • • • • .12688 -.14155 -.L1269 -.40292
< • • • • • • • .1031b -.17338 -.1507g -.3T1T4
• • < • • • • • .05438 -.18628 -.18611 -.36346
• • • • < • < • .01161 -,18515 -.21896 -,3489b
< • • • • • • • -.00805 -,18307 -,23501 -,34859
< • • • • • • • -,04844 -.18279 -.25584 -,33416
< • < • • • < • -,10294 -.21508 -,29344 -,32829
• • • • • • • • -.18769 -,22722 -,33999 -,26859
• • • • • • • • -,23958 -.22g05 -.36613 -,32174
• • • • • • < • -.33477 -.23801 -,37797 -,30099
• • < • < • • • -.38082 • • -.39180 • •
• • < • • • • • -,36682 < • -.36375 < •
• • < • • • • • -.38565 -.31_36 -.30612 -.3433fi
<_> • • • • • • -.25355 • • -°20671 • •
• • • • -.05172 • • -.12628 -.2T185 -.11875 -,25338
-.04544 • • • • < • -,03486 < • -.09056 < •
.02476 -.05654 .02380 -,08381 ,04120 -,05448 ,02589 -.02933
• 08281 .05130 .i1603 ,02823 .1586q .07964 .1686g *12363
2Y/B 2YI8
-0,60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
,18312 .18312 .02876 .0287b
• • < • • •
• • • • • • < •
-. 12544 -. 59771 .18504 -l.lq031
• • < • • •
-. 1 _*050 -.50418 .12626 -1.17859
< • • • • •
-.15971 -.53173 .0g076 -1. 0254.6
< • < • • •
-.15045 -.43629 ,09566 -.84693
-. 16310 -.38308 .0358q -.66898
-,L4528 -,36553 ,01829 -,53206
-.11687 • • -.O15T1 • •
-,10973 -.34398 -.03536 *****
-. 09494 • • -*06320
-. 10089 -.23247 -,07171 -.22193
-.08620 ***** -.08305
-.01559 -.02026 -.06827 -,06400
.10233 *I1302 -.01361 *****'
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LqCATIOH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK- .Oh DEGREES MACH NUMBER- 0.86
S P A N W I S E LOCATION



























< • < •
< • < •
• • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< •< •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • • •
• • < •
< • < •
< • < •






< • < •
< • • •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
• • < •
< • < •
• • < •
< • < •
< >< •
< > • •
< • < •
< • • •
< • • •
• • < •
< • • •
-.05963 • •





CPU CPL CPU CPL
.31762 .31762 ,10802 .10802
,28758 .15810 .OTblb -,06528
,23480 ,02051 -,01762 -,21705
.16281 -.05601 -.12090 -,2892_
•09256 -.09237 -,16919 -.31413
.06559 -.11734 -.19628 -.30112
.02344 -.1350g -.23445 -.29488
-.02619 -.13980 -.27300 -,29053
-.04517 -.14592 -.28177 -.Z8047
-.083q2 -.14376 -.30748 -.28117
-.14545 -.16968 -.3454b -,27430
-.22218 -.187_3 -.3q086 -.23184
-.2757b -.lg26b -.42003 -,26757
-.37128 -.21108 -.42329 -.26328
-.61713 < • -.44003 < •
-.41290 < • -,40534 < •
-.42029 -.28103 -,33685 -.31191
-.27755 < • -.Z3286 < •
-.13670 -.2527g -,13285 -,23821
-.06725 < • -,11162 < •
.04014 -.05308 .02008 -.03111
.15015 .08522 .16976 ,12378
2YIB 2YIB
-0.60 -0.80
CRU CPL CPU CPL
.19026 .19026 .13168 ,13Lb8
< • < • < • < •
< • < • < • < •
-,25725 -.t,0903 ,09732 -1.02_'21
• • • • < • < •
-.26_24 -.35853 .03626 -°93672
• • < • < • • •
-.25191 -.40025 ,002q3 -,74419
• • • • < • • •
-.24425 -,34626 ,00313 -,5512B
• • < • < • • •
-,24165 -.30261 -.04181 -.54889
-,19222 -.30539 -.06568 -.43401
< • • • • • • •
-.17237 • • -.06987 • •
-, I_186 -.30689 -.08246 *****
-.11694 • • -.09534 • •
-,11958 -, ;'1617 -.11105 -.19650
-,09822 _tt_t -.09331 *****
-.01544 -.01718 -,05g02 -.01424
• 10565 • 10900 .02103 *****
• • _D PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION
***** BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
P R E S S U R E M E A S U R E M E N T S
ANGLE OF ATTAC_, 1.30 DEGREES MACH NUMBER- 0.83 CONFIGURATION z SHALL TAILS(VZ) ON



























< • • •
< • • •
• • < •
< • • •
< • • •
• • < •
-.06fi 81 • •
.00761 -.04826
.08055 .05052
2YIB 2Y/B ZYIB 2YIB 2YIB
-0.05 -0,10 -0.30 -0.60 -0,80
CPU CPL CRU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
• • • • ,33124 ,33124 °12462 .12A62 ,16455 .16455 ,19564 ,19566
< • • • .26453 .lglll .04102 .01050 • • • • • • • •
• • • • .20gOq .0833q -.07730 -,12426 • • • • • • < •
• • < • .12qlO -°00818 -.18989 -°20026 -,43810 -,22717 -°03963 -,64056
• • • • .06264 -.03700 -,22202 -.23260 • • < • • • • •
• • • • ,02821 -,07214 -.25937 -,22909 -.422q5 -°24337 -.10103 -.57769
• • • • -.0104_ -.08893 -.29291 -.23048 • • • • • • • •
< • • • -,059g7 -.10083 -,31770 -,22303 -,36426 -,2668fl -,10578 -,51554
• • • • -°07718 -.10138 -.34655 -,22941 • • • • • • • •
• • • • -.11775 -.10052 -.36178 -,21705 -°33777 -°25090 -,09951 -,47000
• • • • -,1751_ -.13870 -,3981q -,23095 • • • • • • • •
• • • • -.2585_ -.15141 -,43659 -.18869 -,32832 -.23184 -.13A20 -,39384
• • • • -.30q23 -.16140 -.47645 -.23160 • • • • • • • •
< • • • -,41226 -.17646 -,48422 -.22658 -,25906 -°25924 -°10840 -,345q0
• • • • -,45103 • • -,48873 • • • • < • • • • •
• • • • -.44351 • • -,44840 • • -,20978 < • -.13352 • •
• • • • -.44998 -,24747 -.36694 -.2804g -.18628 -.26398 -.16469 ee*e*
• • • • -,2q207 < • -°24938 • • -,14292 • > -.14233 • •
-.07205 • • -.15248 -.23070 -.1_752 -.220_0 -.12q2T -.19685 -.13757 -,19196
• • • • -.06350 • • -.1261g • • -.10457 ***** -,11405 *****
• 01317 -.07388 .03069 -.05064 .01403 -.02866 -,01990 -,01735 -.0561T .00189
• I1236 .02333 .15330 .08123 .16g60 .11245 .I0536 .I0583 .03511 ***e*
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION



















a = 1.30 °
93
PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS
ANGLE QF ATTACK- ;,46 DEGREES MACH NUMBER- 0.83
S P A N W I S E LOCATION




O,O00 < • < •
• 005 < • < •
,015 < • < •
• OZ5 < • < •
• 040 < • • •
,050 < • • •
• 065 • • < •
•075 • > • •
,090 • • < •
• i00 • • • •
• 125 • •
.150 • • • •
,200 • • < •
°ZSO • • • •
• 300 • • • •
,350 • • • •
• 450 • • • •
• 550 • • • •
•650 • • • •
• 750 -,07680 • •





























CRU CPL CPU CPL
.32684 .32684 .12416 .12416
,25185 ,22904 ,O1241 .06441
,18466 .12626 -,12788 -,05052
,09537 .03021 -.25050 -*11616
,02737 ,00501 -,Z8745 -,15226
-,00033 --,02198 -,31030 -,16648
-.O4931 -,04005 -.34440 -.17240
-,09379 -.05803 -.37882 -.17349
-,11364 -.06720 -,3963q -o1"7_28
-.14965 -.06773 -,41736 -.17327
-o21057 -.0q713 -,45866 -,18867
-,29702 -,12498 -.49645 -.15705
-.34037 -.13184 -,50880 -,1g121
-.43801 -.14662 -,54367 --,18761
-,49_40 • • -.56518 • •
-.46S87 • • -.48288 • •
-.51136 -,22886 -.39270 -,24932
-*30812 • • -.26834 • •
-,16256 -°21502 -°16680 -.20433
-,06828 < • -°14016 • •
.01969 -.04145 .01215 -,0275Z
.14_58 .08127 ,16115 ,11384
ZY/B 2YIB
-0.60 -O,8O
CRU CPL CPU CPL
,09928 ,Ogq28 .21621 ,Z1621
< • < • < • • •
-,66561 -.11451 -.22399 -,36156
• • • • • • • •
-.60721 -.14167 -°26853 -,36175
• • < • • • < •
-.49379 -,17476 -,25941 -, 31194
• • • • • • < •
-,43846 -.18210 -.20212 -.31473
< > < • • • < >
-.40209 -,17073 -,24134 -.29418
• • < • • • < •
-,31166 -.19918 -.18779 -.27617
• • • • • • < •
-,25870 < • -.19655 < •
-.21279 -,24072 -.19259 *****
-.15877 < • -.19595 < •
-.14681 -.17993 -.17312 -.18294
-,11_95 ***** -,13443 *****
-,02140 -.O1839 -.06434 ,00424
.11008 .0966q .04171 * *,l,t/*
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS L_CATION
***** BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
P R E S S U R E q E A S U R E M E N T S
ANGLE OF ATTACK= 3.66 DEGREES NACH NUWBER= 0.84
S P A N W I S E LOCATION



























< • • •
• • < •
• • < •
• • < •
< • • •
< • • •
< • < •
• • < •
< • < •
<'> < >






< • < •
< • • •
• • < •
< • • •
< • < •
< • • •
< • • •
< • • •
< • • •
-.08178 • •





CRU CPL CPU CPL
• 34158 ,34158 .11951 .11951
• 241Z4 .26514 -,01894 .12396
• 16397 ,17012 -,18676 .02195
.06934 ,09580 -.3229g -,06237
-,00384 .05462 -,35765 -,08960
-.03054 ,02127 -,37924 -.10924
-,07766 -.00587 -.40427 -.11651
-.12481 -.01261 -,43612 -,12420
-.1_279 -.02414 -.45854 -.12298
-,185qq -.02869 -.48161 -.12923
-.24206 -,06031 -.50787 -.13996
-.32778 -.08384 -,56817 -,11750
-,36430 -.10052 -,58054 -.15836
-,47203 -,11532 -,61292 -.16372
-.53894 < • -,61449 < •
-,50141 • • -.61098 • •
-,55879 -.20079 -.41q27 -.21489
-,31927 • • -,28043 • •
-.17065 -.18788 -.17235 -.18292
-,07q41 < • -,14181 < •
.01893 -.03640 .00680 -.02fi82
• 14511 ,08042 .16045 .10958
2YI8 2YIB
-0.60 -0,80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
.00794 ,00794 ,15110 ,15110
< • • • • • • •
-.95163 -.02721 -,49833 -,12134
• • • • < • • •
-.84504 -.06853 -.50835 -. 17594
• • • • < • • •
-.61562 -,11880 -.42486 -.17932
< • • • • • • •
-,50048 -,12733 -.35778 -.19043
• • • • < • • •
-.48912 -.12758 -.342q0 -,20452
• • • • • • • •
-.36839 -.16595 -,26823 -,20989
-.29956 • • -.26335 • •
-.23800 -. 21681 -,25926 *****
-.17986 • • -.23457 • •
-. 16494 -, 17061 -.21139 -*15992
-,13846 ***** -.15228
-.03405 -.02444 -.07236 .00187
• 10759 .09324 .04245
• • NO PRESSURE PORI AT THIS L_CATInN








































ANGLE aF ATTACK- k._7 DEGREES NACH NUffBER- O,A4 CONFIGURATION z SMALL TAILS(V2) ON
2YI8 2YI8 2YI_ 2Y/8
-0,00 -0.05 -0,10 -0.30
CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CRL
• • < • < • < • .32766 .3276_ ,10697 .I0697
• • < • • • < • .20572 .28887 -,06775 ,15512
< • < • • • < • ,13539 .21_04 -,26689 .08021
• • • • < • • • .02_16 .14Z39 -.38539 .00382
< • • • • • • • -,06441 ,10160 -,41818 -,02966
• • • • • • • • -.OTq55 .0T038 -.63171 -,05095
< • • • < • • • -,I1310 .04197 -.45987 -,06525
< • • • • > • • -.16262 ,02530 -,68518 -,06676
< • • • • • • • -.18166 .01538 -,50135 -,07833
< • • • • • • • -,21000 .00540 -.51906 -,08156
< • • • < • < • -.28276 -.02516 -.54675 -.09611
• • • • • • < • -,35605 -,04790 -,60428 -.08280
< • < • • • • • -.40181 -.06275 -.62509 -,11424
< • < • • • • • -,60715 -.08615 -,63799 -.11974
• • • • • • • • -,55766 < • -,63927 • •
< • • • < • < • -.54663 • • -.64143 • •
< • • • < • • • -.5828q -.16994 -,39929 -,18868
< • • • • • • • -.32T01 • • -.29606 • •
< • • • -,08535 • • -.17049 -,17395 -.17784 -,16287
-,08337 • • < • < • -.08667 < • -,15708 • •
-,00156 -,0312Z -,O001g -,05377 ,01269 -.03275 .00241 -,02593
,07555 ,05769 .10362 .03134 ,1%859 ,08143 .14999 ,09731
2YIB 2YI8
-0.60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPt
-.09_45 -.094%5 .02445 .02665
• > < • • • < •
-1.27537 .05349 -.84796 .03129
< • • • • • < •
-1.1769_. .00603 -.77394 -,03974
• • • • • • • •
-,95006 -,03027 -.64651 -.06792
-,75202 -.05639 -.69057 -.09262
< • • • < • • •
-,53109 -°06512 -.47380 -.11945
• • < • < • • •
-,43234 -.11385 -,35876 -.15633
• • • • • • • •
-,33614 • • -. 33609 • •
-.Z6670 -.16987 -.30821 **_*,1,
-, 19638 • • -.27850 • •
-.16830 -.16886 -.23060 -. 16239
-.13472 ***** -.16692 *****
-.03092 -.01853 -.07707 -.00733
,1015T .07755 .06265 *_*,1,
• • _0 PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION
****_ BAD PRESSUPE MEASdQEMENT
P R E S S U q F 'i E A S U R E M E N T S
























2YIB 2Y/B ?Y/8 2YI8
-0.00 -0.05 -0,i0 -0,30
CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPE CPU CPL
• • • • • • • • .32787 .32T_7 ,07869 .07869
• • • • • • • • .17499 .32469 -,11761 .19165
< • • • • • • • .10542 .25643 -.348T0 .13325
< • • • • • • • -.02046 .19758 -.47_9_ ,06342
< • < • < • • • -,09563 .14693 -.69355 ,02405
< • • • • • • • -.i1834 ,12015 -.50926 .00105
< • • • • • • • -.15621 ,08634 -.52846 -,00836
• • • • • • • • -,20128 .07090 -.55561 -.01948
< • < • • • • • -.21871 °05703 -.578_9 -,02430
< • • • • • • • -,25653 .05087 -,58595 -.03741
< • • • • • • • -,31593 .01268 -,63512 -.05314
< • • • • • • • -.40180 -,01311 -,67493 -°05180
• • • • • • • • -.63546 -.02701 -.68495 -,07295
• • • • < • • • -.53716 -.04876 -.60650 -,06436
• • < • • • • • -.59_69 • • -.72875 • •
< • < • • • • • -.59506 • • -.70342 • •
• • • • < • • • -,62220 -.14306 -.52370 -.15589
< • < • • • • • -.34913 < • -,Z9069 • •
< • • • -,08659 • • -.18710 -.15723 -.18519 -.15053
-.086_8 < • • • • • -.09082 • • -.15327 • •
-,00185 -,03132 -,00046 -.05362 .01298 -,02730 -,00759 -,021_9
• 07522 .0_489 .10749 ,03238 ,14962 ,08381 .13666 ,08832
2YI8 2YI8
-0.60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPt
-. 20065 -.20065 -.18662 -.18662
• • < • • • < •
• • < • • • • •
-1,66202 .11121 -1.16710 .09942
• • < • • • • •
-1.42979 .06925 -1.08014 .06620
-1.41905 .02209 -1.01357 .01501
• • • • • • • •
-1.14597 -.00859 -,83496 -,02463
• • • • • • • •
-,82628 -.03109 -,56712 -,06247
• • • • • • • •
-,39729 -.08564 -.61829 -,10486
• • • • • • < •
-.36590 • • -.39388 • •
-.28313 -,136_7 -.35280 *****
-. 21093 • • -.30153 < •
-°17633 -.13190 -°24104 -,13739
-.13616 ***** -.15932 *****
-.06321 -.02161 -.07057 -.02226
.09166 .073_1 ,04602 *****
< • NO PRESSURE P_RT AT THIS LICATION














ANGLE OF ATTACK" 7,45 DEGREES MACH NU'4BER- 0.84 CQNFIGURATInN ; SMALL TAILS[V?) ON



























< • < •
• • < •
< • • •
• • < •
< • < •
• • < •
< • < •
• • < •
• • < •
< • • •
• • < •




2Y/B 2Y/B 2YIB 2YI8 ?Y/B
-0,05 -0,10 -0,30 -0.60 -0,80
CRU CPL CPU CPE CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
< • < • .32747 ,32747 .05329 ,05329 -.29072 -.29072 -.28393 -,28393
• • • • ,14558 .34592 -,18774 .20591 • • • • • • • •
• • • • .05171 .29191 -,44014 .18035 • • < • • • • •
• • < • -.05014 .24931 -,57402 ,11118 -1.55165 ,15883 -,83453 ,14387
• • < • -,13473 .20287 -,58625 ,07665 • • • • • • < •
• • < • -,15319 ,15838 -,58764 .06262 -1,54493 ,10366 -,72593 ,08971
< • • • -.19984 .13076 -,58472 .03889 • • • • • • < •
< • • • -,Z4383 ,10875 -,60646 ,02425 -1.54362 .05670 -,67707 ,05683
< • • • -,25455 °10681 -.62835 ,01821 • • < • < • < •
• • • • -,28932 ,08542 -.65964 ,00313 -1.52842 ,05243 -,65505 ,01355
< • • • -,35610 *06104 -,67857 -,01014 • • • • • • < •
< • • • -.44056 *02557 -,73502 -*0086? -1,11901 *01940 -.59262 -,01397
• • < • -.46665 .00817 -,74359 -,03865 < • • • < • • •
• • < • -,56550 -.01216 -,76668 -,04820 -,69778 -,03719 -,52911 -,07609
< • < • -.64179 < • -,79119 < • < • • • • • • •
• • • • -,63802 < • -,76335 • • -,30430 • • -,45941 • •
• • • • -,64749 -,11500 -.68214 -°13353 -,28931 -,12027 -,38751 _*_
• • • • -.4507Z • • -.Z8223 • • -.21602 < • -.33885 • •
-,08620 • • -*19350 -.13545 -.L9058 -,12452 -,17111 -,1Z6L5 -,28508 -,13812
• • • • -*08782 • • -.15112 • • -,13761 *SLit -,21447 tStt_
-,00038 -.04405 .O13?Z -°02512 -.0Z192 -.OZZ55 -.05358 -,02808 -.15132 -,06396
.10496 .03784 .14765 ,08471 °11534 °08763 .07917 .05950 -.08945 $*#$_
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATIgN
_**t BAD RRESSURE MEASUREMENT
P R E S S U R E M E A S U R E I'I E N T S
ANGLE OF ATTACK- 8,64 DEGREES MACH NUNBER- 0.84 CONFIGURATION I SMALL TAILS(V?) ON



























• • < •
< •< •
< • • •
-, 08_. 37 • •
•00160 -,01329
•06643 ,06204
2Y/B ?YI8 2YIB ?YIB ?YI8
-0.05 -0,10 -0.30 -0,60 -0,80
CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
• • • • .31168 ,31168 ,00474 ,00474 -.38147 -.38147 -,33994 -,33994
• • • • .11567 ,36810 -,Z4101 ,ZZ191 • • • • < • • •
• • • • ,02026 ,32541 -,51657 .20455 < • • • • • • •
< • • • -,OqllO .28657 -,65053 .16154 -1.55699 ,17422 -,67939 ,15612
• • < • -.17476 ,23906 -,67023 ,12427 • • • • • • • •
• • • • -.19182 .20056 -,67148 .10368 -1,57846 .14982 -,61861 ,11665
• • • • -.23205 ,17288 -,65968 ,08593 • • • • • • • •
• • • • -,27738 ,15201 -,66167 ,07012 -1,44407 ,11614 -.61476 ,08425
• • • • -,28975 .13538 -,67686 ,06379 • • • • • • • •
• • • • -.32400 .11817 -,69647 ,04937 -1.42901 ,08543 -,60117 ,04908
• • • • -.38376 .09300 -.73071 ,03186 < • • • • • < •
• • • • -,47836 .06243 -,78316 .02303 -1,29489 ,04Z43 -,57429 ,01046
• • • • -.49456 ,04157 -,79047 -,00306 • • • • • • < •
• • • • -,58228 ,07301 -.8Z104 -.01491 -1,09650 -,01638 -.52731 -.06250
• • • • -,67533 • • -,85338 • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • -,66316 • • -,83119 • • -.86198 • • -.47093 • •
• • • • -,70636 -,09115 -°82366 -,09850 -,52482 -,09562 -°41225 _
• • • • -,54226 • • -,30037 • • -.30405 • • -.35802 • •
-*0836q • > -,20668 -,I1586 -,Z0492 -,11Z47 -,19147 -,1?083 -,31299 -.15699
• • • • -.09Z18 • • -,14889 • • -,12426 _**_* -,27690 $_**
-,00?39 -,04799 ,01814 -.01236 -,03555 -,02863 -.08208 -,05568 -.24331 -,11975
,10154 .03270 ,14827 .07996 ,09632 .07972 ,00753 °02957 -.199Z4 *_*_*
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION






















0.000 < • < •
.005 < • < •
• 015 < • • •
• 025 < • • •
•040 • •
•050 • • < •
• 065 • • < •
• 075 < • < •
• 090 • • < •
,I00 < • < •
• 125 • > < •
• 150 < • • •
• 200 < • < •
• 2riO • • < •
• 300 • • • •
• 350 • • < •
• 450 • • < •
• 550 < • < •
• 650 • • < •





CDU CPL CDU C"L CPU CPL
• • • • ,30272 .30272 -.03547 -,03547
• • • • ,08100 ,38199 -.29705 ,22438
< • • • -,01644 .36120 -.59603 .23468
< • • • -.12712 .32829 -.79012 .19359
< • < • -,21669 ,27037 -,75338 ,16665
< • < • -.23183 .23586 -.75258 .15523
< • • • -.27119 .21092 -.74411 .13226
< • < • -.31108 .18840 -.72267 .11137
< • < • -.31859 .17672 -.73382 .09583
< • • • -,35157 ,16258 -,74594 ,09167
< • • • -.41683 ,12603 -,77561 .06565
• • • • -.51093 o09689 -.81792 *04077
< • < • -,stq12 .07420 -.83507 .02812
• • < • -*60626 ,05328 -.87105 .01748
• • • > -,69533 • • -.89712 < •
• • • • -.68983 < • -.87278 < •
• • • • -,71qq2 -.05772 -,81364 -,06853
< • • • -.61721 < • -.34330 < •
-,095fi5 • • -*23393 -.i0191 -.23580 -.09628
• • • • -.10175 < • -.lfiqq2 < •
-.00571 -,04744 .01805 -.02118 -,05758 -,0290Z
• 0q532 .02086 ,14285 ,07525 ,07_33 ,05831
ZYIB 2YIB
-0.60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
-.47547 -147567 -,38846 -.38866
< • • • < • < •
< • < • < • < •
-1.17855 .19550 -.61116 .15156
< • • • < • < •
-1,16103 ,17234 -,58479 .13471
< • • • < • < •
-1.14015 ,16981 -.568Z6 .1087_
< • < • < • < •
-1.10167 .12198 -.5589fi .076§3
< • < • < • < •
-I.06582 °08098 -.53135 .038T0
< • • • < • • •
-.98905 .01786 -.50653 -, 03677
• • • • • • < •
-.91677 < • -.46627 < >
-.82687 -.07738 -.62258 _'_
-.68102 < • -.39121 < •
-.50714 -.11461 -.37522 -.18255
-, 38420 ***** -.35615 *****
-.Z7676 -.07375 -.32664 -.17534
-.16965 -.02fi73 -.31693 *****
< • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION
***** BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
P R E _ S U R E w E A S U R E M E N T S
ANGLE OF ATTACK. 10.87 DEGREES MACH NUMBER- 0.84 CONFIGURATION = SNALL TAILS(V2) ON



























• • < •
< • < •
• • < •
• • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • • •
• • < •
< • • •
< • < •
< • • •
< • < •
• • < •
-. 16498 • •
-,05441 -*O107b
•03695 ,03570
ZYIB 2YIB 2YIB 2YI8 2T/8
-0.05 -0.10 -0.30 -0,60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPt CPU CPL CPU CPL
< • < • .28910 .Z8qlO -.07915 -,07915 -.50039 -.50039 -.64690 -.46_90
< • < • .05065 ,396_2 -.34911 .22333 < • • • • • • •
< • • • -,05314 ,38453 -*68134 .24839 < • • • • • < •
< • < • -*17358 .36442 -.90808 ,22770 -,g2116 ,21323 -.63906 .1430Z
• • • • -.24qq5 .31153 -,83707 .20595 < • • • • • • •
• • • • -.26867 .27261 -.82256 .17977 -.88923 .20387 -.62739 .lZ650
• • < • -,30640 ,24192 -.80865 ,16883 • • • • • • < •
• • < • -.3396Z .21873 -,80788 .14134 -,8691Z .18718 -.61295 .09999
• • < • -.35021 .20937 -.80462 ,13616 • • • • • • • •
< • • • -.37776 .19206 -.80688 .12689 -,87507 .14778 -.61110 .06226
< • < • -,64363 ,16498 -°83332 .10442 • • < • • • < •
• • < • -.53717 .128q2 -.85606 .06881 -,83927 .11698 -,59397 .03367
• • • • -,56303 .11130 -.56735 .06097 < • • • < • < •
• • < • -.61999 .08202 -,87940 °04291 -.79619 ,06534 -.57381 -,06475
• • • • -.70666 • • -,89323 < • < • < • • • • •
• • < • -.71699 < • -,86983 • • -.73233 < • -,52379 • •
• • • • -.74361 -,03582 -.75960 -.05655 -.71097 -.06655 -.69653 *****
• • • • -,48350 < • -.50269 < • -.66126 • • -.64832 • •
-°1689g < • -.27671 -.0q089 -.32018 -.09461 -,60662 -,12568 -.64559 -.20622
• • < • -,16717 • • -.22317 • • -.53183 ***** -.61341 *****
-.06112 -.04909 -.01856 -.02666 -.L1564 -,04693 -.45432 -.11615 -.40152 -.21816
•06765 ,01531 ,I0677 ,06622 .02366 ,06096 -,36430 -,15472 -.38529 *****
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION
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C: - 2-- 101
Appendix G
Pressure Data for Wing With Large Vertical Tail at M = 0.75
The Cp data for the wing with large vertical tail (fig. 2(c)) at M = 0.75 are presented in
this appendix in tables and graphs on facing pages. Angles of attack range from -2.33 ° to













ANGLE OF ATTACK- -2.33 DEGREES MACHNUM@ER-O.T5
SPANWISE LOCATIO_



























• • < •
< • • •
< • < •
< • < •
• • < •
< • • •
< • • •
< • < •
< • • •
• • • >
< • • •
< • • •
< • • •





CPU CPL CRU CPL
• • • • ,27072 .27072
• • • • .2gi05 .04102
• • • • .25558 -.132q6
• • < • .19615 -.Iq286
• • • • .14033 -.21763
• • • • .i0864 -.23334
• • • • .07598 -.23920
• • < • .oig46 -.24555
• • • • .00670 -,22955
< • < • -,03145 -,23327
• • • • -,08600 -,24576
• • • • -.16182 -,26462
• • • • -.21258 -.25062
• • • • -.28626 -.25295
• • • • -.31117 • •
• • • • -.31156 • •
• • < • -.30272 -,30152
• • < • -.21372 • •
-.05681 < • -.11326 -.24723
• • • • -.04617 • •
,01348 -.09066 .03071 -.06268
• 09781 .00926 .1406_ .05191
2Y/B 2YIB ZYIB
-0.30 -0.60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
• 05646 ,05646 .1331T °13317 -,16637 -.16637
°10800 -.24801 • • • • • •
.06407 -.45182 < • • • • • • •
-.00777 -.48443 .02402 -.82590 .22327 -1.27936
-.05754 -.48760 • • • • • •
-,Oq76q -.44308 -.01642 -.67663 .19%83 -1.21830
-.11966 -,42g18 • • • • • •
-.15383 -.40214 -.02970 -.60717 .15926 -1.15053
-.16973 -.39175 • • • • • •
-.i876q -.3794T -.04205 -.50751 ,1391g -1.11576
-.22162 -.35395 • • < • • •
-.25961 -.30644 -.058T1 -.42931 .lOg50 -1,02541
-.28081 -.32446 • • • • • •
-,28156 -.30636 -.05571 -.38637 ,07266 -.81409
-°30322 • • • • • • • •
-.28138 • • -.0644q • • .03363 < •
-.Z4090 -,32802 -.08260 -.34454 .00696 *****
-.18260 • • -.09502 • • -.02087
-.15754 -.23321 -.09832 -.23671 -.04153 -.Z1365
-,11323 • • -.07115 ***** -.04761
.03121 -,04573 -.00466 -.03714 -.04637 -.04612
•16398 .Ii051 .08933 .09299 -.00232 *****
• • ND PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION
e**** BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
P R E S S U R E M E a S U R E M E N T S
























2YIB 2YIB 2YIB 2Y/B
-0.00 -0.05 -0.10 -0.30
CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
• • • • • • • • .28484 ,28484 °08786 .08786
• • < • • • • • .2R085 .08826 .0946g -.14962
• • < • • • • • .24056 -.05820 .02607 -.33097
• • • • • • • • .16555 -,13211 -.06084 -.37942
• • • • • • • • .I0868 -.16544 -.11033 -.38787
• • • • • • • • .07257 -.1874q -.14457 -.35583
• • • • < • < • ,03954 -.19803 -.17813 -.35522
• • • • • • • • -.00354 -.lq737 -.20841 -,33202
• • • • • • • • -.0248q -.19438 -.21748 -.32460
• > • • • • • • -.06047 -.19110 -.23288 -.3199B
• • • • • • -.11756 -.21103 -,27390 -.306q9
< • • • • • • • -.19q26 -.22536 -.30302 -.26673
• • • • • • • • -.24643 -,22129 -.33077 -.28q32
• • < • • • • • -.32143 -,22747 -.32682 -.27475
• • < • < • < • -.34165 < • -.33301 • •
• • • • • • < • -,34_7q < • -°31446 • •
• • • • • • • • -.32987 -.27909 -.26313 -.29850
< • • • -,23402 • • -.20719 < •
< > • • -.06997 • • -.12815 -.2349q -.18810 -.22200
-,06727 • • • • • • -.06188 • • -.1308q • •
• 00376 -.06220 ,00282 -.08404 .02244 -.05655 .02127 -.03819
• 06764 .03656 .09586 ,00789 .13536 ,06666 ,16420 ,I0400
2YIB 2YI8
-0.60 -O.BO
CPU CPL CPU CPL
.19107 .19107 -.01747 -.01747
• • • • • •
• • • • • •
-.07153 -.60070 .18152 -1.34264
<> <> <>
-.11693 -.50651 ,13260 -1,14086
<> <> <>
-.10721 -.48318 .10417 -.80412
<> <> <>
-.i1322 -.41707 .07515 -,73500
<> <> <>
-.11596 -.34676 .05122 -,59444i
<> <> <>
-.09621 -.34062 .02240 -.47965
-.10063 • • -.01046 < •
-.i0610 -.30929 -.0370g *****
-,11520 • • -.05464
-.11q77 -.21364 -.07339 -.21451
-.08384 **#** -.06798 *****
-.01069 -,02733 -.0522q -°05133
.08812 ,0q241 -.00635 ****_
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION




















ANGLE OP ATTACK, .04 DEGREES MACH NUMBER- 0,79 CONFIGURATION ; LARGE TAILS(VI} ON
























2YIB 2YIB 2YIB 2YI8 ZYIB ZY/B
-O. O0 -0.09 -0.10 -0.30 -0.60 -0,80
CPtJ CPL CPtJ CPL CPU CPL CPU CRL CPU CPL CPU CPL
< • < • < • < • .2929Q .292qg .I1935 .I1535 .20931 .20931 .09934 ,0993_
< • < • < • < • .29880 .12936 .06972 -.0b122 < • < • • • < •
< • < • • • < • ,21985 .0067g -,3292q -.22387 < • • • < • < •
< • < • < • < • ,13916 -,08112 -.11315 -.28821 -,21069 -.3g067 .10735 -1,04971
< • < • < • < • .06933 -.1130b -.16968 -.30b17 • • • • < • • •
• • • • • • < • ,03q63 -.12q07 -,19663 -.28696 -,21599 -.36356 .05006 -,B8983
< • • • < • • • .00619 -.19141 -.22607 -.29006 • • • • < • < •
< • • • < • • • -.O6865 -,15136 -.26038 -.27620 -,18999 -.37660 ,02960 -.63719
• • • • < • • • -.06303 -.19680 -.27613 -.27139 • • < • • • < •
< • < • • • • • -,09958 -.15057 -,28313 -,29858 -.19296 -,31995 ,00884 -,STb76
• • • • < • • • -.19822 -.17512 -.31966 -.2b076 • • • • < • < •
< • • • < • • • -.23181 -.19276 -.35b03 -.22953 -.18026 -.28016 -.030%8 -.69418
• • • • < • -.28831 -.19269 -.37081 -,26656 • • • • • • < •< •
< • < > < • < • -.39381 -.19653 -.36578 -,23983 -.143b0 -.2808q -,03518 -,4Obg9
• • • • • • -.3723_ • • -.38086 < • • • < • • • < •
• • < • • • • • -,37229 • • -.05275 < • -,1299b • • -,06108 < •
• • • • • • • • -.3966q -.25580 -.29306 -.26992 -.13680 -,27157 -.O7813 Ot/_$
• • • • • • < • -.25337 • • -.23306 < • -.1389g < • -.09183 < •
< • < • -,O8380 • • -.16650 -.220_7 -,21082 -,20936 -,1327g -,20271 -.09708 -,20577
-.O8270 • • < • • • -.07523 < • -.15523 • • -.10025 #e+$,t, -.08632 i,t_t_
-.00597 -.05035 -. 00303 -,0790g .01317 -.05165 ,01837 -.03776 -.01212 -,02611 -.09058 -,OZl70
,06013 .03608 ,08625 ,01166 .13666 .06271 .16503 ,i043b ,09311 ,08q66 ,00845 _O_t_
< • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION
_it_ BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
P P E S S U R E q E A S U R E M E N T S
ANGLE QF ATTACK- 1.22 DEGREES MACH NUMBER- 0.75 CONFIGURATION : LARGE TAILS(VI) ON



























< • • •
< • < •
< • • •
< • • •
< • • •
< • • >
• • < •
• • < •
< • < •
• • < •
< • < >
< • < •
< • < •
< •
< •
< • < •
• • < •
< • < •
• • < •
-. 08917 • •
-.01363 -,05066
.05QSg .03785
2YIB 2YIB 2YIB 2YIB 2YIB
-0.05 -0.10 -0.30 -0.60 -0.88
CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
• • < • .30148 .30168 .12126 .12126 .18513 .18513 .18222 .18222
• • • • ,24386 .17386 .03634 ,01628 • • • • • • • •
• • < • .iglll .05111 -.07b02 -.12511 • • • • < • < •
< • • • .0983b -.03626 -.177bg -.19662 -.35900 -.23612 .00693 -.67412
< • < • ,0366_ -.09627 -,22201 -.23019 • • • • < • < •
< • < • .00517 -,OBgfi4 -.25868 -.21202 -,39803 -.23132 -.05b2g -,57367
• • < • -.03214 -.10330 -.28017 -.22177 • • < • < • < •
< • • • -.08447 -.10629 -.30994 -.21327 -.28615 -.27372 -.0734g -,51216
< • < • -.10299 -.11356 -,33183 -.2115b • • • • • • < •
< • < • -.1304q -.11307 -.33563 -.21173 -.2729g -.23388 -.07125 -.65013
< • < • -,19479 -,13761 -.37626 -.21625 < • • • • • • •
< • • • -.26682 -,19q72 -.60725 -.18566 -,24658 -,21883 -.11147 -,37929
< • • • -.31414 -.15gg7 -.61796 -.21263 • • < • • • • •
• • < • -.38306 -.16916 -.41036 -°20380 -°18856 -.23042 -.10309 -°33320
< • < • -.41101 • • -.61897 < • < • • • • • • •
• • < • -.39739 • • -.3892g < • -.17bO5 < • -,11563 < •
< • < • -.37573 -.22693 -,32218 -,23767 -.16721 -.24130 -,12748
• • < • -.27297 • • -,25861 • • -,15821 • • -,13713 • •
-.09686 < • -.16083 -.19696 -.2366g -,lg296 -.1532g -,18268 -.12418 -.19135
• • < • -.OqBSq _ • • -.16639 _> -.10623 _i_ -,10520
-.01316 -.07290 .0C135 -.06551 .01366 -,_513 -.02266 -.02318 -.06260 -.01564
• 08957 .01113 .13650 .06663 .15728 ,_330 .09232 ,08633 .01686
• • ND PRESSURE POQT AT THIS LQCATIQN


















ANGLE OF ATTACK- 2,33 DEGREES MACH NUWBER- 0.75
S P A N W I S E L 0 C A T I 0 N



























< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
• • < •
< • • •
< • • •
• • < •
< • < •
< • • •
< • • •






• • < •
• • < •
< • < •
< • • •






CPU CPL CPU CPL
.30690 ,30boo ,1307g ,1307g
•23120 ,20344 ,00131 °07896
.15949 ,10324 -,14642 -,04677
,06828 °02226 -,Z41fl3 -,1Z770
,00195 -,01583 -°28906 -,15778
-,07824 -.04037 -,31673 -,15684
-.06875 -.05803 -.34482 -°16195
-,i1711 -,07086 -,36701 -,16540
-.13244 -.07457 -.38073 -.16762
-,iTOq3 -.07865 -,39492 -.16545
-.22581 -,09855 -.428fi2 -,16732
-.29937 -,12336 -.45557 -,15255
-,35283 -.1298q -,46332 -.17545
-.42022 -,14362 -.45216 -,170Oh
-.43955 • • -,45581 • •
-.42938 • • -,41997 < •
-,40008 -,20549 -.35420 -.21641
-,28603 • • -.27779 • •
-,17282 -,18440 -,25781 -,17558
-,10139 • • -,18601 < •
-.00224 -.04405 .00538 -.034Z2
• 12875 ,06622 ,1539b ,10032
2YI8 2YI8
-0,60 -0,80
CRU CPL CPU CPL
• 1345g .13459 .22971 ,2ZgT1
• • • • • • < •
• • • • • • • •
-,53428 -°10144 -,15049 -,40682
• • < • < • • •
-,48388 -.13713 -,19174 -. 37776
• • • • • • < •
-, 38790 -.18715 -,18789 -,33949
< • • • • • • •
-,35915 -,1744b -,17837 -,32357
• • • • • • • •
-.31612 -,16134 -°18972 -,27788
-.23651 -,18741 -,16008 -.26786
< • • • • • < •
-°19882 • • -,174Z1 < •
-, 19150 -,21164 -°17499 e,l,_,ee
-,18125 < • -°17103 • •
-,17040 -°16712 -, 19801 -° 1733b
-.118fl8 ,i,,_e_, e -,12675 e_,_,_,4,
-.03088 -.02430 -,06982 -,01110
.09189 .OB310 ,02041 ','* * ','_'
• • NO PPESSURE PORT AT THIS L_CATION
•_*_# BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
P R E S S U R E N E A S U R E M E N T S
ANGLE OF ATTACK" 3.48 DEGREES MACH NUMBER" 0,75 CONFIGURATION : LARGE TAILS(V1) QN
























2Y/B ZYIB 2YIB .2YIB 2YIB 2YI8
-0. O0 -0.0'5 -0.10 -0,30 -0,60 -O • 60
CPU CPL CPll CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
• • < • • • • • .30893 .30893 o11990 ,11990 ,C4182 .04182 ,19232 ,19232 i
< • • • • • < • .20946 .24058 -°04275 ,12b07 < • < • • • • •
• • • • < • • • ,12253 ,14406 -.20921 ,OZ67fi < • • • • • • •
• • • • .03228 ,06793 -,31635 -,05828 -.74803 -,OOZbl -.37625 -,17366
• • • • < • • • -*03575 ,03204 -,357q0 -,Ogb52 < • < • < • • •
• • < • < • -,07479 ,0028Z -,37624 -°10284 -.64954 -.0480_ -o380q8 -,21284
• • • • • • < • -.I0636 -.01532 -,40168 -,1L315 < • • • • > • •
• • • • • • • • -.15464 -,03439 -,42523 -.10937 -.50568 -,10864 -.34896 -,19515
• • • • • • • • -.17097 -.03242 -,44195 -,11394 • • < • • • • •
• • • • < • • • -,202q7 -,04527 -,46075 -,12230 -°45389 -,09409 -,29399 -,21165
< • • • • • < • -,26468 -,06979 -,47946 -,13083 < • • • • • • • J
• • • • • • • • -,336gZ -,09142 -,50664 -,11707 -,39251 -,10341 -,29517 -,19645 !,
• • < • • • • • -,38207 -.09740 -.52120 -,14192 • • • • • • • •
• • • • < • • • -.45241 -.10970 -.5000fl -.13701 -,ZBblq -.1427_, -,23618 -.2090Z
• • < • • • • • -.47750 • • -.4968b • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • < • • • -,45671 • • -.4fi480 • • -.24723 < • -,23521 • •
• • • • < • • • -,4208R -,18530 -,37bb? -,19361 -.21927 -.18543 -,22737 #_ew_
• • < • • • • • -,3070b • • -,2986q < • -.19953 < • -,Z133q < •
<'> • • -,llSbZ < • -,187_'8 -,16881 -.27880 -,15TbO -,18501 -,15042 -°19187 -°15377
-.11371 • • • • • • -,11543 • • -,lq35g < • -.13101 ,(,eew, t, -,14593 ,I,,I, eq,_
-.03175 -.03515 -.0Z871 -,05722 -.01058 -,0384q -.00072 -,02998 -,03006 -.02113 -.08651 -.00692
•05516 ,03990 .08Z18 ,01490 ,12743 ,06o64 ,14447 .09297 .09247 ,07577 ,01435 eeeee
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION


















ANGLE OF ATTACK, _.6_ DEGREES MACH NU4BER= 0,75
S P A N W I S E LOCATION


























CPU CPL CPU COL
< > • • < • • •
( • • • • • • •
• > • • • • • •
< • • • • • • •
• • • • • • < •
• • • • < • • •
• > • •
• > • • • • • •
• > • • • • • •
• • • • -.12163 • •
-,12525 • • • • • •
-.03379 -,02502 -.0q016 -,05380
,04735 .0q538 ,08051 ,01430
2Y/B 2YIB
-0.i0 -0.30
CPU CPL CPU CPL
,30428 ,30428 .I0110 .I0110
,17836 .27025 -.09008 ,16251
.10371 .18951 -,28619 ,08495
-,00867 .i1811 -.%023q ,00613
-,07508 .08225 -,43098 -,03030
-,i0537 .04474 -.44902 -.05081
-,1_226 ,02777 -.%7187 -.05732
-.lqSOl .01162 -._9714 -.06745
-.20833 -,00003 -.50858 -,0?245
-.2_q04 -,01074 -.51056 -.07098
-,29833 -.03013 -,55006 -.08468
-.37532 -.Ob31q -.563q2 -,082_i
-._1423 -,06g06 -,56478 -.10855
-.4875b -,08701 -,54713 -.I0495
-,50280 • • -,54092 • •
-.48813 < • -,48928 • •
-._148 -.15832 -._i180 -,16Z19
-,32296 < • -.31024 < •
-.20186 -,15385 -.Z9852 -,i_707
-.12817 • • -.20bO? • •
-,01721 -.02775 -.00674 -.02956
,12400 ,06545 ,1414q ,09249
2YIB 2YIB
-0.60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
-.08303 -.08303 .08025 ,080;'5
• • < • • • • •
-i.03945 .0875q -.63163 -.0069_
• • • • • • • •
-.83144 .02193 -.6ZSBB -. 07274
• • • • • • • •
-.62095 -.03277 -.5ZZ39 -.08905
• • • • • • • •
-.55955 -.03934 -.45819 -.1135T
• • • • < • • •
-._6434 -.05798 -.39555 -. 13Z92
-.33734 -.10089 -,31757 -.15947
-.Z778b • • -.30393 • •
-.Z4311 -. 1512Z -.Z8307 ,i,* ,[,_ $
-.Z13_,1 • • -.25860 • •
-,20643 -.13683 -.2ZSOZ -.1_,530
-.14051 '_ *'$_'(' -,17459 t$$$_
-.03933 -.OZOZ4 -,09821 -.OL40Z
• 08706 .07065 .01489 _,,I,$$$
• • NO PRESSURE aORT AT THIS LOCATION
***** BAD PRESSURE _EASUREMENT
p R E S S U R E M E A S U R E M E N T S
ANGLE OF ATTACW- 5._ DEGREES MACH NU4BER= 0.75
S P A N W I S E L 0 C A T I 0 _l



























• > • •
• > • •
• • < •






• • < •
< •
• • < •






CPU CPL CPU CPL
.30150 ,30150 .06929 .Obq29
,1414q ,302Zq -.15151 ,18924
• 06922 ,22q24 -.380_7 .13044
-.0_894 .16514 -,49430 ,06650
-.llq17 .1220b -,51469 .02443
-.14595 ,09714 -,51776 .00482
-.18613 .063Q1 -.54216 -.00643
-,22q33 ,04Rsq -,5b027 -.01554
-.25056 ,03946 -.58628 -.02249
-.27_13 .03155 -,5753b -.03718
-,33712 ,00052 -.60896 -.04815
-.41680 -,02276 -,b2285 -,05017
-,4_%89 -.03254 -,61829 -,06260
-,5_035 -.Ofl190 -.59427 -.07739
-,54010 • • -.57563 • •
-,51708 • • -,52867 • •
-.46448 -,13003 -.42857 -,13745
-,33835 • • -.33475 • •
-.21283 -,13343 -.31464 -,12636
-,13823 • • -,21437 • •
-,0223q -.02276 -,01233 -.02186
•12068 .06qb8 ,12886 ,08459
2YIR 2Y/B
-O,bO -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
-.23803 -,23803 -,11206 -,11266
• • • • • • • •
• • < • • • • •
-1. _,15_,0 • 1_,017 -1,00_.35 ,094fl5
• • • • • • • •
-i.03585 ,08497 -,87926 .03840
< > < • • • • >
-, 72699 ,032fl2 -,77467 -,00703
• • < • • • • •
-,65qbb .01776 -,579b0 -.03371
• • • • • • • •
-,55231 -.00930 -.51703 -.05865
• • • • • • • •
-,390_.0 -,057'4.6 -,40677 -.10835
-.31785 • • -.37179 • •
-, 270_6 -,1Zb77 -.33827 *****
-.24167 • • -,29488 • •
-.22067 -.118q3 -.25474 -.12867
-,15378 *_*** -.1033fl #****
-,05238 -.02040 -.I0518 -,01771
• 07875 .06227 .01285 *****
• • NQ PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION
$$$** BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT












































2YIB 2YIB 2Y/B 2YIB
-0.00 -0.05 -0.10 -0.30
CPU CPL CPU CPL CRU CPL CPU CPL
< • • > < • < • .29769 .29_69 .02971 ,02971
• • < • < • < • .i1345 .31780 -.22526 .20804
< • < • < • < • .01788 ,2725Z -.47367 .17302
< • < • • • < • -.09490 .20323 -,58958 .ii163
< • • • < • < • -,16122 ,17201 -.61Z06 .07751
< • • • • • < • -.19301 .13460 -.60005 .05157
• • < • < • < • -.2265q .I0036 -,4Z1TB ,04028
< • < • < • < • -.27435 .0q214 -.62543 .02392
< • < • < • < • -.2q272 .07828 -.b5078 .00960
• • • • • • < • -.31680 .ObBB5 -.64951 .00914
• • • • • • < • -.38263 ,03816 -,b815b -.00757
• • • • • • < • -.45793 .01524 -.68347 -.01156
• • • • < • < • -._,8815 -,00117 -,68731 -.03241
• • < • • • • • -.55805 -.0Z320 -.b/',074 -.04952
• • • • -.57993 • • -.52523 • •
• • • • • • • • -.54267 • • -.56872 < •
• • • • < • • • -,4gZOb -,10438 -.452bl -.llOZ2
• • • • • • • • -.35585 < • -.35%97 • •
• • • • -,13973 • • -.22145 -.11453 -,32362 -,11175
-.1354% • • < • • • -.15075 • • -.2Z045 • •
-.04076 -.00940 -.04541 -.03383 -.02g40 -.01613 -,0267Z -,OZ030
.04423 .04854 .07258 ,01768 .11646 .07318 .ll13b .07803
2Y/B 2Y/8
-0.60 -0.80
CPU CRL CPU CPL
-.34551 -,34551 -.3238q -.32389
• > <> <> <>
• > <> <> <>
-1.51561 .17930 -1.31311 ,14593
<> <> <> <>
-1,39408 .13394 -1.17680 .09377
• > <> <> <>
-I.15Z7q ,OBZ83 -.gZq05 .04990
• > <> <> <>
-.95795 .Ob55q -.53223 .02287
<> <> <> <>
-.75094 .03370 -.60980 -.01650
• > <> <> <>
-.43750 -.02862 -.47889 -.06q05
• > <> <> •>
-.34421 • • -.42628 • •
-.291g0 -.0q380 -.38106 t***_
-.Z5407 • • -.BlgO8 < •
-.22987 -.10464 -.Z6634 -.11284
-,16971 *_**_ -.1q159 *0.*_
-.06ZlZ -.01568 -.Oq153 -.03315
.05630 .060ZO .01230 eee*o
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION
ee**_ BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
P R E _ S U R E q E A S U R E M E N T S
























S P A N W I S E LOCATION
ZY/B 2YIB 2YIB ZY/8
-0.00 -0.05 -0.10 -0.30
CPU CPL CPU CRL CPU CPL CoU CRL
• • • • • • • • .Z7%Z6 ._742b -.02297 -.OBZ97
• • • • < • • • .08235 .33039 -.29546 .21123
< • • • • • • • -,02263 .30734 -,59310 .BOb%3
• • • • • • • • -.13464 .24818 -.69_Z9 ,15450
< • • • • • • • -,21021 ,21531 -°71355 o12479
• • • • • • • • -,23355 .17538 -.68881 .10072
• > < • • • • • -.26951 ,14893 -.69678 .07771
< • < • • • • • -.31632 .12519 -.71180 .0589g
• • • • • • • • -.32343 .I184% -.72390 .057q5
< • • • • • • • -.35002 .10529 -.72709 .05242
• • < • < • < • -.4168q .0817Z -.74719 *03373
• • < • • • ¢ • -.49579 .04587 -.76528 .0Z077
• • • • • • • • -.52551 ,03373 -,755_1 .00155
• • • • • • • • -.60044 .01292 -.70242 -.009%8
< • • • < • < • -.6217_ < • -.67q31 < •
< • • • • • • • -.58148 • • -.59676 < •
• • • • • • • • -.50065 -.07830 -.48784 -.08506
<> < • • • • • -,37533 • • -.36627 < •
• • • • -,14907 • • -.2334g -.0q353 -.331q0 -.0q059
-.14350 • • < > • • -,15396 • • -.22071 • •
-.05795 .03183 -.05117 -.0304q -.03801 -,01450 -,042Zi -.01b45
• 03711 ,0545_ ,05284 .02047 .11326 .07194 .088%0 ,07397
2YIB 2YIB
-O.bO -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
-.45518 -.46618 -.37873 -,37873
• • < • < • • •
-1.39538 .10853 -.84041 .15187
• • • • < • • •
-1,30127 .1769% -.73%82 .llgOZ
-1,24278 .1286g -,58787 • 08t',33
• • • • < • • •
-1.21552 .10959 -.65148 .05091
• • • • • • • •
-1.13716 .07695 -.57988 .01878
• • • • • • • •
-.86258 .0119% -.50961 -.04487
< > < • • • < >
-.5Z442 • • -.44660 • •
-.28176 -.072Zb -.39549 ,l, *,1,**
-.20765 • • -,34287 • •
-.20278 -.Og736 -.28650 -.12455
-.15927 *_** -.22736 **e,l,_
-.07265 -.02596 -.16865 -.06828
•04194 .06532 -,10901 .,t,,/,# t
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION














ANGLE OF ATTACK- Q.37 DEGREES MACHNUMBER-O.75
SPANWISE LOCATIOM


























CPU CPL CP'J CPL
• < • < • < •
• < • < • < •
• < • < • < •
• • • < • < •
• < • < • < •
• < • < • < •
• < • < • < •
• < • < • < •
• • • • • < •
• < • • • < •
• < • • • < >
• < • < •
• • • • • < •
• < • < •
• < • • • • •
• • • < • < •
• < • < • < •
• • > • • < •
• < • -.155g3 < •
-.15230 < • < • • •
-.05739 .O04bO -.06212 -.02667
•02853 .05599 .06031 .02678
2Y/B 2Y/B
-0.10 -0.30
CPU CPI CPU CPL
•26125 .26125 -.08099 -.08094
•04284 ,35415 -.36507 ,20223
-.06925 .32702 -.70202 ,22308
-.17458 .279_6 -.81053 .18703
-.25112 ,25154 -,80639 .16324
-.2765_ .21646 -.78774 .13581
-.31176 .18418 -.77760 .11971
-.35601 ,16757 -.79156 .lOgg3
-.36469 .15868 -.79842 .09450
-.3978_ .14484 -,80779 ,08148
-.45147 .11844 -.78761 .06539
-.52589 ,08153 -,82914 .04161
-,55845 .06073 -.79186 .08373
-.62933 °0438% -,74547 ,01892
-.646_8 < • -.73484 < •
-.62052 < • -.62858 < •
-.54004 -.05430 -.51118 -,06204
-,38423 • • -.38042 < •
-.24807 -.07670 -.33763 -.07734
-.16507 • • -.23518 < •
-.04887 -.00103 -.04979 -.01422
• 11527 .07051 ,08230 ,07586
2YIB 2YI8
-0.60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
-.flq3g3 -.593O3 -.44338 -.44338
< • • • • • < •
< • < • < • < •
-1.41039 .20715 -.6g7_,5 .17_,39
• • < • < • < •
--1. 35781 .2045 _, -°66735 ,15846
• • • • < • • •
-1.32886 .16221 -°65177 ,12352
< • • • • • • •
-1.32257 ,14499 -.63113 .09180
• • • • < • < •
-1.25_07 .11107 -.60193 .05728
• • • • • • • •
-1.20136 .04341 -.56262 -.01868
-.83063 • • -.49319 • •
-.33511 -.05356 -.45676 S,I, _,,I,_
-, 13211 < • -. I',1082 • •
-.15158 -.08971 -°36565 -°13898
-.13937 ***** -.32531 *****
-.09138 -,03333 -.28400 -,12529
.01264 .05593 -.25975 *****
• • NO ,RESSURE PORT AT THIS LqCATION
*_** BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
P R E S S U R E M E 6 S U R E M E N T S
ANGLE OF ATTACK- 10.52 DEGREES I'ACH _UMqER- 0.75 CONFIGURATION z LARGE TAILS(VI) ON




0.000 • • • •
.005 • • • •
,015 • • • •
,025 • • • •
•040 • • < •
• 050 < • • •
•065 < • • •
,075 < • • •
.090 • • • •
• 100 • • < •
• 126 • • • •
•150 • • • •
,200 • • • •
•250 • • < •
• 300 • • • •
•350 < • • •
•450 • • • •
•550 • • • •
•650 • • < •
,750 -,15781 • •
.850 -.07010 .01265
.950 ,02600 .06072
2YIB 2Y18 2YI8 2Y/B 2YI8
-0,05 -O.lO -0.30 -0,60 -0.80
C_U C#1 CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
< • • • .24343 ,24343 -.14156 -,14156 -.71086 -.71086 -.49511 -,49511
• • • • -.O011q ,3715_ -.44693 .18800 • > < • • • < •
• • • • -,11554 .36125 -°83764 .23283 < • • • • • • •
< • • • -,23186 .31923 -°91228 .21939 -1,39788 .Z1250 -.62280 .17893
< • • • -.31362 .29441 -.91137 ,19818 • • • • • • < •
< • < • -.32540 °25471 -.89531 .18078 -1.34577 *22458 -.58386 ,17586
• • • • -.35636 .22530 -.86686 .16221 • • • • • • < •
• • • • -,39116 .20694 -.85615 .14936 -1.30136 .19875 -.58136 .14609
• • • • -,4098_ ,18647 -.87391 ,13545 • • • • • • < •
• • < • -.43q99 .18135 -.87683 .12486 -1.31011 .17456 -.56374 °12387
• • • • -.4g507 .15285 -.89405 .10293 < • • • • • • •
• • < • -.57121 ,12172 -°91941 .07527 -1.32624 .1_111 -,53838 ,07543
• • • • -.5g53g .i0265 -.86245 .06856 < • < • < • < •
• • • • -.66000 ,077_6 -.83908 .05096 -1.28107 .0lT334 --.51802 .00089
• • • • -.69093 • • -,78519 • • < • • • • • < •
• • • • -.6_583 < • -.66358 • • -1.12143 • • -.48124 • •
• • • • -.56062 -.02492 -,5325q -.02862 -.79416 -.03195 -.44842 *****
• • < • -._0684 • • -.3q989 < • -.47068 < • -.42395 < •
-.16670 • • -.25979 -.05q21 -.34369 -.06485 -.22983 -.07385 -.40057 -.14374
< • • • -.16958 • • -.23828 • • -,16805 ***** -.38409 *****
-.06995 -.01992 -.04468 -.00321 -.07711 -.01308 -.12929 -.05268 -.36583 -.16438
• 05912 .02025 ,11173 .07487 .04912 ,05791 -.05299 .01351 -.34689 **_**
• • NO PRESSURE PgR7 AT THIS L]CATION











ANGLE OF ATTACK* 11.98 DEGREES NACH NUMBER- 0.75
S P A N W I S E LOCATION



























< • < •
< • • •
• • < •
• • • >
< • • >
< • • •
< • • •
< • • •
• > • •
< • • •
< • • •







• • < •
• • < •
• • < •
< • • •
• • < •





CPU CPL CPU CPL
.21141 .21141 -.2367q -.Z3679
-.05412 .37681 -.5442Z .16325
-.17966 .3q059 -._6319 .23275
-.29569 .3628b -1.10811 .25550
-.36568 .33232 -1.03027 .23154
-.37q42 .30073 -.qg490 .Z1532
-.40435 .27718 -.96656 .20680
-.44860 .24825 -.g4272 .18912
-.45712 .23774 -.g5bbb .17030
-.4897Z .22672 -.9652g .16972
-.53789 .18841 -.97766 .14822
-.61843 .16080 -.q8009 .10833
-.631Z1 .14135 -.95085 .106bb
-.71780 .11325 -.gO207 .09701
-.74163 • • -.83750 < •
-.69042 • • -.66990 < •
-.59294 .00892 -.58978 -.00136
-.42412 • • -.42596 • •
-.28qb3 -.03330 -.37191 -.03960
-.18856 • • -.26q62 • •
-.05605 .00824 -.09999 -.00778
.10270 .07112 .03621 .04399
2YIB 2YI8
-0.60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
-. 8201q -.82019 -.5712g -. 57120
• • • • < • • •
• • < • < • • •
-1.25163 .20087 -.595Z0 ,15782
• • • • • • • •
-1.22256 .25334 -.5q608 .18049
• • • • < • • •
-1.19885 .22914 -.57155 .16990
• • • • • • • •
-1.18967 .20690 -.Sbb07 ,13798
• • < • • • • •
-1.14652 .17Zb3 -.53963 • 10028
• • • • < • < •
-1.160;'3 .iOlb8 -.50663 .02081
• • • • • • < •
-1.08608 < • -.A9123 • •
-.97916 -.00311 -.4667T _'_'_
-.7997_ • • -.44577 • •
-. 59029 -.07120 -.43447 -. 14964
-. 64786 q, ,I, ,I, _ ,I, -.4Z127 _
-.30571 -.07017 -.40333 -.19296
-.18614 -.03639 -. 38970 *t,**,_
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION
@@le_ BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
P R E S S U R E '_ E A S U R E H E N T S
ANGLE OF ATTACK= I2.qq DEGREES NACH NUMBER= 0.75 CONFIGURATION I LARGE TAILSIV1} ON



























< • • •
< • • •
< • • •
< • • •
< • • •
< • • •
< • • •
• • < •
< • • •
< • • •
< • • •





CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
• • • • .lqozq .lqOZ9 -.28940 -.28940
• • • • -.09585 .38094 -.59631 .13991
• • • • -.21591 .40192 -1.09298 .231g0
• • < • -.33331 .38q80 -1.28577 .27017
• • • • -.A0723 .36525 -1.16408 .2503Z
< • • • -.42220 .33069 -1.09214 .24641
• • • • -.44856 .30129 -1.06793 .22675
• • • • -.47769 .28116 -1.02866 .2213b
• • < • -.49034 .26396 -1.01055 .20151
• • • • -.509_8 .25429 -1.01077 .19441
• • • • -.57q75 .22311 -1.03635 .27649
• • < • -.64729 .19Z11 -1.03405 .13917
• • • • -.66230 .16519 -1.OOZZ1 .13618
< • • • -.72590 .13964 -._Z693 .11576
• • • • -.7580b • • -.75864 • •
• • • • -.bBq7q • • -.80737 • •
• • < • -.60018 .03270 -.62144 .OZZ3Z
• • • • -.44564 • • -.47937 • •
-.21106 • • -.32077 -.02807 -.40587 -.03374
< • • • -.22031 • • -.33739 • •
-.11291 -.00999 -.09510 ,01132 -.15835 -.01554
• 02711 .01323 .08592 .06218 -.00744 .04449
2YIB 2YIB
-0.60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
-.84311 -.84311 -.63149 -.63149
• • < • • • < •
• • < • < • • •
-1.10215 .20836 -.b5011 ,13648
• • < • • • < •
-1.07395 .26266 -,63153 .17743
• • • • • • • •
-1.03264 .25177 -.61966 .16042
• • • • • • • •
-1.02183 .22809 -.60818 .|3555
• • < • < • < •
-.96375 .19838 -.59647 .09802
• • • • • • < •
-.88066 ,llqll -.55605 .01913
• • < • • • • •
-.83187 < • -.54938 • •
-.81813 -.O000O -.51253 e*/,,I,_,
-.75942 • • -.49927 < •
-.66680 -.06973 -.47679 -. 16490
-.48870 -.09138 -.47095 -.22185
-.39555 -.14703 -.439_7 * e _t,,*
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION
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Pressure Data for Wing With Large Vertical Tail at M = 0.80
The Cp data for the wing with large vertical tail (fig. 2(c)) at M = 0.80 are presented in
this appendix in tables and graphs on facing pages. Angles of attack range from -2.35 ° to












ANGLE gF ATTACK--2.35 DEGREES MACH NUMBER- 0.80 CONFIGURATION ; LARGF TAILS(VI) ON



























< • < •
< • < •
< • • •
• • < •
• • < •
• • < •
< • < •
• • < •
< • • •
• • < •
• • < •
< >
< • • •






CPU COL CPU CPL
< • < • .28517 .28517
• • • > .31160 .06070
< • < • ,26692 -.10428
• • • • ,20342 -.17403
• • < • .15289 -.19474
• • < • .12036 -.21842
< • • • .08133 -.23264
• • < • .03415 -.23512
< • • • .01274 -.22719
• • • > -,02252 -.21915
< • < • -,08182 -.24563
< • • • -.15498 -.25818
• • < • -.20853 -.25000
• • • • -.30200 -.25934
< • < • -,32919 • •
< • • > -,32668 < •
• • • • -,32061 -.32031
• • • • -.22673 • •
-.06139 • • -.i1809 _.27052
• • • • -.05466 < •
•00736 -.09696 .02622 -.06029
.I0718 .02109 .15132 ,07488
2YIB 2YIB 2Y/8
-0.30 -0.60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
•05771 .05771 .14398 .14398 -.12264 -.12264
• Ii136 -,23683 < • • • • • • •
.060B6 -,45930 • • • • • • • •
-.01123 -.67777 .00983 -.81189 .23315 -1.27780
-.06311 -.68169 < • • • • • • •
-°09729 -,44413 -,02799 -o69213 ,18242 -1.2610%
-.13328 -.43970 • • < • • • • •
-.16435 -.60326 -.05045 -o66377 .15435 -1,23235
-.17331 -.38976 • • • • < • • •
-.20402 -.37785 -.05734 -.51631 .14998 -1.20528
-.24414 -.36451 • • • • • • • •
-.27555 -.30653 -.07376 -.44083 .10298 -1.09065
-,30669 -.33888 • • • • • • • •
-.31212 -.32168 -.06351 -,60936 ,06445 -.95555
-*32219 < • • • • • • • • •
-.30500 < • -.07048 • • .03200 • •
-.25181 -.34933 -.08266 -.36868 -.00121 *****
-.lq103 • • -.09883 • • -.03201 • •
-.16842 -.25803 -.11406 -.23484 -.04963 -.25070
-.12796 • • -.07972 ***** -,06389
• 03007 -.03395 -.00503 -.02768 -.06405 -.10285
• 17529 - .12055 .09600 .09893 -.03579
• • t_O PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LqCATION
,**$* BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
P R E S S O R E M E A S U R E M E N T S
ANGLE OF ATTACK- -1.16 DEGREES MACH NUMBER- O.BO
S P A N W I S E LOCATION


























CPU CPL CRU CRL
• > < • • > < •
• • • • • • • •
• • • • < • • •
• • • • • • < •
< • • •
< • • • • •
• • < • • •
• • • • • • • •
• • < • • • • •
• • • • < • • •
• • < • • • • •
< • • • • • • •
• • < • • • < •
• • • • • • • •
• • < • • • • •
< • • • -.07665 • •
-.07279 • • • • • •
•00350 -.06082 .00242 -.08515
• 07385 .04730 .10664 .01932
2YIB 2Y/B
-0.i0 -0.30
CPU CPl CPU CPt
.29q04 .29004 .08894 .08894
.2q251 .I0651 .09633 -,13752
.25244 -.03739 .02627 -,33651
.17765 -.i0175 -.05181 -.38892
.i1858 -.15078 -,10737 --,38279
.08531 -.16949 -.15434 -.36981
.04708 -.1B450 -.18274 -.36219
-,00418 -.17902 -.21572 -,33255
-,01804 -.19180 -,23005 -.33124
-.05168 -.18633 -.24961 -.32389
-.11321 -,20918 -.28991 -,3090%
-,18988 -.22196 -.32638 -.26881
-.24878 -.21958 -.35435 -.29894
-.33715 -.23086 -.35383 -.28659
-.36016 • • -.36949 • •
-.35647 < • -.33726 • •
-.35128 -.29118 -.27833 -.30860
-.24625 • • -.21221 • •
-.13698 -.25474 -.19385 -,24343
-.07273 • • -,14923 • •
•02206 -.05219 .02508 -.03740
.14699 ,07588 .17712 ,11650
2Y18 2Y/B
-0.60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPt
• 18902 .18902 .00380 .00380
• • • • • • • •
-.09106 -, 59569 ,18024 -1.29599
• • • • • • • •
-.12375 -. 51968 .12537 -1.20353
• • • • • • • •
-.13200 -.53188 .09750 -.92219
-.12852 -.42225 .07663 -. 73959
• • • • < • • •
-.12282 -.36507 .03752 -.61976
• • • • • • • •
-,I0750 -.36679 .01812 -.50998
-.10532 • • -.01671 • •
-. 10880 -.32665 -.06318 **,1,_*
-.12057 • • -.06009 < •
-.12787 -.22565 -.07436 -.21539
-.08779 **_** -.07346
-.00982 -.01951 -.05733 -.04565
• 09959 .10349 .00145 .,I,,I,**
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION




















ANGLE OF ATTACK, .07 DEGREES _ACH _UM_EP- 0.80
S P A N W I S E L 0 C A I [ 0 N



























< • < •
< > < •
< • < •
< • < >
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< •< •
< • < •
< • < •
• • < •
< • < •
< • < •







< • < •
< • < •
< • • •
< • < •
< •< •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< •< •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
-.09429 < •





CPU COL CPU CPL
• 31275 ,31_75 .11108 .11108
• 27888 .16877 .06609 -.05645
.23172 .01703 -.03351 -.21740
.14688 -.06171 -.11338 -.27964
•08181 -.08800 -.17120 -.29584
.05316 -,12222 -,20?45 -,28542
• 0135g -.16020 -.23959 -.29215
-,03523 -.14012 -.26205 -.27602
-.05678 -.14462 -.28107 -.27565
-.08966 -,16562 -.29779 -.26952
-.16q32 -.17018 -.34260 -.26810
-.22745 -.18657 -.37493 -.2260q
-.27908 -.18647 -.39934 -.25997
-.37202 -.2OOb8 -.3q933 -.25047
-.39975 < • -.4107q < •
-.39530 < • -,37696 < •
-.38843 -.26516 -.31045 -.28766
-.26575 < • -°23587 < •
-.15007 -.23558 -,22341 -.21952
-,08583 < • -.16765 < •
.01091 -.04992 .32259 -.03281
•14516 .07490 .17202 .11676
2YIB 2YIB
-0.00 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
.20603 .20603 .11643 .11663
< • < • < • < •
< • < • < • < •
-.23595 -.38270 .I1240 -.99816
• • < • < • < >
-.2376q -.36293 .03617 -.90573
< • < • < • < •
-.21630 -.38817 .01460 -.63530
< • < • < • < •
-.20760 -.33222 ,01200 -.56811
< • < • < • < •
-.19815 -.28607 -.05411 -.52175
< • < • < • < •
-.15325 -.28666 -.04729 -.62557
< • < • < • < •
-.13940 • • -.06997 < •
-.16326 -.290g2 -.08942 *****
-.14804 < • -.1018q < •
-.14536 -.20938 -.10444 -.20081
-.1050q ***** -.09006 *****
-.01610 -,01964 -.05516 -.01677
• I005q .10306 .0163g *****
< • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LqCATION
***** BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
,,' R E S S U R E '4 E A S U R E M E N T S























2Y18 2YIB 2Y/B 2YIB
-O.OO -0.05 -0.10 -0.30
CPU CPL CPU CPL EPU CPL CPU CPL
< • < • < • < • .31492 .314g2 .12157 .12157
< • < • < • < • .25775 .19_41 .04733 .01760
< • < • < • < • .1986g .07010 -,0824g -.12169
< • < • < • < • .10665 -.00216 -.18011 -.20251
< • < • < • < • .04479 -.03618 -.22564 -.22649
< • • • • • < • .01458 -.07526 -.26190 -.22395
• • < • < • < • -.02030 -.09209 -.29192 -.22660
< • < • < • < • -.06q05 -.09874 -.32129 -.21818
< • < • < • < • -.09126 -.09876 -.34022 -.2145q
• • < • < • < • -.12094 -.I0676 -.35586 -.21480
< • < • < • < • -.18862 -.13276 -.3qToq -.21421
< • • • < • • • -.26665 -.15137 -.43142 -.18276
< • < • < • < • -.31880 -.15768 -.65151 -,21g50
< • < • < • < • -.40571 -.17615 -.64129 -,21317
< • < • < • < • -.434g5 < • -.46840 < •
< • < • < • < • -.43026 < • -.41620 < •
• • < • < • < • -.41612 -.24275 -.34661 -.25780
<> < • < • • • -.28qbq < • -.26093 < •
< • < • -.i0215 < • -.16q25 -.21657 -.26580 -.20060
-.10173 < • • • < • -.10333 • • -.18676 < •
-.OITgB -.04843 -.01921 -.06959 .00208 -.04571 .02076 -.03421
• 06934 .06866 .0Q734 .02033 .1410q .07580 .16838 .11602
2Y/8 2YIB
-0.60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
• 18140 .18140 .18843 ,18863
< • < • • • < •
• • • • • • < •
-.39789 -.21697 -.02852 -.6578g
< • • • < • < •
-.39474 -.23127 -.09467 -, 5486q
< • < > < • < •
-.32216 -.27503 -.09162 -.49320
< • • • • • < •
-.30918 -.24021 -.08553 -.45133
< • • • < • < •
-.27247 -.21702 -.13828 -.38339
< • < • < • < •
-.19823 -,23552 -.11350 -,34383
< • < • < • < •
-.17959 < • -.12823 < •
-, 16398 -,25520 -.14193 *****
-.16329 < • -.144ql < •
-.16828 -.18898 -.1370q -.18876
-.11778 ***** -. 10965 *****
-.01431 -.02106 -.05709 -.00513
• 10545 .09752 .02842
< • NO PQESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION
























ANGLE OF ATTACK, 2.40 DEGREES MACH _U'IBER- 0.80 CONFIGURATION z LARGE TAILS(V3) ON



























• • < •
• • < •
• • < •
• • < •
• • < •
• • < •
• • < •
< •
• • < •
< •
< • • •
< • • •






CPU CRL CPU CPL CPU CPL
• • < • .30_14 ,30914 .12605 .12605
< • • • .24022 .22562 .01332 ,07540
• • • • .17332 .11664 --.14217 -.0%616
• • • • ,0777L .04160 -.24021 -.12302
< • • • .01275 -.00312 -.29326 -,16907
• • • • -,01491 -.03003 -.32031 -,16247
• • • • -.05799 -.04964 --.34386 --,16698
• • • • -.11205 -,05665 -,37693 -.17268
• • • • -.12342 -.06040 --,39480 -.16405
• • • • -,15803 -,06800 --,%0811 -.16926
• • • • -.21868 -,09879 -.%%T82 -.17418
< • • • -.30031 -.i1837 -.48162 -.15894
• • • • -.34315 -.12525 -.50144 -,18372
< • • • -,43698 -.14190 -.49198 -.17857
• • • • -,46797 < • -,50641 • •
• • < • -.45702 < • -.45329 • •
• • • • -.43758 -.21824 -.36808 -,22731
< • • • -.30293 • • -.27887 • •
-.I1903 < • -,18180 -,19914 -.26462 -.18527
• • • • -,i127a • • -,20056 • •
-,02573 -,07021 -°00696 -.04320 ,01478 -.03010
.09475 ,0_371 ,19742 .07315 .16110 .10587
2Y/B 2Y/B
-0.60 -0,80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
°11489 .I1489 ,22141 ,22141
• • < • • • • •
< • • • • • • •
-,60905 -,09730 -,18269 -.37894
-.58843 -.13899 -.23070 -.35844
-,43217 -.18606 -.21165 l,32368
-.39342 -.16655 -,19%51 -,30533
-.344%0 -,16840 -.22310 -.28602
-.25740 -,19103 -,18309 -.27245
-,21216 • • -,198%7 • •
-,19130 --.220%0 -,18929 eeeee
-.19038 • • -.18893 • •
-.18397 -.18092 -.17124 -.17446
-.12850 e* e,l,* -.12754 _,e,l,**
-.02%92 -.01906 -.07073 -,00231
.I0858 .09282 ,03069 *****
• • NO P_ESSURE _ORT AT THIS LnCATIDN
• **_ BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENt
P R E S S U R E M E A S U R E M E N T S
























2YIB 2YIB 2YIB 2Y/B 2Y/B 2Y18
-0.00 -0.05 -0.I0 -0.30 -0.60 -0,80
C"U CPL CPU CPL CPlJ C_t CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
• • • • • • • • .31725 ,31725 ,I1587 .I1587 ,01284 .01284 .17590 .17590
• • < > • • < • o21959 .25174 -.03368 .12414 • • • • • • • •
< • • • • • • • .14528 .16216 -.19759 .02427 • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • .04%52 .08215 -.30957 -.06183 -,86506 -.00252 -,41070 -.1%11_
• • < • • • • • -,0237q .05331 -.35912 -,08796 • • • • • • • •
• • • • < • • • -,05606 ,01253 -.38510 -,10221 -.74008 -,05454 -,42493 -,19476
• • • • • • • • -,09557 -.00924 -.40763 -,I1456 • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • -.14050 -,01469 -,43359 -,11407 -,55705 -.I0783 -,37155 -.191%%
• • • • < • • • -.1607_ -.02828 -°45093 -°12614 • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • < • -°19331 -,03177 -.46466 -.12447 -,48317 -,I0%43 -.31688 -,19581
< > • • • • • • -,25746 -.06139 -.50949 -,13379 • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • -.33185 -,09000 -.53666 -.11569 -.42907 -,10601 -.31983 -.20973
• • • • • • < • -.37789 -.09621 -.56280 -.15055 • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • -.47382 -.ii189 -,54391 -.15001 -.30i57 -,i5i47 -,26159 -,21306
• • < • • • • • -.50243 • • -,54110 • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • < • • • -.48935 • • -,49345 • • -.25203 • • -.25591 • •
< • • • • • • • -.46445 -.19358 -,39471 -.19738 -.21923 -.19543 -.24825 *****
• • • • < • • • -.32350 • • -,30070 • • -,20blO • • -,23%89 • •
• • • • -.12400 • • -.19297 -.19059 -.27725 -.17194 -,19617 -.15801 -.20322 -.16118
-.I1988 • > • • • • -.12559 • • -.21864 • • -.14170 _**e* -.15556 *_**
-,03506 -.03_5 -.03068 -,05193 -.Of&03 -.03821 .00880 -,02811 -,02919 -,02050 -.08289 -,00198
•06250 .049%6 ,09130 .02223 .13785 .07548 ,15410 ,1006% ,I0%59 ,08130 .0303% #_@0_
• • NO PRESSURE :ORT AT THI_ L_C
























ANGLE OF ATTACK- 4.77 DEGREES NACH NUMBER- 0,80
S P A N W I S E L O C A T [ 3 q


























CPU CPL CPU CPL
< • < • • • • •
< • • • • • • •
• • • • • • < •
• • • • • • • •
• • • • -o13627 • •
-.12904 • • • • • •
-,03686 -°03101 -°03713 -.05403
,06038 .05329 .0882g ,01962
2YIB 2YIB
-0,10 -0,30
CPU CPL CPU CPL
• 31838 ,31838 ,09633 ,09633
• 19285 ,28721 -.07884 ,16345
,11387 ,20416 -,29025 .0891b
• 01185 ,L3969 -,38729 ,00894
-,06141 ,09949 -,43838 -,03104
-,08858 ,06209 -.45121 -,04443
-.12770 .03570 -,48065 -,08291
-,18241 ,02078 -,50162 -.06955
-,19b19 ,01347 -,51969 -,07446
-.2311b ,00431 -,53106 -,07940
-.29117 -,02754 -,86295 -,08946
-,37243 -,05017 -,59614 -,07872
-.4092g -.06375 -,b1042 -,10997
-,5109Z -°08043 -,60996 -.11495
-,55022 • • -,58656 • •
-,51763 • • -,53408 • •
-,49n87 -,16496 -,42157 -.17449
-,33632 • • -,31513 • •
-.202q6 -,16533 -.29167 -,15128
-,1325q • • -,21704 • •
-,02201 -.02997 -,00166 -,02645
.13007 ,07679 .14034 .09241
2Y/8 2YI8
-0,60 -0,80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
-,10544 -,10544 .05189 .05189
• • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • •
-1.24873 ,08152 -,73307 ,01322
-1,05142 ,01511 -,68533 -, 06046
• • < • • • • •
-,63406 -°04113 -,58795 -,0?623
• • • • • • • •
-,59231 -.03969 -,48463 -,10349
• • • • • • • •
-,50585 -,05545 -,44951 -. 12767
• • • • < • • •
-, 35003 -,10406 -,34166 -,15387
• • • • • • • •
-,29Z07 • • -,32360 • •
-, 2Lo284 -.1632q -.30178 .I,*_,*t
-,23162 • • -,28369 • •
-.21889 -,14252 -,24343 -,14401
-,15553 Stttt -,17501 *****
-.03675 -,02254 -,09259 -, 0074_.
,09068 .07374 .02660 *****
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATIQN
***** BAD PRESSURE NEASURENENT
P R E S S U R E N E A S U R E N E N T S
























S P A N W I S E LOCATION
2YI8 2YIB 2YI_J 2YI8
-0,00 -0,05 -0,10 -0.30
CPU CPL CPU CRL CPU CPL CPU CPL
• • • • • • • • ,31414 ,31414 .06786 ,Ob78b
• • • • • • • • .16228 .31371 -.14067 ,19186
• • • • • • • • .07515 ,25505 -,37647 ,14213
• • • • • • • • -,03Z27 ,18_'Z1 -,48461 ,06766
• • • • • • -.10585 .14350 -,51793 ,03077
• • • • • • • • -,13626 *10883 -,52718 ,01373
• • • • • • • • -,170ZZ ,07944 -,54110 -,O080Z
• • • • • • • • -,ZL912 ,06684 -,56495 -,O1241
< • • • • • • • -.Z3481 ,05083 -.58815 -,02783
• • • • • • • • -,Zb844 ,04349 -,60146 -,02972
< • • • • • • • -,33029 ,01549 -,63315 -.04790
• • • • • • • • -,41146 -.01517 -,67895 -.04563
• • • • • • • • -,44608 -,02832 -.b5399 -,07189
• • • > • • -.53q14 -.0457Z -.07160 -,08016
• • • • • • • • -,59990 • • -.69979 • •
• • • • • • • • -.55419 • • -,86373 • •
• • • • • • • • -,52154 -.140P6 -,44345 -,143Z0
<. • • • • • • • -,34705 • • -,330Z8 • •
• • • • -,13833 • • -.21532 -,14213 -,29973 -o13678
-.13138 • • < • • • -.14261 • • -,Z1806 • •
-,04307 -,02239 -.04262 -,0_.791 -,02511 -,02489 -,01354 -,02320
• 05374 .05397 °08468 ,02688 ,13354 °07527 .12658 ,08909
2YIB 2YIB
-0,60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
-.21762 -.21762 -.16470 -,16470
<> <> <> <>
<> <> <> •>
-1,50b07 ,13083 -1,14685 ,10868
<> <> <> <>
-1,42617 .08174 -1.06488 °03956
<> <> <> <>
-1,30355 ,02126 -,95456 ,00365
<> <> <> <>
-,80049 ,01554 -.84311 -,0Z172
<> <> <> <>
-,54724 -,D1D83 -,56880 -,05949
<> <> <> •>
-.39669 -,07054 -,42512 -,10804
<> <> <> •>
-,31863 • • -°39921 • •
-,26475 -,13187 -,35994 *****
-,24329 • • -,31581 • •
-,ZZ758 -,13022 -,Z5684 -,13254
-,16572 ***** -,18304 *****
-,04946 -,02303 -,08552 -,01774
.08444 ,06637 .03123 *****
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION














O,OOO < • < •
• 005 < • < •
• 015 < • < •
• 025 < • < •
.040 • • < •
•050 < • < •
.Oh5 < • < •
.07:_ < • < •
.090 < • < •
•iOO < • < •
•125 < • < •
• 150 < • • •
.200 • • < •
• 250 < • < •
,300 • • < •
• 350 • • < •
,450 < • < •
< ••550 < •
• 650 • •





CPU CPL CPt! CPL CRU CPL
• • < • .30300 .30300 .03083 ,03083
< • < • .12856 ,33618 -.ZOb70 .21077
< • < • ,03329 .2887b -.47Z99 .17855
• • < • -.07415 ,23025 -,5658b ,11387
< • < • -.1530b °19160 -.bOb87 °08375
< > < • -,17561 .15298 -ob0126 .06313
< • < • -.210q4 .11991 -.b2614 .03725
< • < • -.26511 .10151 -.63750 ,03362
< • < • -,Z7461 .09533 -,bb416 ,01972
< • < • -.3083Z .08qq5 -.67075 .01180
< • < • -.368bl .05276 -,69079 -,00417
< • < • -.45253 ,02401 -,73611 -.00429
< • < • -,48bOb .00831 -o73354 -°03353
< • < • -.5685_ -,O14ZO -.7100b -.04640
< • < • -.64239 < • -.74630 < •
< • < • -.58363 < • -°70218 < •
< • < • -.5757q -.i0684 -.4533b -.11955
< • < • -.3b078 < • -.33875 < •
-.12724 < • -,21844 -.12543 -.28960 -.11770
< • < • -,13670 < • -.18562 < •
-.03702 -.04588 -.02841 -.01q08 -.031Z8 -.01773
• 08008 .02223 ,12744 .07445 .0921q ,Obqlb
2YIB ZYI8
-0°60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
-°32441 -.32441 -.344q0 -.344q0
• • • • < • < •
• • • • < • < •
-1,62323 .16909 -1.13746 .14698
< • < • < • < •
-1.60598 ,12817 -1,07192 .09301
< • < • • • < •
-1.53293 .06993 -,91100 .05391
< • • • < • < •
-1.31595 ,05717 -.78827 ,02598
• • < • < • < •
-. 94469 .02584 -.67125 -.01529
< • • • • • < •
-,38731 -.03164 -.54062 -°06149
• • • • < • < •
-,31701 < • -.46548 • •
-,28385 -.IO3Z7 -.40235 **$**
-.24398 • • -.3411Z • •
-,22731 -,12151 -.27041 -°12564
-.1708b ,I,,k,I, _ _ -,18604 ,I,,I,*,1, ,I,
-.06Z47 -,02892 -.09888 -,03846
.06837 .05361 .00658 _ ,I,,I,_ ,I,
< • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION
**t** BAD PRESSURE HEASUREMENT
P R E S S U R E w E A S U R E N E N T S
ANGLE OF'ATTACK- 8,45 DEGREES MACH NUMBER- 0.80 CONFIGURATION = LARGE TAILS(V1) ON


























• • < •
• • < •
• • < •
< • • •
< • • •
< • • •
< • • •
• • < •
< • < •
< • • •
• • < •
< • < •
< • < •




2YIB ZYIB 2YI8 ZYI8 2Y18
-0.05 -0.10 -0.30 -0.60 -0.80
CPU CDL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
< • • • .28684 .28684 -.00q29 -.00q29 -o42477 -.42477 -.47463 -°47463
• • • • ,Oqb53 .36151 -.26393 .22057 < • < • < • < •
< • • • -.00364 ,32182 -.5b620 ,ZO8ql • • • • < • • •
• • • • -,11492 ,26647 -o66964 ,15651 -1,68965 .18663 -1.13292 .15846
• • < • -.19855 .23511 -,704Z7 .13062 < • • • • • < •
• • < • -.2169q .19110 -,69936 ,IOZ3L -1.6809b °16185 -1.07q68 .12617
• • < • -.25239 .16881 -°67184 ,08Z73 • • • • < • < •
< • < • -,29618 .14568 -.70223 .07240 -1.63239 °11264 -.97403 ,10311
< • < • -.30704 .1334g -,71q88 .Ob78Z • • < • < • • •
< • • • -.34522 ,i0861 -.72534 .05171 -1.48951 .10080 -.90261 °07047
• • < • -,4023g .09087 -,77075 .03483 • • < • • • < •
< • • • -.48517 ,06154 -,78596 ,0Z434 -1.Z_173 ,066_3 -.753L1 .02104
• • • • -,51782 ,04157 -.7907Z -.00240 • • • • • • < •
< • < • -,51249 .01790 -,790!q -.00766 -.82bq8 .002Z2 -.?1042 -.0466Z
< • < • -.66431 • • -.78858 < • • • • • • • < •
• • < • -,b3712 < • -,T7443 • • -.35763 • • -,77143 < •
• • < • -.6?q47 -.07951 -.45493 -.0906q -.28970 -,08611 -.58715 _*e_
< • < • -.37032 < • -,34504 < • -.Z3725 < • ".39008 < •
-.1zq87 < • -,22867 -,11129 -.29473 -,10358 -.2141q -.10800 -,Z8493 -.1Zb89
• • < • -,14081 • • -.18165 < • -.1634b ***** -.18812 *****
-.04094 -.03738 -.02623 -.01569 -.03982 -.03072 -.07224 -.04033 -.10304 -.06238
.075_7 .02345 .12461 .07667 ,06795 .06320 ,04198 .03928 -.02360 *****
< • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION



















ANGLE OF ATTACK- 9,65 DEGREES MACH NUMBER- 0,80




O.OOO < • < •
,005 < • < •
,015 < • < •
• OZ5 < • < •
,040 < • < •
•050 < > < •
• 005 < • < •
< •
.075 < >
.090 < • < •
• 100 < • < •
•125 < • < •
,150 < • < •
•200 < • < •
.250 < • < •
,300 < • < •
,350 < • < •
,450 < • < •
,550 < • < •
< •
• 850 < •





CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
< • < • .27690 ,27690 -,06376 -,06376
< • < • .06406 .3761g -.34010 ,21747
< • < • -.04441 ,35774 -.65586 ,2227g
< • < • -.15758 .30441 -.80848 ,20012
< • < • -.24389 .27885 -o78425 ,17123
< • < • -.25723 ,22784 -,77233 ,14268
< • < • -.2RBgl .20125 -.77534 ,12327
< • < • -.3320q .18600 -,76223 .11735
< • < • -,34794 ,17276 -.77238 ,10661
< • < • -,37795 .15621 -,78371 .00677
< • < • -.44510 .12652 -,82210 ,07035
• • • • -.53109 .09992 -,86203 ,05356
• • < • -,54014 .07805 -.85998 ,03100
< • < • -,64284 ,05255 -,85368 ,02087
• • -,69q22 • • -,85697 < •<>
• • • • -.674ql < • -,83955 < •
• • < • -.68q73 -.04756 -,45707 -.06214
• • < • -.38470 • • -.36527 < •
-.13630 < • -,23625 -,08949 -,29857 -.08210
< • • • -.14902 • • -.18637 • •
-,04588 -.03669 -,03175 -.01266 -.06265 -.02470
• 07275 .02226 ,l_Og6 ,07383 .04145 .05749
2YIB 2YIB
-0,60 -0,80
CPU CPL CPU CRL
-,52471 -.52_.71 -.62960 -.62980
< • < • < • < •
• • • • • • < •
-1,43407 .Z0038 -1,08356 ,15320
• • • • < • < •
-1.41426 .19306 -i,04898 .14351
• • < • < • < •
-1,351ql ,14778 -.98787 ,12094
• • • • < • • •
-1.2q170 ,13225 -.98949 .0q593
• • < • • • < •
-1,_'4125 ,09492 -,98284 ,05359
• • < • • • < •
-1.13029 ,03288 -1.02666 -,01887
• • < • < • < •
-,94621 < • -,95683 < •
-.69709 -.06020 -,70381 *****
-.41633 • • -,39507 • •
-,29618 -,09579 -.26770 -. 13100
-,12289 -,04792 -.11797 -,09760
-.O4blQ ,00833 -.09383 *****
• • NO PRESSURE DnRT AT THIS LDCATInN
***t* BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
P R E S S U R E M E A S U R E M E N T S
ANGLE OF ATTACK" 10.86 DEGREES MACH NUMBER- 0.81 CONFIGURATION = LARGE TAILS(VL) ON
2Y/B 2YIB 2YI8 2YIa
-0. O0 -O ,05 -0,10 -0,30
XlC CPU C_>L CPU CPL CPU COL CPU CPL
0.000 • • • • • • • • ,26097 ,26097 -.12993 -.12993
.005 • • • • • • • • .02308 .38837 -,40723 .20875
• 015 • > • • < • • • -,08921 ,37942 -,76820 .2_184
,025 < • < • • • • • -,20515 ,34254 -.92173 ,23213
,040 • • < • • • • • -.28790 .30g16 -,68212 ,20554
• 050 < • < • < • < • -,30076 ,27813 -.86958 ,18520
,065 • • < • < • < • -.33213 .23556 -.85028 ,17205
,075 • • • • < • • • -.37396 .22270 -.83579 .15379
,090 < • • • • • < • -.38197 ,20888 -,_3073 .14442
• 100 < • • > < • • • -.40963 .20065 -,85068 ,129b7
• 125 • • • • • • < >" -,47702 ,16555 -,87980 .L1377
• 150 • • < • • • • • -.55_.74 .13215 -,90985 ,07547
• 200 • • • • • • • • -,56613 ,111fl4 -,90363 ,07452
• 250 < • • • • • < • -.66276 ,08487 -,92531 ,04757
,300 • • • • • • • • -.74014 • • -,93328 • •
• 350 • • • • • • • • -,71636 • • -,88174 • •
,450 < • • • < • < • -.72454 -.02335 -,49683 -,03314
• 550 • • • • • • • • -,39959 • • -,39074 < •
• 650 <. • • • -,15448 • • -.25761 -,06633 -.31477 -.06647
• 750 -.L4623 • • • • • • -°17012 < • -.22934 < •
,850 -,07119 ,00213 -. 06508 -,03132 -,04789 -.01 160 -.08394 -.01892
,950 ,0Z828 .05509 ,05955 ,01910 .i1233 ,06962 ,02495 .04458
2Y/B 2Y/B
-0,60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
-.b0735 -.60735 -.68760 -,46760
<> <> <> <>
<> <> <> <>
-1,28197 .20501 -,57034 ,17023
<> <> <> <>
-1,23439 .22275 -,55610 ,1643D
<> <> <> <>
-1,21608 ,19041 -.54203 ,13546
<> <> <> <>
-1,21712 ,16901 -.53169 ,11103
<> <> <> <>
-i,13903 .13036 -.51730 .06812
<> <> <> <>
-1,ObbO0 .06465 -.48370 -.00313
<> <> <> <>
-,97901 < • -,48771 • •
-,89965 -,04165 -.45112 *****
-.73100 < • -,42756 < •
-,55369 -,09480 -,41068 -,16862
-,39092 ***** -,38703 ***#*
-°30769 -°07375 -,38182 -.19143
-,19464 -.0470g -.36374 **s**
• • NO PRESSURE _ORT AT THIS LqCATInN
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, 12,04 DEGREES MACH KU'4BER- 0.81
S P A N W I S E LOCATION


























CPll CPL CPU CPL
• • < • • • • •
• • < • < • • •
• > • • • • < •
• > • • • •
• > • > • • • •
• • • • • > • •
• • • • • • • >
• • • • -,19083 • •
-,18699 • • • • • •
-,10100 ,00809 -.09991 -.0__221
.00585 ,06707 .04029 .01003
2YIB 2Y/B
-0.10 -0.30
CPU CPL CPU CPL
• 23804 ,23804 -.18456 -,18656
-,02049 ,&0256 -,46862 ,19632
-,13096 .40557 -.89391 .25549
-,24337 ,37466 --1.10267 .15336
-,33555 ,34852 -1.00917 ,23974
-,33907 ,32059 --.97530 .2Z879
-,37633 .28654 -.94224 ,20339
-.41285 .a6606 -,9226Z .18590
-,61782 ,24812 -,g1157 .18074
-.44783 ,22998 -,90548 .IbBT9
-.50760 .19920 -,91527 ,16507
-,606R7 .16855 -,95554 ,I0860
-.60199 ,14521 -,95833 .11138
-,68126 ,12009 -°96033 ,09285
-,76709 • • -,95548 • •
-,73913 < • -,85709 • •
-,71019 .00904 -,61899 -.00742
-._5_69 • • -.45647 • •
-,31271 --.04803 -,36515 -,05247
-,19507 • • -,30450 • •
-.07925 -.00776 -.13837 -,03061
,09797 .06577 ,00968 ,06315
_'YIB ;'Y/B
-0,60 -O.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
-,66738 -,66738 -.57012 -,57012
• • < • • • • •
-1.05853 .21488 -.64062 ,1486|
-1,05037 ,23799 -.62224 .16480
-.96678 ,22252 -.61819 .1_684
• • • • • > • •
-.97471 ,19698 -.59887 .12315
-.95474 ,15822 -,58300 ,07994
-. 8841_, .08848 -.57500 -.00,,83
/
• • • • • • • • j
-.8525Z • • -.51".469 • •
-,82471 -,02744 -.50279 ,(,,(,,I,,I,11,
-.76421 • • -,46688 • •
-.68128 -.08979 -.6663 t, -,17368
-.57741 *,(,*,l,* -.44810 ,_ _, ,I,,I,_, I
-.46868 -.102Zq -,44232 -.21084 I
-.36975 -.11537 -.42858 (,,(, ,I,,I,* I
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION
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Appendix I
Pressure Data for Wing With Large Vertical Tail at M = 0.83
The Cp data for the wing with large vertical tail (fig. 2(c)) at M = 0.83 are presented in
this appendix in tables and graphs on facing pages. Angles of attack range from -2.39 ° to









__NG PAGE BLANK NOT _.,_
N'IIOI_LL¥ BLANK 135
PRESSURE qEASUREHENTS
ANGLE OF ATTACK= -2.39 DEGREES HACH NUMBER= 0.83
S P A N W I S E L 0 C A T I D N


























CPU CPL CPU CPL
< • < • < • < •
• • • • < > < •
< • < • < • < •
< • < • < • < •
< • < • < • < •
< • < • < • < •
< • < • < • < •
< • < • < • < •
< • < > < • < •
< • < •< • < •
< • • • < • • •
• • < • • • • •
< • • • • • < •
< • • • • • • •
< • • • < • • •
< • • • • • < •
< • • • • • < •
• • • > -.0b765 • •
-.06293 • • • • • •
• 00557 -.06963 .00362 -.08999
.08498 .05103 ,10935 .0Zb67
?YIB 2Y/B
-0.10 -0.30
CPU CRL CPU CPL
.29806 .Z9806 .05266 .05260
• 31_65 .06391 .11263 -.2_160
.27663 -.08q03 .05653 -.6bOq6
,22075 -.13167 -.00250 -.50316
.15870 -.18316 -°07215 -.66167
,12757 -,21666 -.10588 -,65587
.08862 -.22678 -,16072 -.66366
.04515 -.2215b -.16862 -._1117
• 02632 -.21706 -,18739 -.398b0
-.015q9 -,2188_ -,20297 -,61523
-.07116 -.26036 -.26571 -.36863
-,1503b -.26265 -.28956 -.30082
-.21370 -.25367 -.322q3 -.35213
-.29885 -.27003 -.33_37 -.32687
-.36263 • • -.36070 < •
-.33q58 • • -.31817 • •
-.36524 -.33344 -,26221 -.37298
-.23q16 • • -.18968 • •
-.11780 -.29453 -,16897 -.26626
-.0651q • • -,15207 • •
• 02803 -,05918 .03197 -.03336
.15263 .08568 .18110 .1Z266
2YIB 2YI8
-0.60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
• 162q_ °16296 -.10706 -,10706
• • < • < •
< • • • • •
-.01393 -.83902 .20861 -1o27019
• • < • • >
-o06q20 -.67556 .18352 -1.25503
-.05763 -. 67969 .15507 -1.24059
• • • • • •
-.06276 -.56152 ,15669 -1.22299
-.0777q -.6398b .OTqT2 -1,15439
• • < • • •
-. 06002 -,63110 .05743 -1,09451
• • • • < •
-.07282 • • .02877 < • ;
-.08438 -.39625 -.00963 -.21538
-.105b0 • • -.03562 < • J
-,12595 -.23815 -.05868 -.2<)311
-.0968b -.16050 -.06959 -.19883
-.00800 -.02791 -.07557 -.11565 1
. 0<)900 . 10770 -.05801 -.00126 I
• > NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION
*_*** BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
P R E S S U R E M E A S U R E M E N T S




2YIB 2Y18 2Y18 ZYIB 2Y18 2Y/B
-O.OO -0.05 -0.I0 -0.30 -O.bO -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
<> <> <> <>
<> <> <> <>
<> <> <> <>
<> <> <> <>
<> <> <><>
<> <> <> <>
<> <> <> <>
<> <> <> <>
<> <> <> <>
<> <> <> <>
<> <> <• <>
<> <> <> <>
<> <> <> <>
<> <> <> <>
<> <> <> <>
<> <> <> <>
<> <> <> <>
<> <> <> <>
<> • • -.08368 < •
-.07813 • • • • • •
-.O02ql -.00595 -.007q5 -.08308
• 08198 .05286 .10910 °02726
CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
.30778 .30778 .08657 ,08657 ,18699 ,18b<)q ,01716 ,0171_
• 300<)1 .12634 °10234 -.16712 • • • • • • < >|
.25518 -.02686 .02181 -,32682 • • < • • • < •
.18410 -.06102 -,053<)9 -.37675 -.12162 -.58830 .17533 -1.2<)38_
• 1269_ -.13606 -.1171<) -.37617 • • • • • • < •
• 09671 -.lb7OO -.1522b -.3768<) -.13906 -.510<)8 .12310 -1,255<)E
.05706 -.17983 -.18871 -.3bo58 • • • • • • • •/
.00785 -.17818 -.22010 -.36112 -.16650 -°51266 ,09106 -1.09<)3 e
-.00962 -.182l<) -.2381b -.32597 • • • • < •
-,05121 -.18287 -.Z6891 -,35219 -.16266 -.66475 .09906 -.7538(
-.10996 -.20308 -,30227 -.32617 • • • • • • < >/
-.18889 -.22687 -.33827 1,27754 --.13<)36 -.36785 .00701 --,6533 J
-.26105 -.21975 -°37330 -.30898 • • • • • • < >1/
-.33727 -.2358Z -,37527 -.29676 -.10682 -,36377 .00851 -.5332_
-.37387 • • -,39186 • • • • • • • • < •
-.37860 < • -.362<)7 • • -.llZ01 < • -.02630 -.3<Z >6<)
-.37903 -.30565 -.30032 -.33379 -.11265 -.36708 -.06618
-.25295 • • -,21666 • • -.12792 • • -*07006 • >/
-.1381b -.27236 -.Z0116 -,25783 -.16_96 -.23258 -.08503 -.2240 I
-.07738 • • -,16<)01 < • -,10116 -.13325 -,075<)6 -.1525 l
.01621 -.0536<) ,03583 -.03228 -,00868 -.02212 -.067T0 -.05<)b























• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION
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PRESSURE NEASUREfiENTS
ANGLE OF ATTACK- .08 DEGREES NACH NUMBER= 0.84 CONFIGURATION z LARGE TAILSiVl) ON
























ZY/8 2YI8 2YIB 2YI8 ?Y/8 2YIB
-O.O0 -0.05 -O.1O -0.30 -0.bO -0.80
CPU CDL C_U CDL CPU CPL CPU CPL CRU CPL CPU CPL
< • < • < • < • .31566 .31566 .10553 ,10553 .18581 .18581 ,12055 °12055
< • < • < • < • .28323 .16281 °07294 -.05800 < • < • < • < •
< • < • < • < • .22379 .02507 -.019%4 -.22781 < • < • < • < •
< • < • < • < • .15508 -.03312 -.11267 -,29309 -.26821 -.38794 .08832 -1.00792
< • < • < • < • .09045 -.07773 -.17025 -.29251 < • < • < • < •
< > < • < • < • .061b0 -.12061 -.Z0615 -.29570 -.25287 -.36887 .03216 -,92918
< • < • < • < • .02604 -.13536 -.23814 -.29701 • • < • < • • •
• • • • • • < • -.02962 -.13929 -.26894 -.27289 -.24142 -.39130 .00961 -.69628
• • < • • • < > -.04943 -.13729 -.29256 -.27717 • • < • < • • •
< • < • • • < • -.08379 -.14153 -.31171 -.28413 -.22542 -.33028 .01762 -,51611
• • • • < • < • -.14179 -.17369 -.34789 -.27176 • • • • • • • •
• > < • • • • • -,22600 -.19167 -,38691 -.22833 -.21228 -.29362 -.07130 -,54125
• • < • < • • • -.27708 -.19108 -.426b0 -.27507 • • • • • • • •
< • • • < • < • -.37023 -.21024 -.41884 -.26172 -.15693 -.30601 -.05832 -.43610
• • • • < • • • -.40754 < • -.44086 • • • • • • < • • •
• • • • < • • • -.41165 < • -.40356 _ • -*14254 < • -,08201 < •
• • • • • • • • -.41661 -.28%21 -.32875 -.30578 -.13902 -.30554 -.09333 -.34943
• > < • < • • • -.28177 < • -°23300 • • -.14946 < • -.11827 • •
• • • • -,09535 • • -,15341 -.24773 -,21753 -.23106 -,16002 -.21781 -.11238 -,20252
-.08889 • • • • < • -.09149 • • -.1939_ < • -.10953 -.12b33 -.09163 -.11086
-,015_0 -.05656 -.Ol2@O -.07873 .00393 -.05163 .03052 -.03198 -.01152 -.02005 -.05745 -.01665
• 07843 .05466 .10860 .0?892 .15296 .08495 .17924 .12238 .11173 .11199 .01767 .07926
< • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION
t**#_ BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
P R E S S U R E w E A S U R E M E N T S
ANGLE OF ATTACK- 1.38 DEGREES MACH _'UMBER- 0.83
S P A N g I S E LOCATION




0.000 < • • •
• DO5 < • • •
• 015 < • • •
• 025 < • < •
< •
.0_,0 • •
• OSO < • < •
.Oh5 < • • •
.075 < > • •
• 090 • • • •
• i00 • • < •
• 125 • • • •
• 150 • • • •
• 200 < • • >
• 250 • • • •
•300 < > < •
•350 • • • •
.450 • •
.550 • • • •
.bS0 < • • •
• 750 -.I058_ < •
.850 -.02583 -.05489
.950 .07589 .05759
2YIB 2YI8 2Y/8 2YIB
-0.05 -0.10 -0.30 -0.60
CRU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
< • • • .31996 .31996 .11419 .11419 .15342 .15342
• • • • .26336 .20317 .03992 .01675 • • • •
• • • • .20117 .07869 -.08374 -.11552 • • • •
• • • • .12161 ,03948 -.18348 -.19788 --,43785 -.21860
• • < • .05168 -.03118 -.22628 -.206_6 • • • •
• • • • .02600 -.D6415 -.27013 -.22384 -.40447 -.22907
• • • • -.01639 -.08273 -.29995 -.22788 • • • •
• • • • -.06502 -.09491 -.32854 -.21489 -.36733 -,2793_
• • < • -.07804 -.09984 -.35_73 -.21965 • •
• • • • -.I1781 -.10339 -.37027 -.21733 -.32900
• > • • -.18389 -.13293 -.40648 -.21387 • •
• > • • -.25953 -.15387 -.45137 -.18977 -.29513
• • < • -.31508 -,16076 -.47681 -.22552 • •
< • < • -.41409 -.16865 -.49145 -.22040 -.21266
< • • • --.45740 • • -.49562 • • • •
< • • • --.43904 < • -.44577 • • --.19085
• • • • --.43489 --.25170 --.35275 --.27509 --.16474
• • • • --.29808 • • --.26328 • • --.17882
-.11360 • • --,16761 --.23133 --,23_33 -,21773 -.1863b
• • • • -,10885 • • -,23433 • • -.12097
-.02809 -.08047 -.O041b -.04858 .02_91 -.03413 -,02137
.10620 .02965 .14631 .08473 .17280 .11727 .11716












• • • • • •
-.24801 -,12974 -.35432
• • • • • •
< • -.14609 • •
-.26624 -,15166 -.30148



















ANGLE OF ATTACK= 2.¢7 DEGREES NACH NUMBER" 0.84 CONFIGURATION I LARGE TAILS(VI) ON



























< • < •
• • < •
• • < •
• • < •
< • < >
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
• • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
< • < •
• • < •
< •
< • < •
< • < •
< > < •
-. 11304 < •
-.03221 -.05099
.07201 .05583
2Y/B 2YIB 2YIB 2YIB 2YIB
-0.05 -0.10 -0.30 -0.60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
< • < • .31623 .31623 .117_8 .11748 .08736 .0873b .Z1462 .21462
< • < • .Z483g .23223 .00961 .07g08 < • < • < • < •
< • < • .18975 .13101 -.13735 -.0_64g < • < • • • < •
• • < • .09301 .07336 -.22gOB -.12805 -.6255g -.L0626 -.2234g -.34997
• • • • .0270_ .01642 -.28835 -.1433Z • • • • < • < •
< • • • -.009_ -.02607 -.31952 -.16409 -.574gl -.1412] -.2694_ -.35360
• • < • -.04676 -.04286 -.3515T -.L8330 < • < • • • < •
< • • • -.Og8_? -.05145 -.3B132 -.167_2 -.47087 -.18224 -.2513g -.30460
• • < • -.11372 -.06061 -._o_g3 -.17153 < • < • • • • •
< • • • -.15113 -.06052 -.415_ -.16557 -.4281b -,17139 -.19988 -.30126
< • < • -,21332 -.09596 -._6265 -.18286 • • < • < • < •
• • < • -.2q_2 -.12345 -.50225 -.15271 -.37105 -.16715 -.26679 -.28966
• • < • -.34286 -.1245_ -.5201g -.19458 < • • • • • < •
• • < • -._335 -.1_675 -.537_5 -.18808 -.26129 -.2050B -.Z0106 -.27437
< • • • -.50678 < • -.58102 < • < • < • < • • •
• • < > -._64q7 • • -.50777 < • -.22_7 < • -.20692 < •
< • < • -.50430 -.230q2 -.3B1L4 -.2_242 -.18943 -.23_96 -.20996 -.25395
< • < • -.31304 • • -.27967 < • -.19525 • • -.20299 < •
-.12217 < • -.17B_3 -.21137 -.25001 -.lq65L -.19631 -.18676 -.18100 -.18294
< • < • -.L22_7 • • -.2_b8 < • -.1376Z -.11574 -.13422-.09389
-.02945 -.07205 -.Ollbl -.04_33 .OLB28 -.02740 -.0Z348 -.01998 -.06956 .00383
•I0015 .02g02 .14433 .0820T .16380 .lOglO .11548 .09223 .03684 .09475
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION
ee_* BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
P R E S S U R E M E A S U R E M E N T S
ANGLE OF ATTACK" 3.66 DEGREES MACH NUMBER- 0.84 CONFIGURATION ; LARGE TAILS(VI) ON


























CPU CPL CPU CPL
< • • • • • < •
< • • • < • < •
• • < • < • < •
< • < • • • < •
• • < • < • < •
• • • • < • < •
• • • • < • < >
< • < • • • < •
• • < • < • • •
< • < • < • • •
• • < • < • < •
< • < • < > • •
< • < • • • < •
< • • • < • < •
• • < • • • • •
< > < • < > < •
• • < • -.12708 < •
-.11571 • • < • • •
-.0_640 -.03820 -.03857 -. 06399
.070TO .05644 .09374 .02788
2YI8 2YIB 2YI8 2Y18
-O,LO -0.30 -0.60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPIJ CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
• 32505 .32505 .llg04 .1190_ -.01083 -.01083 .15125 .18125
.2296g .26436 -.03Z_6 .12364 < • < • • • < •
• 15979 .17011 -.19813 ,0261T • • < • < • < •
.05962 .11623 -.301_1 -.0586q -.93752 -.014_6 -.48112 -.12835
-.01242 .06188 -.36313 -.08515 • • • • • • < •
-.0474_ .02341 -.37837 -.09804 -.86_60 -.058_2 -.46161 -,17312
-,07895 -.00177 -.;0866 -.1BOO0 < • • • • • < •
-.1335B -.01280 -.43784 -.l127B -.62342 -.11057 -.40011 -.17697
-.1_92b -.0233q -.458bl -.12355 < • • • • • < •
-.1829g -.02569 -.47008 -.12731 -.48828 -.10718 -.33324 -.19255
-.24540 -.06280 -.5165_ -.13644 < • < • • • < •
-.334_4 -.08848 -.56882 -.11801 -.4_910 -.11679 -.40123 -.20859
-.37512 -.09753 -.58224 -.15425 < • • • < • • •
-.46122 -.11140 -.56384 -.15Bbl -.308_1 -.1622g -.27701 -.21320
-.54353 • • -.60660 < • • • < • • • • •
-.5103g • • -.bO3S2 • • -.25397 • • -.28229 < •
-.55559 -.2043g -.38696 -.21035 -.21487 -.1961q -.2b046 -.Z1653
-.31781 • • -.29332 • • -.21355 • • -.25567 • •
-.19386 -.18qll -.26531 -.18593 -.22004 -.16875 -.21366 -.16540
-.12651 • • -.25630 < • -.15771 -.11177 -.15890 -.09370
-.0176g -.04852 .01Z55 -,02836 -.02702 -.02048 -.07814 .O007b
.14412 .08394 .1543b .09992 .lOTBO .08502 .03821 .08486
< • Nn PRESSURE PORT AT ,THIS LOCATION

















ANGLE OF ATTACK- 4.88 DEGREES
L 0 C A T | 0 _1



























• • < •
• • < •
• • < •
< • < •
< • • •
< • • •





CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
• • • • ,33234 ,33234 .09668 ,09668
< • • • ,20676 ,29286 -,07927 ,16206
• • • • ,12337 ,22004 -,27726 ,079#1
• • • • .02574 ,16421 -,37696 ,00923
• • • • -,05378 ,10823 -,%2796 -,02215
• • < • -.07646 ,06526 -,%3792 --.0#b87
• • • • -,11472 .04099 -,#7Z24 -o06676
< • • • -°16720 .026Z8 -.#8855 -.06932
< • • • -°18508 .01337 -,51776 -,07880
• • < • -*21995 °01707 -,536%8 -*07920
• • • • -.27790 -*O?#lO -.56374 -,09393
• • • • -.36#Z6 -.0#356 -.62314 -.08373
• • • • -,#068# -,06321 -,62931 -.12266
• • • • -,507#6 -.08808 -,63788 -°12430
• • • • -,56643 < • -,65235 • •
• • • • -,56779 • • -.6#282 • •
• • • • -,59903 -,16900 -,38199 -,18678
• • • > -.31982 < • -.30101 • •
-.13151 • • -.19519 -.17208 -.2706% -.17067
• • • • -.13053 < • -.23822 < •
-.0378# -,05797 -.01966 -,03661 -.00159 -,023#8
• 09615 .02772 ,13895 ,07939 ,13960 .09538
2YIB 2YIB
-0,60 -0,80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
-,10510 -,10510 ,02712 *02712
• • • • < • • •
• • • • • • .( •
-1,28275 *06537 -,81013 ,026%0
• • • • • • • •
-1.2053# .01569 -.76552 -,05858
• • < • • • < •
-,8772# -,04727 -,63165 -,06779
• • < • < • • •
-°77207 -,05637 -,45599 -°10137
• • • • < • .< •
-,45251 -,073#0 -.54991 -. 13117
• • • • < • < •
-,35260 -.11241 -,34415 -,15051
• • < • < • < •
-,29662 < • -.3%710 < •
-.24062 -°16130 -,32131 -.17078
-.23857 • • -,29935 < •
-,23099 -,15609 -,24857 -,16;'62
-, 16872 -,10108 -,17704 -,09250
-.041#2 -.02#35 -.07973 -,01139
,09#90 .07770 ,04017 .07700
< • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION
t*s_* BAD PRESSURE REASUREHENT
P R E S S U R E _I E A S U R E M E N T S
ANGLE OF ATTACK- 6.16 DEGREES NACH NUqBER- 0.8#
S P A N g I S E L 0 C k T I 0 bt



























• • • • • •
• • • • < •
• • • • • •
• • • • • •
• • • • • •
• • < • • •
< • • • • •
• • • • • •
• • • • • •
• • • • • •
• • • • • •
• • • • • •
• • < •
• • • • • •
• • • • < •
• • < • • •
• • • • • •
• • • • • •
• • • • -.12277









CPU CPL CPU CPL
.32357 .32357 .07936 ,07936
• 17269 ,32702 -,1#885 .19393
• 08707 .25999 -,35127 ,14067
-.02165 .21785 -.#6630 .063#9
-.09131 .15461 -.50TTB ,033T0
-.12#16 ,11667 -.51010 ,01029
-,16275 ,08538 -.5#078 -,01380
-,201#8 ,07101 -,55207 -,01631
-.22251 ,05162 -,58286 -.02619
-,25353 ,04829 -.59906 -,03736
-,31789 .01503 -,64102 -.04626
-.40028 -,00818 -.66158 -,04#75
-.%3558 -.02711 -.695#6 -,07381
-,53962 -,05012 -,70913 -,0873%
-,59357 < • -,73096 • •
-.59%52 < • -.70%88 • •
-,62132 -,1420# -,48328 -,15245
-,352%0 < • -,30201 • •
-,20017 -,155#6 -,271#9 -.15#95
-,13314 < • -,22154 • •
-,02229 -,02751 -,01871 -,02656
• 14206 ,07873 .12061 .08535
2YIB 2YIB
-0,60 -0,80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
-,20695 -.20695 -,16038 -,16038
< • • • • • • •
• • • > < • • •
-1.4#390 ,11854 -1.14092 • 10765
< > • • • • < >
-1,40558 ,06384 -1.06191 ,04251
• • < • • • < •
-1.39#7# .01127 -1.01176 ,00749
• • • • • • < •
-1,13857 -.00732 -.79851 -.02004
< > • • • • < •
-. 76956 -*02120 -.56646 -,06702
• • • • < • • •
-,35130 -,075#2 -,42759 -.10803
< • • • • • • •
-,30#33 < • -,40218 • •
-,26027 -,14529 -,35848 -.14604
-,23680 • • -,32348 • •
-.24#07 -,13374 -.25546 -.13540
-,18030 -,09373 -,17210 -,09528
-,05521 -,02623 -,07855 -,02182
,07700 ,06603 ,03837 ,05280
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LnCATION









ANGLE OF ATTACK- 7,42 DEGREES MACH NUMBER= 0,84
S P A N W I S E LOCATION




0.000 < • < •
• 005 < • < •
• 015 < • < •
•025 • • < •
• 040 • • < •
,050 < • < •
• 065 • • • •
,075 • • < •
,090 • • • •
•i00 • • < •
• 125 • • • •
• 150 • > • •
,200 • • < •
,250 • • < •
,300 • • • •
• 350 • • • •
• 450 < _; • •
,550 • • < •
• 650 < • • •
•750 -,10512 • •
• BBO -,03100 -.02658
.950 ,05533 ,06116
2YIB 2YIB 2YIB 2YIB 2YIB
-0.05 -0,10 -0,30 -O,bO -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
< • • • ,31878 ,31878 ,04371 ,04371 -,29832 -.29832 -.29243 -.29243
• • • • .14321 .3480B -,19678 .21427 • • • • • • • •
• • • • .04973 .29893 -,44028 ,1B070 • • • • • • • •
• • • • -.05525 .26177 -,55866 .11088 -1.51651 ,15268 -°79751 .13781
< • • • -.13487 ,19644 -,59184 ,09636 < • • • • • • •
• • • • -,15942 .16210 -,59245 .06584 -1,51249 ,10160 -,73331 ,08810
• • • • -,19756 ,12940 -.59349 ,04896 • • • • • • • •
• • • • -.24234 ,11483 -,61525 .03004 -1,52742 ,06078 -,68917 ,05621
• • • • -.26095 .09552 -.62882 ,D1570 • • • • • • • •
• • • • -,28672 .08800 -.65407 .00865 -1,49683 ,04275 -,65357 ,02226
• • • • -.35022 .05227 -,68695 -,00828 • • < • • • • •
• • • • -,44164 .03330 -,73450 -.01352 -1,10497 ,00983 -,59769 -,02096
• • • • -,46340 .00539 -°74971 -,03672 • • • • • • • •
• • • • -,56174 -,01038 -.7b793 -,0502L -,65962 -.04641 -,52174 -.07519
• • • • -,64228 < • -,78664 • • • • • • • • < •
• • • • -,63B12 • • -,77205 • • -,22804 • • -,46115 • •
• • • • -.65625 -,11606 -.70333 -,12680 -.24154 -.11821 -.39907 -,12917
• • • • -.42925 • • -,28831 < • -,23105 • • -.3B176 • •
-.11042 • • -.19553 -,14131 -,26280 -,12966 -,22342 -.12656 -,27796 -,13422
• • < • -.11846 • • -,17528 • • -.17170 -,09942 -,20688 -,L1756
-.03123 -.05280 -,00620 -.02769 -.03710 -,02752 -.06453 -,0375X -,14832 -,05319
.08781 ,02487 ,L3279 ,07472 .07533 .06567 .06620 ,05335 -,06346 -,028_3
• • NO PRESSLIRE PORT AT THIS LOCATION
***** BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
ANGLE OF ATTACK- 8.62 DEGREES
P R E S S U R E q E A S U R E M E. N
MACH NUMBER- 0,84
T S
























2YIB 2YIB 2Y/B 2Y/B
-0.00 -0.05 -0.10 -0,30
CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL
• • • • • • • • ,30758 .30758 ,00107 .00107
< • • • • • • • ,10990 ,36811 -,26171 ,22545
< • • • < • <.> ,01971 .33366 -,54049 ,21100
• • • • < • _ • -,09661 ,29346 -,66997 .15979
• • • • • • • • -,18723 ,23411 -.66776 ,13372
• • • • • • <> -,19838 ,20060 -,68135 ,10448
• • • • • • : • • -.23299 °17353 -,65519 ,08696
• • < • • • • • -.27881 ,14806 -.66958 ,07202
• • • • • • • • -.29091 ,13792 -,69351 .06108
• • • • • • • • -°3188_ ,12529 -.69569 .05144
< • • • • • • • -,38463 .08810 -,73415 .03618
• • • • • • • • -,47424 .06892 -,78918 ,01817
• • • • • • < • -.49996 .04039 -,79224 -°00291
• • • • • • • • -°58640 ,01640 -.82055 -,01337
• • • • • • < • -,67233 • • -,85113 • •
• • • • • • • • -.66510 • • -.82454 • •
• • • • • • • • -°69671 -,08089 -,80612 -,10387
• • • • • • _< • -,49951 • • -.29281 • •
<> • • -,10296 • • -,21781 -,11283 -,24947 -,11451
-.09993 • • • • • • -,11989 • • -°19521 • •
-.03280 -,02109 -.03868 -.05244 -,01370 -.02234 -,06461 -.02952
,04966 ,05736 ,0829B .02802 .12767 .0754B °05042 .06479
2¥/B 2YIB
-0.60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
-,38408 -.B8408 -.36170 -.361T0
< • < • • • • •
• • • • • • < •
-1.57759 .18110 -.70242 ,15535
• • • • • • • •
-1,58664 °14794 -,68820 ,12692
• • • • • • • •
-1,57852 .I0690 -.70535 ,09843
-1,58377 ,08333 -.63536 ,06418
• • • • • • • •
-I,33797 ,04787 -,61410 .01795
-1,06186 -. 00990 -,56141 -.04877
• • < • < • < •
-.62342 • • -,50985 < •
-.22979 -,09005 -.45404 -,11421
-.19809 • • -,41329 • •
-,20219 -.12102 -.37719 -.15573
-.17047 -.09959 -,33234 -,15323
-.09866 -.04859 -.31150 -.13213
• 03335 .03843 -.27420 -.12474
• • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION

















ANGLE OF ATTACk= q.78 DEGREES MACH NUNBER= 0.84
S P A N W I S E LOCATION


























CPU CPL CPU CPL
• • • • • • < •
< • • • < • < •
• • • • • • • •
• > • •
• • • • • • • •
< • • • • • • •
• • • • • • < •
• • • • • > • •
• • • • < • < •
< • • • • • • •
• • • • < • < •
< • • • < • • •
• • < • • • < •
< • • • < • < •
< • • • • • < •
<.> < • • • • •
• • • • < • < •
• • • • • • < •
< • • • -,12311 < •
-,12216 • • < • • •
-.05314 -,01792 -.05699 -.04298
•04020 .05897 ,07005 .01854
2YIB 2Y/8
-0.10 -0.30
CPU CPL CPU CPL
.Z9081 .29081 -.04389 -.0%389
• 07802 .38800 -.3Z185 .22999
-,0Z225 .35845 -.61493 ,23376
-,13696 .32616 -.77028 ,20Z30
-.21429 .27552 -,74711 .17734
-.23563 .23446 -.75156 .15005
-,27252 .21128 -.74578 .1265Z
-.31495 .19383 -.74258 .10638
-,32235 .17017 -.74425 .10295
-.35244 .16529 -.75554 .08840
-,4171b ,12796 -,78505 ,O73TZ
-.51769 ,09716 -,81251 .04311
-.53734 ,07627 -.84184 ,0Z802
-.60368 .05264 -.87018 .02095
-,69782 • • -.90087 < •
-.68594 • • -.88511 < •
-.73288 -.05881 -.84882 -.06628
-.59784 • • -.33643 < •
-.23473 -.OqqOZ -.27952 -.10737
-.12969 • • -.23051 < •
-.02648 -.02234 -.09165 -.02670
• 11840 .07480 .02_46 .05909
2YIB 2YIB
-0.60 -0,80
CPU CPL CPU CPL
-.65825 -°%5825 -.35509 -.35509
< • < • < • < •
< > • • • • < >
-1.27464 .19366 -.53503 .16863
• • < • • • • •
-1.23547 .17765 -.50466 .16058
• • • • • • • •
-1.18885 .14600 -.49298 .11870
< • • • • • • •
-1.17390 ,12303 -.47718 ,09144
< • • • • • • •
-1.11021 ,08717 -,46270 .02811
-1.03%75 ,01994 -.%%368 -,03138
< > • • < • • >
-.96509 • • -.43094 • •
-.83264 -.07164 -.41493 -,11271
-,63582 • • -.39806 • >
-.41499 -.11716 -.38882 -. 17576
-.28417 -.10780 -.365%1 -.18466
-.21039 -.07333 -.35864 -.18039
-.13139 -.02155 -, 32999 -.23630
< • NO PRESSURE RORT AT THIS LOCATIqN
$***_ BAD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
P R E S S U R E N E A S U R E M E N T S
ANGLE OF ATTACK- 10.98 DEGREES MACH NUMBER- 0.84 CONFIGURATION * LARGE TAILS(V]| ON



























< • • •
< > • •
< •
< • • •
< • • •
< • • •
< • • •
< • < •
< • • •
• • < •




ZYI8 2Y18 ZY/8 2YIB 2Y18
-0.05 -0.10 -0.30 -0.60 -0.80
CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CPU CPL CRU CPL
• • < • .2802_ ,28022 -,09111 -°09111 -.51603 _,51603 --,47333 --,47333
• • < • .04591 .39686 -,38027 ,22090 • • • • • • • •
< • • • -.05584 .38829 -,71230 .24449 < • • • • • • •
• • < >_ -°17603 .36141 -.90191 ,23179 -,98041 .20857 -.62875 .14058
< • • • -.26292 ,31282 -.8fi905 .21167 < • • • • • • •
• • • • -.27416 .27979 -.83482 .18389 -.98484 .Z0720 -.61264 .14651
• • • • -.30829 .24608 -.82938 .16434 • • • • • • • •
• • • • -,35015 .22686 -,82115 .15057 -.96856 .18680 -.b0237 .11963
< • • • -.35474 .213q8 -.82758 .13946 • • • • < • • •
• • • • -.38385 ,19806 -.80743 °13087 -,92243 .15899 -,59234 .09175
• • • • -,44964 .17007 -.83657 .llZO% • • • • • • • •
• • • • -,54918 .13Z57 -,86658 ,06811 -.90752 .11566 -.57683 .06644
• • • • -.56910 ,11454 -,869%9 .07067 • • • • • • • •
• • < • -,62040 ,08625 -,89618 .04968 -.86204 .04713 -.5536g -,03414
< • • • -,70874 < • -,92266 • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • -.72344 • • -.88244 • • -,83480 • • -.52604 • •
• • • • -,75751 -.02486 -.82Z01 -,04641 -,79910 -,05221 -.48901 -.10627
• • • • -,56053 • • -.41954 • • -.75275 • • -.46291 < •
-.15176 • • -.Z7328 -.0846g -.33088 -.08570 -.65388 -,12365 -.46807 -.19199
• • • • -.16292 • • -.27263 < • -,55013 -,ii192 -,42656 -.ZI198
-,07995 -,04fi06 -.05376 -,02701 -,13855 -,0%400 -.42844 -.10318 -.41934 -,20897
.04426 .01306 .09889 .05598 .01064 .04417 -.32486 -,10395 -.39367 m.26886
< • NO PRESSURE PORT AT THIS LOCATION



















Computed Velocity Fields and Pressure Coefficients for Wing Alone With and
Without Sting Modeling
The PAN AIR velocity fields and pressure coefficients with and without sting modeling are
presented in this appendix for M : 0.80 and _ : 6.08 °, 9.70 °, and 13.00 °. The pressure





a = 6.08 °




al = 9.70 °
llll
II i ; I I I I _ _ I I Y r_
/ = 13.00 °
Figure J1. Wing upper surface velocity field with and without sting shroud at three angles of attack as
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(a) a = 6.08 °.
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ORIGINAL P.WE i5 
OF POOR QUALITY 
L-87-579 
(a) a = 4.08'. 
Figure 5. Upper surface oil flow visualization for wing alone at A4 = 0.80. 
163 
L-87-580 
(b) Q = 6.05'. 
Figure 5. Continued. 
ORlGlNAL PAGE 13 
# POOR qUAUTV 
164 
(c) a = 8.09'. 
Figure 5. Continued. 
CI 
a? 
ORIGINAL P.4GE IS 




(d) a = 10.03'. 
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(a) Typical variation.
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.4 .6 .8 1.0
×/c
.8
.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 0 .2 .4 .6 .8
X/C X/C
1,0
(a) O_no m = --2.3 °.
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.4 .6 .8 1.0
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.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
×/° \
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(h) OZnom -_ 6.0 °.
Figure 7. Continued.
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.4 .6 .8 1.0
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.4 .6 .8 1.0
x/c
























.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
×/° \
q o 0.10


















(k) C_no m ---- 9.6 °.
Figure 7. Continued.
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(m) anom = 11.9 °.
Figure 7. Continued.























































Wing + small vertical




































.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
x/e
Large rl- 0.30









0 .2 .4 .6 .a 1.0 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
x/c x/c
(a) _nom = -2.3 °.




....... Wing + small vertical tail































































....... Wing + small vertical tail
























(C) Olno m ---- 0.0 °.
Figure 8. Continued.
.4 .6 .8 1.0
x/c




....... Wing + small vertical tail












































































....... Wing +'small vertical tail


































0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
×/c
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....... Wing + small vertical tail























































....... Wing + small vertical tail




































(g) Olnom : 4.7 °.
Figure 8. Continued.
.8





Wing + small vertical tail
























































































Wing + small vertical tail






































































....... Wing + small vertical tail


































(j) (_nom ----- 8 .40.
Figure 8. Continued.






































....... Wing + small vertical tail








































































































.4 .8 .8 1.0
x/c





....... Wing + small vertical tail
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(m) anom = 11.9 °.
Figure 8. Concluded.
.4
.4 .6 .8 1.0
x/c




(a) cr = 4.27'. 
Figure 9. Upper surface oil flow visualization for wing with large vertical tail at Md = 0.80. 
196 
(b) a = 6.10". 




(c) CY = 8.14". 
Figure 9. Concluded 
198 
Wing alone, M = 0.80
Wing + small tail, M = 0.75
Wing + small tail, M = 0.83
Wing + large tail, M = 0.75
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(k) Olnom = 9.6 °.
Figure 10. Continued.
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(1) O_nom = 10.7 °.
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(m) C_nom _---11.9 °.
Figure 10. Continued.
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(a) Three-quarter front view.
Figure 15. PAN AIR type panel representation of wing-alone configuration.
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Figure 16. Theoretical and experimental section pressure distribution for wing alone at design conditions,
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